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Stiffiiess of the Neat, RTFO, Mix, PAV, and In-service Asphalts
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Table A-1 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 1 4643
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 9
40 - - - - 1.97E-05 5.12E-05
46 1.46E+04 1.48E+04 3.72E+04 4.51E+04 1.95E+05 1.93E-05
52 5.90E+03 5.85E+03 1.48E+04 1.81E+04 7.74E-04 7.90E-04
58 2.46E+03 2.53E+03 6.28E+03 7.15E+03 3.06E-04 3.20E-04
64 l.lOE+03 l.lOE+03 2.55E+03 3.18E+03 1 .24E-04 1.36E-04
70 5.05E+02 5.07E+02 1.15E+03 1.33E+03 5.30E-03 5.93E-03
1
76 2.52E+02 2.53E+02 5.52E+02 6.05E+02 2.39E-03 2J1E-03
80 1.66E+02 1.66E+02 3.53E+02 3.85E+02 1.44E-03 1.59E-03




16 1.36E+07 1.54E+07 1.45E+07 1.75E+07
19 9.01E+06 l.OlE+07 9.55E+06 1.28E+07
22 5.68E+06 6.55E+06 6.12E+06 8.71E-06
25 3.47E+06 4.04E+06 3.75E+06 5.72E+06
28 2.10E+06 2.49E+06 2.29E+06 3.69E+06
31 1.26E+06 1.55E+06 1.41E+06 2.36E+06
Table A-3 OWP In-service Stiffoess Data for Project 14643
In-service
Temp. OWP ( 6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.14E+07 2.26E+07 1.47E+07 1.54E+07
19 1.49E+07 1.57E+07 1.02E+07 1.07E+07
22 1.02E+07 1.08E+07 6.93E+06 7.26E^06
25 6.92E+06 7.19E+06 4.64E+06 4.81E+06
28 4.59E+06 4.72E+06 3.05E+06 3.12E+06
31 3.01E+06 3.06E+06 1.98E+06 2.01E+06
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Table A-4 BWP In-service Stiffoess Data for Project 14643
In-service
Temp. BWP (6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM 1
16 2.15E+06 2.25E+06 1.60E+07 1.65E+07
19 1.32E+06 1.39E+06 1.09E+07 1.15E+07
22 8.03E+05 8.34E+05 7.36E+06 7.69E+06
25 4.82E+05 4.95E+05 4.88E+06 5.04E+06
28 2.84E+05 2.90E+05 3.21E+06 3.27E+06
31 1.69E+05 1.72E+05 2.10E+06 2.13E+06
o
Table A-5 IWP In-servic^ stiffness Data for Project
14643
In-service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 1.87E+07 1.94E+07 1.49E+07 1.51E+07
19 1.47E+07 1.55E+07 1.17E+07 1.21E+07
22 l.OlE+07 1.06E+07 7.82E+06 8.29E+06
25 6.57E+06 6.91E+06 5.02E+06 5.25E+06
28 4.14E+06 4.30E+06 3.19E+06 3.30E+06
31 2.62E+06 2.69E+06 2.00E+06 2.04E+06
Table A-6 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 14643
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - - 3.55E+05
46 1.47E+04 4.12E+04 1.94E+05
52 5.88E+03 1.65E+04 7.82E+04
58 2.50E+03 6.72E+03 3.13E+04
64 l.lOE+03 2.86E+03 1.30E+04
70 5.06E+02 1.24E+03 5.62E+03
76 2.53E+02 5.79E+02 2.55E+03
80 1.66E+02 3.69E+02 1.52E+03
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Table A-7 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-a
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2
40 - - - - -
46 - - - - 1.79E'05 1.81E-05
52 8.84E+03 9.49E+03 2.25E+04 2.51E+04 6.88E-04 7.12E-04
58 3.95E+03 3.98E+03 9.75E+03 9.89E+03 2.68E-04 2.73E-04
64 1.79E+03 1.83E+03 4.67E+03 4.34E+03 1 .06E-04 1.07E-04
70 8.55E+02 8.82E+02 2.23E+03 1.96E+03 4,48E-03 4.70E-03
76 - - - - 2.02E-03 2.16E-03
80 - - - -
Table A-8 PAV and Average In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 1 5 1 65-a
PAV In-ser\'ice
Temp. 1 2 3
Average Average
16 8.28E+06 9.19E+06 6.37E+06 7.94E+06 4.20E^07
19 5.45E+06 6.07E+06 4.14E+06 5.22E+06 3.07E-07
22 3.53E+06 3.99E+06 2.71E+06 3.41E+06 2.23E-07
25 2.23E+06 2.57E+06 1.74E+06 2.18E+06 1.61E^07
28 1.44E+06 1.64E+06 l.lOE+06 1.40E+06 1.14E+07
31 8.99E+05 1.04E+06 6.95E+05 8.80E+05 7.93E-06
Table A-9 OWP and In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-a
In service
Temp. OWP ( 6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 4.22E+07 3.92E+07 7.66E+07 7.11E+07
19 3.07E+07 2.79E+07 5.72E+07 5.26E+07
22 2.19E+07 2.01E+07 4.27E+07 4.00E+07
25 1.54E^07 1.47E+07 3.14E+07 2.99E+07
28 1.06E+07 1.03E+07 2.28E+07 2.20E^07
31 7.38E+06 7.24E+06 1.63E+07 1.53E^07
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Table A-10 BWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-a
In service
Temp. BWP (6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 3.05E+07 2.92E+07 2.19E+07 2.14E+07
19 2.23E+07 2.11E+07 1.60E+07 1.55E+07
22 1.60E+07 1.54E+07 1.16E+07 1.13E+07
25 1.14E+07 l.llE+07 8.22E+06 8.02E+06
28 7.95E+06 7.62E+06 5.76E+06 5.77E+06
31 5.63E+06 5.34E+06 4.00E+06 4.07E+06
o
Table A-11 IWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-a
In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 5.41E+07 5.02E+07 3.55E+07 3.21E+07
19 3.90E+07 3.58E+07 2.56E+07 2.46E+07
22 2.78E+07 2.60E+07 1.82E+07 1.69E+07
25 1.95E+07 1.86E+07 1.28E+07 1.23E+07
28 1.35E+07 1.31E+07 8.87E+06 8.65E+06
31 9.21E+06 8.66E+06 6.07E+06 5.95E+06
Table A-12 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-a
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - - -
46 - - 1.80E+05
52 9.16E+03 2.38E+04 7.00E+04
58 3.97E+03 9.82E+03 2.71E+04
64 1.81E+03 4.50E+03 1.07E+04
70 8.68E+02 2.10E+03 4.59E+03
76 - - 2.09E+03
80 - - -
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Table A-13 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 1 5 1 65-al
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2
40 - - - - 5.68E-05 3.83E-05
46 - - - - 2.83E-05 2.36E-05
52 8.84E+03 9.49E+03 2.25E+04 2.51E-04 1.30E-05 1 .06E-05
58 3.95E+03 3.98E+03 9.75E+03 9.89E+03 5.93E-04 4.74E-04
64 1.79E+03 1.83E+03 4.67E+03 4.34E+03 2.74E-04 2.14E-04
70 8.55E+02 8.82E+02 2.23E+03 1.96E4-03 1.27E-04 9.79E-03
76 - - - - 6.00E-03 4.63E-03
80 - - - - 3.70E-03 2.87E-03
Table A-14 PAV Average In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 1 5 1 65-al
PAV In-sen-ice
Temp. 1 2 3
Average Average
16 8.28E+06 9.19E+06 6.37E+06 7.94E+06 2.63E+07
19 5.45E+06 6.07E+06 4.14E+06 5.22E+06 1.96E+07
22 3.53E+06 3.99E+06 2.71E+06 3.41E+06 1.48E+07
25 2.23E+06 2.57E+06 1.74E+06 2.18E+06 1.06E-07
28 1.44E+06 1.64E+06 l.lOE+06 1.40E+06 7.48E+06
31 8.99E+05 1.04E+06 6.95E+05 8.80E+05 5.16E+06
Table A-15 OWP In-service Stiffeess Data for Project 15165-al
In service
Temp. OWP ([6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 4.71E+07 - 4.81E+07 -
19 3.44E+07 - 3.51E+07 -
22 2.49E+07 2.51E+07 -
25 1.78E+07 1.78E+07 -
28 1.24E+07 1.23E+07 -
31 8.59E+06 - 8.34E+06 -
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16 2.58E+07 - l.llE+07 -
19 1.85E+07 - 7.79E+06 -
22 1.31E+07 - 5.39E+06 -
25 9.22E+06 - 3.71E+06 -
28 6.32E+06 - 2.57E+06 -
31 4.24E+06 - 1.76E+06 -
Table A- 17 IWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-al
In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 1.53E+06 - 2.42E+07 -
19 4.22E+06 - 1.74E+07 -
22 7.86E+06 - 1.24E+07 -
25 6.85E+06 - 8.59E+06 -
28 5.38E+06 - 5.86E+06 -
31 4.13E+06 - 3.92E+06 -
Table A- 18 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-al
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - - 4.76E+05
46 - - 2.59E+05
52 9.16E+03 2.38E+04 1.18E+05
58 3.97E+03 9.82E+03 5.33E+04
64 1.81E+03 4.50E+03 2.44E+04
70 8.68E+02 2.10E+03 1.12E+04
76 - - 5.31E+03
80 - - 3.28E+03
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Table A-19 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 15165-b
Neat RTFO W.x
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 ->
40 - - - - 4.01E-05 -
46 - - - - 1.74E-05 -
52 8.84E+03 9.49E+03 2.25E+04 2.51E^04 6.63E-04 -
58 3.95E+03 3.98E+03 9.75E+03 9.89E-03 2.65E-04 -
64 1.79E+03 1.83E+03 4.67E+03 4.34E^03 1.05E-04 -
70 8.55E+02 8.82E+02 2.23E+03 1.96E^03 4.43E-03 -
76 - - - - 1.96E-03 J
80 - - - - 1.30E-03 1
Table A-20 PAV and Average In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 1 5 1 65-b
PAV In-service
Temp. 1 2 3
Average Average
16 8.28E+06 9.19E+06 6.37E+06 7.94E+06 4.35E+07
19 5.45E+06 6.07E+06 4.14E+06 5.22E+06 3.18E+07
22 3.53E+06 3.99E+06 2.71E+06 3.41E+06 2.30E+07
25 2.23E+06 2.57E+06 1.74E+06 2.18E+06 1.65E4-07
28 1.44E+06 1.64E+06 l.lOE+06 1.40E+06 1.16E-07
31 8.99E+05 1.04E+06 6.95E+05 8.80E+05 8.10E-06
Table A-21 OWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-b
In service
Temp. OWP ('6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 4.22E+07 - 7.66E+07 -
19 3.07E+07 - 5.72E+07 -
22 2.19E+07 - 4.27E+07 -
25 1.54E+07 3.14E+07 -
28 1.06E+07 - 2.28E+07 -
31 7.38E+06 - 1.63E+07 -
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Table A-22 BWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 1 5 165-b
In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 5.41E+07 - 3.55E+07 -
19 3.90E+07 - 2.56E+07 -
22 2.78E+07 - 1.82E+07 -
25 1.95E+07 - 1.28E+07 -
28 1.35E+07 - 8.87E+06 -
31 9.21E+06 - 6.07E+06 -
u>




16 3.05E+07 - 2.19E+07 -
19 2.23E+07 - 1.60E+07 -
22 1.60E+07 - 1.16E+07 -
25 1.14E+07 - 8.22E+06 -
28 7.95E+06 - 5.76E+06 -
31 5.63E+06 - 4.00E+06 -
Table A-24 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-b
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - - 4.01E+05
46 - - 1.74E+05
52 9.16E+03 2.38E+04 6.63E+04
58 3.97E+03 9.82E+03 2.65E+04
64 1.81E+03 4.50E+03 1.05E+04




Table A-25 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 1 5 1 65-b 1
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2
40 - - - - 4.69E-05 4.63E-05
46 - - - - 2.15E-05 2.2''E-05
52 8.84E+03 9.49E+03 2.25E+04 2.51E-04 9.63E-04 1 .02E-05
58 3.95E+03 3.98E+03 9.75E+03 9.89E-^03 4.38E-04 ! 4.5"E-04
|
64 1.79E+03 1.83E+03 4.67E+03 4.34E^03 2.00E-04 2.05E-04
70 8.55E+02 8.82E+02 2.23E+03 1.96E^03 9.22E-03 9.40E-03
76 - - - - 4.38E-03 4.41 E-03
80 " ~ - - 2.73E-03
1
2.^4E-03
Table A-26 PAV and Average In-service Stif&iess Data for Project 15165-bl
PAV In-ser\-ice
Temp. 1 2 3
Average Average
16 8.28E+06 9.19E+06 6.37E+06 7.94E+06 4.88E-07
19 5.45E+06 6.07E+06 4.14E+06 5.22E+06 3.57E-07
22 3.53E+06 3.99E+06 2.71E+06 3.41E+06 2.55E-07
25 2.23E+06 2.57E+06 1.74E+06 2.18E+06 1.79E+07
28 1.44E+06 1.64E+06 l.lOE+06 1.40E+06 1.24E-07
31 8.99E+05 1.04E+06 6.95E+05 8.80E+05 8.36E-06
Table A-27 OWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-bl
In service
Temp. OWP ('6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 6.79E+07 - 5.37E+07 -
19 5.03E+07 - 3.97E+07 -
22 3.65E+07 - 2.82E+07 -
25 2.60E+07 - 1.97E+07 -
28 1.81E+07 - 1.36E+07 -
31 1.25E+07 - 9.13E+06 -
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Table A-28 IWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 1 5 1 65-b 1
In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 - - 2.75E+07 -
19 - - 2.00E+07 -
22 - - 1.45E+07 -
25 - - l.OOE+07 -
28 - - 6.90E+06 -
31 - - 4.59E+06 -
Table A-29 BWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-bl
In service
Temp. BWP( 6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 - - 4.60E+07 -
19 - - 3.30E+07 -
22 - - 2.30E+07 -
25 - - 1.60E+07 -
28 - - 1.08E+07 -
31 - - 7.17E+06 -
Table A-30 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 15165-bl
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - . 4.66E+05
46 - - 2.21E+05
52 9.16E+03 2.38E+04 9.91E+04
58 3.97E+03 9.82E+03 4.47E+04
64 1.81E+03 4.50E+03 2.02E+04
70 8.68E+02 2.10E+03 9.31E+03
76 - - 4.40E+03
80 - - 2.73E+03
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Table A-3 1 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stifftiess Data for Project 1 5308
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1
; 2
40 - - - - -
46 - - - - 1.68E-05 1 .74E-05
52 6.37E+03 6.69E+03 1.82E+04 1.91E+04 - _
58 2.69E+03 2.83E+03 7.39E+03 7.77E+03 -
64 1.18E+03 1.22E+03 3T1E+03 3.27E+03 - -
70 5.52E+02 5.68E+02 1.34E+03 1.41E^03 - -
76 - - - - 1.50E-03 1.52E-03
80 - - - - - -




16 2.37E+07 2.16E+07 2.27E+07 4.69E+07
19 1.61E+07 1.47E+07 1.54E+07 3.46E+07
22 1 .07E+07 9.75E+06 1.02E+07 2.51E+07
25 7.09E+06 6.49E+06 6.79E+06 1.80E+07
28 4.56E+06 4.17E+06 4.36E+06 1.27E+07
31 2.87E+06 2.63E+06 2.75E+06 8.84E+06
Table A-33 OWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15308
In service
Temp. OWP (^6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 4.55E+07 4.78E+07 5.39E+07 5.71E+07
19 3.29E+07 3.46E+07 4.12E+07 4.31E+07
22 2.39E+07 2.48E+07 2.99E+07 3.09E+07
25 1.67E+07 1.72E+07 2.24E+07 2.29E+07
28 1.15E+07 1.17E+07 1.67E+07 1.69E+07
31 7.81E+06 7.92E+06 1.20E+07 1.21E+07
Table A-34 IWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15308
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In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 4.20E+07 4.45E+07 3.67E+07 3.85E+07
19 3.05E+07 3.19E+07 2.59E+07 2.72E+07
22 2.19E+07 2.26E+07 1.86E+07 1.93E+07
25 1.53E+07 1.56E+07 1.35E+07 1.39E+07
28 1.04E+07 1.06E+07 9.29E+06 9.46E+06
31 7.04E+06 7.11E+06 6.71E+06 6.81E+06
u
Table A-35 BWP In-service Stif&ess Data for Project 15308
In service
Temp. BWP (6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 3.86E+07 4.06E+07 5.74E+07 6.04E+07
19 2.82E+07 2.97E+07 4.38E+07 4.60E+07
22 2.02E+07 2.12E+07 3.28E+07 3.44E+07
25 1.42E+07 1.47E+07 2.42E+07 2.51E+07
28 9.81E+06 l.OOE+07 1.76E+07 1.80E+07
31 6.62E+06 6.75E+06 1.25E+07 1.27E+07
Table A-36 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 15308
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - - -
46 - - 1.71E+05
52 6.53E+03 1.87E+04 6.01E+04
58 2.76E+03 7.58E+03 2.21E+04
64 1.20E+03 3.19E+03 9.06E+03
70 5.60E+02 1.37E+03 3.50E+03
76 - - 1.51E+03
80 - - -
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Table A-37 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 1 5502
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2
40 - - - - 4.09E-05 3.39E-05
46 - - - - 1.41E-05
1 1.58E-05 1
52 6.74E+03 6.89E+03 1.54E+04 1.41E^04 4.95E-04 1 4.60E-04 '
58 2.73E+03 2.83E+03 6.11E+03 5.84E+03 I.85E-04 1.79E-04 '
64 1.20E+03 1.31E+03 2.40E+03 2.36E+03 7.18E-03 6.97E-03
;
70 5.63E+02 5.92E+02 1.09E+03 L12E+03 2.86E-03 2.76E-03
76 - - - - 1.26E-03 1.26E-03
80 - - - - 7.39E-02 5.99E-02




16 1.33E+07 1.20E+07 1.26E+07 2.82E+07
19 8.41E+06 8.20E+06 8.31E+06 2.I2E+07
22 5.22E+06 5.10E+06 5.16E+06 1.60E+07
25 3.05E+06 2.93E+06 2.99E+06 1.22E+07
28 1.79E+06 1.67E+06 1.73E+06 8.28E+06
31 1.02E+06 9.85E+05 l.OOE+06 5.50E+06
Table A-39 OWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15502
In service
Temp. OWP ([6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.19E+07 2.45E+07 3.29E+07 3.52E+07
19 1.60E+07 1.81E+07 3.03E+07 3.24E+07
22 1.09E+07 1.23E+07 2.65E+07 2.86E+07
25 9.28E+06 1.05E+07 2.09E+07 2.24E+07
28 6.44E+06 7.44E+06 1.49E+07 1.59E-f07
31 4.23E+06 4.96E+06 1.03E+07 l.lOE+07
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Table A-40 IWP In-service Stiffoess Data for Project 15502
In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 1.75E+07 1.93E+07 2.62E+07 3.16E+07
19 1.27E+07 1.43E+07 1.88E+07 2.27E+07
22 8.91E+06 l.OlE+07 1.33E+07 1.64E+07
25 6.24E+06 7.10E+06 9.29E+06 1.14E+07
28 4.24E+06 4.87E+06 6.45E+06 7.75E+06
31 2.86E+06 3.32E+06 4.36E+06 5.30E+06
Table A-41 BWP In-service Stiffoess Data for Project 15502
In service
Temp. BWP( 6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 3.45E+07 3.83E+07 1.12E+07 1.21E+07
19 2.25E+07 2.47E+07 8.02E+06 8.32E+06
22 1.54E+07 1.73E+07 4.04E+06 5.18E+06
25 1.15E+07 1.30E+07 1.49E+06 2.99E+06
28 6.97E+06 7.87E+06 1.31E+06 1.68E+06
31 4.09E+06 4.66E+06 8.36E+05 9.94E+05
Table A-42 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffoess Data for Project 15502
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - - 3.74E+05
46 - - 1.49E+05
52 6.82E+03 1.48E+04 4.78E+04
58 2.78E+03 5.98E+03 1.82E+04
64 1.26E+03 2.38E+03 7.07E+03
70 5.78E+02 l.llE+03 2.81E+03
76 - - 1.26E+03
80 - - 6.69E+02
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Table A-43 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 15404
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2
40 5.60E+04 5.53E+04 - - 2,12E-05 2.17E-05
46 2.13E+04 2.10E+04 - - 9.99E-04 9.9;E-04
52 8.55E+03 8.40E+03 2.51E+04 2.66E^04 4.32E-04 4,29E-04
58 3.69E+03 3.65E+03 9.89E+03 1.03E-04 1.88E-04 1.87E-^j4
64 1.63E+03 1.61E+03 4.34E+03 4.58E-03 8.26E-03 8.23E-03
70 7.39E+02 7.26E+02 1.96E+03 2.06E^03 3.78E-03 . 3.—E-03
76 3.63E+02 3.58E+02 - - 1.82E-03 1.82E-03
80 2.33E+02 2.31E+02 - - 1.14E-03 1.15E-03




16 1.64E+07 1.36E+07 1.50E+07 2.63E+07
19 1.16E+07 9.44E+06 1.05E+07 2.01E+07
22 7.90E+06 6.41E+06 7.16E+06 1.49E+07
25 5.36E+06 4.35E+06 4.85E+06 l.lOE+07
28 3.60E+06 2.90E+06 3.25E+06 7.69E+06
31 2.36E+06 1.90E+06 2.13E+06 5.44E+06
Table-A-45 OWP In-service Stiffness Data for Project 15404
In service
Temp. OWP (6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.31E+07 2.59E+07 3.19E+07 3.36E+07
19 1.95E+07 2.17E+07 2.25E+07 2.36E+07
22 1.54E+07 1.69E+07 1.57E+07 1.65E+07
25 l.lOE+07 1.22E+07 1.08E+07 1.12E+07
28 7.78E+06 8.44E+06 7.32E+06 7.48E+06
31 5.51E+06 6.01E+06 4.81E+06 4.90E+06
Table A-46 IWP In-service Stiffness Data for Project 15404
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In service
Temp. rWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.94E+07 3.23E+07 2.43E+07 2.66E+07
19 2.07E+07 2.26E+07 1.94E+07 2.06E+07
22 1.45E+07 1.57E+07 1.40E+07 1.54E+07
25 9.94E+06 1.08E+07 l.OlE+07 1.08E+07
28 6.75E+06 7.22E+06 6.12E+06 6.84E+06
31 4.43E+06 4.76E+06 4.83E+06 5.46E+06
I )
Table A-47 IWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15404
In service
Temp. BWP (6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.14E+07 2.39E+07 2.09E+07 2.27E+07
19 1.78E+07 1.97E+07 1.61E+07 1.75E+07
22 1.43E+07 1.60E+07 1.17E+07 1.28E+07
25 1.15E+07 1.31E+07 9.84E+06 1.08E+07
28 8.92E+06 l.OOE+07 7.38E+06 7.98E+06
31 6.63E+06 7.37E+06 4.97E+06 5.55E+06
Table A-48 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 15404
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Avg Avg Avg
40 5.56E+04 - 2.14E+05
46 2.11E+04 - 9.95E+04
52 8.47E+03 2.59E+04 4.30E+04
58 3.67E+03 l.OlE+04 1.87E+04
64 1.62E+03 4.46E+03 8.24E+03
70 7.32E+02 2.01E+03 3.77E+03
76 3.60E+02 - 1.82E+03
80 2.32E+02 - 1.15E+03
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Table A-49 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 15630
Neat RTFO M IX
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2
40 - - - - 3.48E-05 4.10E-05
46 - - - -
1 .45E-05 :.%5E-05
52 5.67E+03 5.73E+03 1.89E+04 1.75E^04 5.51E^04 7.92E-04
58 2.49E+03 2.60E+03 8.67E+03 8.57E+03 2.33E+04 3.37E-04
64 1.12E+03 1.17E+03 3.63E+03 3.23E+03 lTlE-^04 i .46E-04
70 5.44E+02 5.48E+02 1 .74E+03 1.70E+03 5.04E-03 6.64E-03
76 - - - - 2.33E-03 3.10E-03
80 - - - - - -




16 1.37E+07 1.22E+07 1.29E+07 1.98E+07
19 9.67E+06 8.51E+06 9.09E+06 1.38E+07
22 6.68E+06 5.73E+06 6.20E+06 9.78E+06
25 4.48E+06 3.77E+06 4.12E+06 6.81E+06
28 2.96E+06 2.52E+06 2.74E+06 4.70E+06
31 1.93E+06 1.65E+06 1.79E+06 3.21E+06
Table-A-51 OWP In-service Stif&iess Data for Project 15630
In service
Temp. OWP (6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.58E+07 2.72E+07 1.40E+07 1.48E+07
19 1.86E+07 1.96E+07 9.34E+06 9.71E+06
22 1.36E+07 1.41E+07 6.30E+06 6.55E+06
25 9.75E+06 9.94E+06 4.16E+06 4.32E^06
28 6.94E+06 7.01E+06 2.70E+06 2.7SE+06
31 4.84E+06 4.89E+06 1.72E+06 1.76E+06
Table A-52 IWP In-service Stiffness Data for Project 15630
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In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.08E+07 2.19E+07 1.87E+07 1.98E+07
19 1.48E+07 1.54E+07 1.28E+07 1.34E+07
22 1.06E+07 l.llE+07 8.84E+06 9.20E+06
25 7.53E+06 7.76E+06 6.06E+06 6.28E+06
28 5.25E+06 5.41E+06 4.12E+06 4.26E+06
31 3.64E+06 3.71E+06 2.79E+06 2.89E+06
I }
Table A-53 BWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15630
In service
Temp. BWP (6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 1.46E+07 1.55E+07 1.62E+07 1.71E+07
19 1.03E+07 1.09E+07 l.lOE+07 1.15E+07
22 7.33E+06 7.63E+06 7.51E+06 7.83E+06
25 5.12E+06 5.33E+06 5.06E+06 5.23E+06
28 3.54E+06 3.68E+06 3.35E+06 3.48E+06
31 2.40E+06 2.45E+06 2.21E+06 2.26E+06
Table A-54 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 15630
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Avg Avg Avg
40 - - 3.79E+05
46 - - 1.65E+05
52 5.70E+03 1.82E+04 6.71E+04
58 2.54E+03 8.62E+03 2.85E+04
64 1.14E+03 3.43E+03 1.29E+04
70 5.46E+02 1.72E+03 5.84E+03
76 - - 2.71E+03
80 - - -
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Table A-55 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 1 5 1 73
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2
40 - - - - 4.86E-rj5 '
46 7.16E+04 5.53E+04 - - 2.01E-05
52 2.52E+04 2.01E+04 3.83E+04 - 8.14E-04,
58 9.56E+03 7.43E+03 1.48E+04 - 3.36E-04 -
64 3.85E+03 2.89E+03 5.51E+03 - 1.36E-04 -
70 1.22E+03 1.22E+03 2.36E+03 - 5.73E-03
76 5.67E+02 5.67E+02 - - 2.53E-03 -
80 - - - 1.47E-03 -
Table A-56 PAV and Average In-service Stif&iess Data for Project 1 5 1 73
PAV In service
Temp. 1 2 Average Average
16 1.30E+07 - 1.30E+07 1.83E+07
19 9.28E+06 - 9.28E+06 1.28E+07
22 6.52E+06 - 6.52E+06 9.03E+06
25 4.49E+06 - 4.49E+06 6.28E+06
28 3.04E+06 - 3.04E+06 4.32E+06
31 1.99E+06 - 1.99E+06 2.93E+06
Table-A-57 OWP In-service Stiffness Data for Project 15173
In service
Temp. OWP (6 inch)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.58E+07 - 1.40E+07 -
19 1.86E+07 - 9.34E+06 -
22 1.36E+07 - 6.30E+06 -
25 9.75E+06 - 4.16E+06 -
28 6.94E+06 - 2.70E+06 -
31 4.84E+06 - 1.72E+06 -
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Table A-58 BWP In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15173
In service
Temp. BWP (6 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 1.46E+07 - 1.62E+07 -
19 1.03E+07 - l.lOE+07 -
22 7.33E+06 - 7.51E+06 -
25 5.12E+06 - 5.06E+06 -
28 3.54E+06 - 3.35E+06 -
31 2.40E+06 - 2.21E+06 -
\
>
Table A-59 IWP In-service Stiffness Data for Project 1 5 173
In service
Temp. IWP (2 feet)
TOP BOTTOM
16 2.08E+07 - 1.87E+07 -
19 1.48E+07 - 1.28E+07 -
22 1.06E+07 - 8.84E+06 -
25 7.53E+06 - 6.06E+06 -
28 5.25E+06 - 4.12E+06 -
31 3.64E+06 - 2.79E+06 -
Table A-60 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stif&ess Data for Project 15173
Neat RTFO Mix
Temp. Average Average Average
40 - - 4.86E+05
46 6.35E+04 - 2.01E+05
52 2.27E+04 3.83E+04 8.14E+04
58 8.50E+03 1.48E+04 3.36E+04
64 3.37E+03 5.51E+03 1.36E+04
70 1.22E+03 2.36E+03 5.73E+03
76 5.67E+02 - 2.53E+03
80 - - 1.47E+03
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Table A-61 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 15174
Temp. Neat RTFO Mix
1 2 1 2 1 2
40 - - -
46 1.94E+04 2.18E+04 - -
52 8.03E+03 8.12E+03 - - 5.63E-04 4.15E^4
58 3.40E+03 3.48E+03 3.81E+03 8.75E+03 2.21E-04 1.52E-04
64 1.54E+03 1.45E+03 3.71E+03 1.59E+03 8.50E-03 6.02E-03
70 7.04E+02 6.68E+02 6.87E+02 1.66E+03 3.50E-03 2.55E-03
76 3.52E+02 3.27E+02 7.94E+02 3.26E+02 1.4SE-03 1.12E-03
80 - - - - -
Table A-62 PAV and Average In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15174
Temp. PAV In serMce
1 2 Average Average
16 1.21E+07 1.22E+07 1.21E+07 4.24E+07
19 8.22E+06 8.50E+06 8.22E+06 3.40E+07
22 5.13E+06 5.72E+06 5.13E+06 2.76E+07
25 2.95E+06 3.69E+06 2.95E+06 2.14E+07
28 1.69E+06 2.50E+06 1.69E+06 1.65E^07
31 9.87E+05 1.63E+05 9.87E+05 1.26E+07




16 - - - -
19 - - - -
22 - - - -
25 - - - -
28 - - - -
31 - - - -
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16 3.91E+07 3.71E+07 4.22E+07 4.02E+07
19 3.06E+07 3.01E+07 3.30E+07 3.20E+07
22 2.39E+07 2.46E+07 2.58E+07 2.68E+07
25 1.83E+07 1.83E+07 1.98E+07 2.04E+07
28 1.38E+07 1.43E+07 1.50E+07 1.55E+07
31 1.02E+07 1.15E+07 1.12E+07 1.23E+07





16 4.52E+07 4.49E+07 4.50E+07 4.56E+07
19 3.68E+07 3.67E+07 3.61E+07 3.69E+07
22 3.12E+07 3.02E+07 2.90E+07 2.94E+07
25 2.48E+07 2.36E+07 2.26E+07 2.33E+07
28 1.92E+07 1.84E+07 1.74E+07 1.78E+07
31 1.45E+07 1.36E+07 1.33E+07 1.41E+07
Table A-66 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stifftiess Data for Project 15174
Temp. Neat RTFO Mix
Average Average Average
40 - - -
46 2.06E+04 - -
52 8.08E+03 - 4.89E+04
58 3.44E+03 6.28E+03 1.87E+04
64 1.50E+03 2.65E+03 7.26E+03
70 6.86E+02 1.17E+03 3.03E+03
76 3.40E+02 5.60E+02 1.30E+03
80 - - -
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Table A-67 Neat, RTFO Stiffness Data for Project 1 5309
Temp.
Neat RTFO Mix
1 2 1 2
;
1 2
40 - - - -
46 - - - -
52 6.39E+03 6.39E+03 1.72E+04 1 4.48E-^04 4.75E^04
58 2.85E+03 2.71E+03 7.58E+03 1 2.25E-04 1.60E-04
'
64 1.21E+03 1.28E+03 3.51E+03
j
9.98E-03 6.96E-03
70 5.79E+02 6.11E+02 1.57E+03 - 4.89E-03 2.41E-03
76 - - - - - -
80 - - -
, .J
-
Table A-68 PAV and Average In-service Stiffiiess Data for Project 15309
Temp. PAV In service
1 2 Average Average
16 8.14E+06 8.07E+06 8.11E+06 1.83E+07
19 4.24E+06 5.49E+06 4.87E+06 1.28E+07
22 3.61E+06 3.38E+06 3.50E+06 9.03E+06
25 2.30E+06 2.11E+06 2.21E+06 6.28E+06
28 1.34E+06 1.44E+06 1.39E+06 4.32E+06
31 - - - 2.93E+06




16 2.58E+07 - 1.40E+07 -
19 1.86E+07 " 9.33E+06 -
22 1.36E+07 - 6.29E+06 -
25 9.74E+06 4.15E+06 -
28 6.93E+06 - 2.70E+06 -
31 4.84E+06 - 1.72E+06 -
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16 2.08E+07 - 1.87E+07 -
19 1.48E+07 - 1.28E+07 -
22 1.06E+07 - 8.84E+06 -
25 7.53E+06 - 6.06E+06 -
28 5.25E+06 - 4.12E+06 -
31 3.64E+06 - 2.79E+06 -




16 1.46E+07 - 1.62E+07 -
19 1.03E+07 - l.lOE+07 -
22 7.33E+06 - 7.51E+06 -
25 5.12E+06 - 5.06E+06 -
28 3.54E+06 - 3.35E+06 -
31 2.40E+06 - 2.21E+06 -
Table A-72 Neat, RTFO, and Mix Stiffiiess Data for Project 14643
Temp. Neat RTFO Mix
Average Average Average
40 - - -
46 - - -
52 6.39E+03 1.72E+04 4.62E+04
58 2.78E+03 7.58E+03 1.93E+04
64 1.25E+03 3.51E+03 8.47E+03
70 5.95E+02 1.57E+03 3.65E+03
76 - - -
80 - - -
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Table A-73 Neat, RTFO and Mix Stiffness Data for Project 15617
Temp Neat RTFO Mix
1 2 1 2 1 2
40 6.37E+04 - - - -
46 2.33E+04 - - - -
52 5.41E+03 8.79E+03 1.36E+04 -
58 3.57E+03 1.25E+03 6.33E+03 - ;
64 5.95E+02 1.44E+03 3.60E+03 - -
70 6.25E+02 - 1.54E+03 - -
76 2.87E+02 - - -
80 1.76E+02 _ - - - -
Table A-74 PAV and Average In-service Stiffness Data for Project 14643
Temp PAV In service
1 2 Average Average
16 1.38E+07 1.27E+06 1.38E+07 1.64E^07
19 9.04E+06 8.34E+06 9.04E+06 1.14E+07
22 5.73E+06 5.21E+06 5.73E+06 7.77E+06
25 3.51E+06 3.11E+06 3.51E+06 5.19E+06
28 2.15E+06 1.79E+06 2.15E+06 3.42E+06
31 1.34E+06 l.llE+06 1.34E+06 2.14E+06




16 1.25E+07 - 2.87E+07 -
19 8.22E+06 - 2.07E+07 -
22 5.35E+06 - 1.45E+07 -
25 3.41E+06 - 9.94E+06 -
28 2.16E+06 - 6.63E+06 -
31 1.36E+06 - 4.30E+06
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16 1.37E+07 - 2.43E+07 -
19 9.11E+06 - 1.69E+07 -
22 5.91E+06 - 1.16E+07 -
25 3.81E+06 - 7.68E+06 -
28 2.42E+06 5.02E+06 -
31 1.55E+06 - 2.79E+06 -
l_^




16 1.46E+07 - 4.80E+06 -
19 L03E+07 - 3.09E+06 -
22 7.33E+06 - 1.94E+06 -
25 5.12E+06 - 1.21E+06 -
28 3.54E+06 - 7.43E+05 -
31 2.40E+06 - 4.41E+05 -
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APPENDIX B














14643 2 46 1.48E+04
14643 2 52 5.85E+03
14643 2 58 2.53E+03
14643 2 64 1.10E+03
14643 2 70 5.07E+02
14643 2 76 2.53E+02
14643 2 46 3.72E+04
14643 2 52 1.48E+04
14643 2 58 6.28E+03
14643 2 64 2.55E+03
14643 2 70 1.15E+03
14643 2 76 5.52E+02
14643 2 2 46 4.51 E+04
14643 2 2 52 1.81 E+04
14643 2 2 58 7.15E+03
14643 2 2 64 3.18E+03
14643 2 2 70 1.33E+03
14643 2 2 76 6.05E+02
14643 3 46 1.95E+05
14643 3 52 7.74E+04
14643 3 58 3.06E+04
14643 3 64 1.24E+04
14643 3 70 5.30E+03
14643 3 76 2.39E+03
14643 2 3 46 1.93E+05
14643 2 3 52 7.90E+04
14643 2 3 58 3.20E+04
14643 2 3 64 1.36E+04
14643 2 3 70 5.93E+03








151651 2 52 9.49E+03
151651 2 58 3.98E+03
151651 2 64 1.83E+03
151651 2 70 8.82E+02
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151651 2 1 76 .
151651 2 46
151651 2 52 2.25E+04
151651 2 58 9.75E+03
151651 2 64 4.67E+03
151651 2 70 2.23E+03
151651 2 76 .
151651 2 2 46
151651 2 2 52 2.51 E+04
151651 2 2 58 9.89E+03
151651 2 2 64 4.34E+03
151651 2 2 70 1.96E+03
151651 2 2 76
151651 3 46 1.79E+05
151651 3 52 6.88E+04
151651 3 58 2.68E+04
151651 3 64 1 .06E+04
151651 3 70 4.48E+03
151651 3 76 2.02E+03
151651 2 3 46 1.81E+05
151651 2 3 52 7.12E+04
151651 2 3 58 2.73E+04
151651 2 3 64 1 .07E+04
151651 2 3 70 4.70E+03








1516511 2 52 9.49E+03
1516511 2 58 3.98E+03
1516511 2 64 1 .83E+03
1516511 2 70 8.82E+02
1516511 2 76
1516511 2 46
1516511 2 52 2.25E+04
1516511 2 58 9.75E+03
1516511 2 64 4.67E+03
1516511 2 70 2.23E+03
1516511 2 76
1516511 2 2 46
1516511 2 2 52 2.51 E+04
1516511 2 2 58 9.89E+03
1516511 2 2 64 4.34E+03
1516511 2 2 70 1.96E+03
1516511 2 2 76
1516511 1 3 46 2.83E+05
1516511 1 3 52 1.30E+05
1516511 1 3 58 5.93E+04
1516511 1 3 64 2.74E+04
o
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1516511 1 3 70 1.27E+04
1516511 1 3 76 6.00E+03
1516511 2 3 46 2.36E+05
1516511 2 3 52 1.06E+05
1516511 2 3 58 4.74E+04
1516511 2 3 64 2.14E+04
1516511 2 3 70 9.79E+03








151652 2 52 9.49E+03
151652 2 58 3.98E+03
151652 2 64 1.83E+03
151652 2 70 8.82E+02
151652 2 76
151652 2 46
151652 2 52 2.25E+04
151652 2 58 9.75E+03
151652 2 64 4.67E+03
151652 2 70 2.23E+03
151652 2 76
151652 2 2 46
151652 2 2 52 2.51 E+04
151652 2 2 58 9.89E+03
151652 2 2 64 4.34E+03
151652 2 2 70 1.96E+03
151652 2 2 76
151652 3 46 1 .74E+05
151652 3 52 6.63E+04
151652 3 58 2.65E+04
151652 3 64 1.05E+04
151652 3 70 4.43E+03
151652 3 76 1.96E+03
151652 2 3 46
151652 2 3 52
151652 2 3 58
151652 2 3 64
151652 2 3 70








1516521 2 52 9.49E+03
1516521 2 58 3.98E+03
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1516521 2 1 64 1 .83E+03
1516521 2 1 70 8.82E+02
1516521 2 1 76
1516521 2 46
1516521 2 52 2.25E+04
1516521 2 58 9.75E+03
1516521 2 64 4.67E+03
1516521 2 70 2.23E+03
1516521 2 76
1516521 2 2 46
1516521 2 2 52 2.51 E+04
1516521 2 2 58 9.89E+03
1516521 2 2 64 4.34E+03
1516521 2 2 70 1.96E+03
1516521 2 2 76
1516521 3 46 2.15E+05
1516521 3 52 9.63E+04
1516521 3 58 4.38E+04
1516521 3 64 2.00E+04
1516521 3 70 9.22E+03
1516521 3 76 4.38E+03
1516521 2 3 46 2.27E+05
1516521 2 3 52 1 .02E+05
1516521 2 3 58 4.57E+04
1516521 2 3 64 2.05E+04
1516521 2 3 70 9.40E+03








15308 2 52 6.69E+03
15308 2 58 2.83E+03
15308 2 64 1.22E+03
15308 2 70 5.68E+02
15308 2 76
15308 2 46
15308 2 52 1.82E+04
15308 2 58 7.39E+03
15308 2 64 3.11 E+03
15308 2 70 1 .34E+03
15308 2 76
15308 2 2 46
15308 2 2 52 1.91 E+04
15308 2 2 58 7.77E+03
15308 2 2 64 3.27E+03
15308 2 2 70 1.41 E+03
15308 2 2 76
15308 1 3 46 1 .68E+05
15308 1 3 52 6.01 E+04
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15308 1 3 58 2.21E+04
15308 1 3 64 9.06E+03
15308 1 3 70 3.50E+03
15308 1 3 76 1.50E+03
15308 2 3 46 1.74E+05
15308 2 3 52 6.36E+04
15308 2 3 58 2.31 E+04
15308 2 3 64 9.37E+03
15308 2 3 70 3.57E+03




15502 64 1 .20E+03
15502 70 5.63E+02
15502 76 -
15502 2 46 -
15502 2 52 6.89E+03
15502 2 58 2.83E+03
15502 2 64 1.31E+03
15502 2 70 5.92E+02
15502 2 76 -
15502 2 46 -
15502 2 52 1 .54E+04
15502 2 58 6.11E+03
15502 2 64 2.40E+03
15502 2 70 1 .09E+03
15502 2 76 -
15502 2 2 46 -
15502 2 2 52 1.41 E+04
15502 2 2 58 5.84E+03
15502 2 2 64 2.36E+03
15502 2 2 70 1.12E+03
15502 2 2 76 -
15502 3 46 1.41E+05
15502 3 52 4.95E+04
15502 3 58 1.85E+04
15502 3 64 7.18E+03
15502 3 70 2.86E+03
15502 3 76 1.26E+03
15502 2 3 46 1.58E+05
15502 2 3 52 4.60E+04
15502 2 3 58 1 .79E+04
15502 2 3 64 6.97E+03
15502 2 3 70 2.76E+03







154041 2 46 2.10E+04
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154041 2 52 8.40E+03
154041 2 58 3.65E+03
154041 2 64 1.61E+03
154041 2 70 7.26E+02
154041 2 76 3.58E+02
154041 2 46
154041 2 52 2.51 E+04
154041 2 58 9.89E+03
154041 2 64 4.34E+03
154041 2 70 1.96E+03
154041 2 76
154041 2 2 46
154041 2 2 52 2.66E+04
154041 2 2 58 1.03E+04
154041 2 2 64 4.58E+03
154041 2 2 70 2.06E+03
154041 2 2 76
154041 3 46 9.99E+04
154041 3 52 4.32E+04
154041 3 58 1 .88E+04
154041 3 64 8.26E+03
154041 3 70 3.78E+03
154041 3 76 1.82E+03
154041 2 3 46 9.91 E+04
154041 2 3 52 4.29E+04
154041 2 3 58 1.87E+04
154041 2 3 64 8.23E+03
154041 2 3 70 3.77E+03







15630 2 46 .
15630 2 52 5.73E+03
15630 2 58 2.60E+03
15630 2 64 1.17E+03
15630 2 70 5.48E+02
15630 2 76 ,
15630 2 46
15630 2 52 1 .89E+04
15630 2 58 8.67E+03
15630 2 64 3.63E+03
15630 2 70 1.74E+03
15630 2 76
15630 2 2 46
15630 2 2 52 1 .75E+04
15630 2 2 58 8.57E+03
15630 2 2 64 3.23E+03
15630 2 2 70 1.70E+03
15630 2 2 76
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15630 3 46 1.45E+05
15630 3 52 5.51 E+04
15630 3 58 2.33E+04
15630 3 64 1.11 E+04
15630 3 70 5.04E+03
15630 3 76 2.33E+03
15630 2 3 46 1.85E+05
15630 2 3 52 7.92E+04
15630 2 3 58 3.37E+04
15630 2 3 64 1.46E+04
15630 2 3 70 6.64E+03







15173 2 46 5.53E+04
15173 2 52 2.01 E+04
15173 2 58 7.43E+03
15173 2 64 2.89E+03
15173 2 70 1.22E+03
15173 2 76 5.67E+02
15173 2 46
15173 2 52 3.83E+04
15173 2 58 1 .48E+04
15173 2 64 5.51 E+03
15173 2 70 2.36E+03
15173 2 76
.
15173 2 2 46
15173 2 2 52
15173 2 2 58
15173 2 2 64
15173 2 2 70 .
15173 2 2 76
15173 3 46 2.01 E+05
15173 3 52 8.14E+04
15173 3 58 3.36E+04
15173 3 64 1.36E+04
15173 3 70 5.73E+03
15173 3 76 2.53E+03
15173 2 3 46
15173 2 3 52
15173 2 3 58 .
15173 2 3 64 .
15173 2 3 70 .
15173 2 3 76






15174 1 76 3.52E+02
15174 2 46 2.18E+04
15174 2 52 8.12E+03
15174 2 58 3.48E+03
15174 2 64 1 .45E+03
15174 2 70 6.68E+02
15174 2 76 3.27E+02
15174 2 46 .
15174 2 52
15174 2 58 3.81 E+03
15174 2 64 3.71 E+03
15174 2 70 6.87E+02
15174 2 76 7.94E+02
15174 2 2 46
15174 2 2 52
15174 2 2 58 8.75E+03
15174 2 2 64 1.59E+03
15174 2 2 70 1.66E+03
15174 2 2 76 3.26E+02
15174 3 46
15174 3 52 5.63E+04
15174 3 58 2.21 E+04
15174 3 64 8.50E+03
15174 3 70 3.50E+03
15174 3 76 1 .48E+03
15174 2 3 46
15174 2 3 52 4.15E+04
15174 2 3 58 1.52E+04
15174 2 3 64 6.02E+03
15174 2 3 70 2.55E+03








15309 2 52 6.39E+03
15309 2 58 2.71 E+03
15309 2 64 1.28E+03
15309 2 70 6.11E+02
15309 2 76 .
15309 2 46
15309 2 52 1 .72E+04
15309 2 58 7.58E+03
15309 2 64 3.51 E+03
15309 2 70 1.57E+03
15309 2 76
15309 2 2 46
15309 2 2 52
15309 2 2 58
15309 2 2 64
I,)
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15309 2 2 70
15309 2 2 76
15309 3 46
15309 3 52 4.48E+04
15309 3 58 2.25E+04
15309 3 64 9.98E+03
15309 3 70 4.89E+03
15309 3 76
15309 2 3 46
15309 2 3 52 4.75E+04
15309 2 3 58 1.60E+04
15309 2 3 64 6.96E+03
15309 2 3 70 2.41 E+03
15309 2 3 76
15617 46 2.33E+04





15617 2 46 -
15617 2 52 8.79E+03
15617 2 58 1.25E+03




15617 2 52 1 .36E+04
15617 2 58 6.33E+03
15617 2 64 3.60E+03
15617 2 70 1 .54E+03
15617 2 76
15617 2 2 46
15617 2 2 52 .
15617 2 2 58 .
15617 2 2 64
.
15617 2 2 70








15617 2 3 46
15617 2 3 52
15617 2 3 58 .
15617 2 3 64 .
15617 2 3 70









where temp EQ 64;
estimate 'label 1 vs label 2' label 1 •1
estimate 'label 1 vs label 3' label 1 -1
estimate 'label 2 vs label 3' label 1 -1
contrast 'label 1 vs label 2' label 1 -1
contrast 'label 1 vs label 3' label 1 -1
contrast 'label 2 vs label 3' label 1 -1
run;
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The SAS System 1
22:01 Friday, July 9, 1999
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
LABEL 3 12 3
Number of observations in data set = 468
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 343 observations can be used in this
analysis.
The SAS System 2
22:01 Friday, July 9, 1999
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: LSTIFF
Sum of Mean
Source DF Squares Square F Value Pr > F
Model 5 148.59943 29.71989 1600.50 0.0001
Error 337 6.25778 0.01857
Corrected Total 342 154.85722
R-Square C.V. Root MSE LSTIFF Mean
0.959590 3.591911 0.1363 3.7938
Source DF Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
PROJ 1 3.60794 3.60794 194.30 0.0001
LABEL 2 44.45377 22.22689 1196.98 0.0001
SAMPLE 1 0.01358 0.01358 0.73 0.3931
TEMP 1 100.52414 100.52414 5413.52 0.0001
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
PROJ 1 1.74079 1.74079 93.75 0.0001
LABEL 2 46.15805 23.07902 1242.87 0.0001
SAMPLE 1 0.01271 0.01271 0.68 0.4086
TEMP 1 100.52414 100.52414 5413.52 0.0001
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The SAS System 3
22:01 Friday, July 9, 1999
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
LABEL 3 12 3
Number of observations in data set = 78
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 71 observations can be used in this
analysis.
The SAS System 4
22:01 Friday, July 9, 1999
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: LSTIFF
Sum of Mean
Source DF Squares Square F Value Pr > F
Model 2 9.0662428 4.5331214 194.62 0.0001
Error 68 1.5838779 0.0232923
Corrected Total 70 10.6501207
R-Square C.V. Root MSE LSTIFF Mean
0.851281 4.275033 0.1526 3.5700
Source DF Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
LABEL 2 9.0662428 4.5331214 194.62 0.0001
TEMP 0.0000000 .
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
LABEL 2 9.0662428 4.5331214 194.62 0.0001
TEMP 0.0000000 .
Contrast DF Contrast SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
label 1 vs label 2 1 1.8068095 1.8068095 77.57 0.0001
label 1 vs label 3 1 9.0627775 9.0627775 389.09 0.0001
label 2 vs label 3 1 2.6701389 2.6701389 114.64 0.0001
i^
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T for HO: Pr > |T| Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter^O Estimate
label 1 vs label 2
-0.38477215
-8.81 0.0001 0.04368716
label 1 vs label 3
-0.87207385
-19.73 0.0001 0.04421086
label 2 vs label 3
-0.48730170
-10.71 0.0001 0.04551320



























t Critical one-tail 1.77093170
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.02319138
t Critical two-tail 2.16036824














t Critical one-tail 6.313748599
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.01804973
t Critical two-tail 12.7061503






















t Critical one-tail 1.894577508
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.027161818
t Critical two-tail 2.36462256















































t Critical one-tail 1.894577508
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.027161818
t Critical two-tail 2.36462256














t Critical one-tail 6.3137486
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0226972
t Critical two-tail 12.70615






















t Critical one-tail 1.894577508
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.027161818
t Critical two-tail 2.36462256
Table B-8 RTFO/Mix Statistics at 64C for Project 15165b
RTFO@64 MIX@64 t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means
4.67E+03 1.06E+04








P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0 11 3486
t Critical one-tail 6.3137486
P(T<=t) t\vo-tail 0.0226972
t Critical two-tail 12.^0615





















t Critical one-tail 1.894577508
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.027161818
t Critical two-tail 2.36462256
































t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means
RTFO MIX









t Critical one-tail 1.894577
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.029153
t Critical two-tail 2.364622
Table B-12 RTFO/Mix Statistics at 64C for Project 15308
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for MeansRTFO@64 MD(@64
3.11E+03 9.06E+03










































t Critical one-tail 1 .8945775
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0268314



















t Critical one-tail 6.3137486
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0112047
t Critical two-tail 12.70615






















t Critical one-tail 1.89457751
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.01021563
t Critical two-tail 2.36462256
Table B-16 RTFO/Mix t-Statistics at 64C for Project 15404a
RTFO@64 MIX@64 t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means
4.34E+03 8.26E+03










t Critical one-tail 6.3137486
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.02322726
t Critical two-tail 12.7061503
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Table B-17 RTFO/Mix t-Statistics for Project 15630
RTFO MIX t-Test: Paired Two Sample for ]Vleans
1.89E+04 5.51E+04













1.74E+03 5.04E+03 47058686 693581688


















































































t Critical one-tail 6.31375
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.02484
t Critical two-tail 12.7062
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Table B-21 RTFO and Mix Project Data Summary Included in the Analysis
Temp. Project 14643 Project 15165-a Project 15 165-al
RTFO Mix RTFO Mix RTFO Mix
52 1.65E+04 7.82E+04 2.38E+04 7.00E+04 2.38E+04 1.18E+05
58 6.72E+03 3.13E+04 9.82E+03 2.71E+04 9.82E+03 5.33E+04
64 2.86E+03 1.30E+04 4.50E+03 1.07E+04 4.50E+03 2.44E+04
70 1.24E+03 5.62E+03 2.10E+03 4.59E+03 2.10E+03 1.12E+04
Table B-22 RTFO and Mix Project Data Summary Included in the Analysis
Temp. Project 15308 Project 15 165-b Project 15 165-bl
RTFO Mix RTFO Mix RTFO Mix
52 1.87E+04 6.19E+04 2.38E+04 6.63E+04 2.38E+04 9.91E+04
58 7.58E+03 2.26E+04 9.82E+03 2.65E+04 9.82E+03 4.47E+04
64 3.19E+03 9.21E+03 4.50E+03 1.05E+04 4.50E+03 2.02E+04
70 1.37E+03 3.53E+03 2.10E+03 4.43E+03 2.10E+03 9.31E+03
Table B-23 RTFO and Mix Project Data Summary Included in the Analysis
Temp. Project 15502 Project 15404a Project 15630
RTFO Mix RTFO Mix RTFO Mix
52 1.48E+04 4.78E+04 2.59E+04 4.30E+04 1.82E+04 6.71E+04
58 5.98E+03 1.82E+04 l.OlE+04 1.87E+04 8.62E+03 2.85E+04
64 2.38E+03 7.07E+03 4.46EHK)3 8.24E+03 3.43E+03 1.29E+04
70 l.llE+03 2.81E+03 2.01E+03 3.77E+03 1.72E+03 5.84E+03
Table B-24 RTFO and Mix Project Data Summary Included in the Analysis
Temp. Project 15173 Project 15174 Project 15309 Project 15617
RTFO Mix RTFO Mix RTFO Mix RTFO Mix
52 3.83E+04 8.14E+04 - 4.89E+04 1.72E+04 4.62E+04 1.36E+04 -
58 1.48E+04 3.36E+04 6.28E+03 1.87E+04 7.58E+03 1.93E+04 6.33E+03 -
64 5.51E+03 1.36E+04 2.65E+03 7.26E+03 3.51E+03 8.47E+03 3.60E+03 -
70 2.36E+03 5.73E+03 1.17E+03 3.03E+03 1.57E+03 3.65E+03 1.54E+03 -
Table B-25 RTFO/MIX t-statistic at 64C for all Projects
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RTFO@64C MIX@64C t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means
2.86E+03 1.30E+04




































Statistical Analysis for PAV and In-service Asphalts as well as \'ariability Analysis




input proj sample loc tb temp stiff,











































































































































































































































14643 2 2 1 19 1.55E+07
14643 2 2 1 22 1.06E+07
14643 2 2 1 25 6.91E+06
14643 2 2 1 28 4.30E+06
14643 2 2 1 31 2.69E+06
14643 1 2 2 16 1.49E+07
14643 1 2 2 19 1.17E+07
14643 1 2 2 22 7.82E+06
14643 1 2 2 25 5.02E+06
14643 1 2 2 28 3.19E+06
14643 1 2 2 31 2.00E+06
14643 2 2 2 16 1.51E+07
14643 2 2 2 19 1.21E+07
14643 2 2 2 22 8.29E+06
14643 2 2 2 25 5.25E+06
14643 2 2 2 28 3 .30E+06
14643 2 2 2 31 2.04E+06
14643 1 3 1 16 2 .15E+06
14643 1 3 1 19 1.32E+06
14643 1 3 1 22 8.03E+05
14643 1 3 1 25 4.82E+05
14643 1 3 1 28 2.84E+05
14643 1 3 1 31 1.69E+05
14643 2 3 1 16 2.25E+06
14643 2 3 1 19 1.39E+06
14643 2 3 1 22 8.34E+05
14643 2 3 1 25 4.95E+05
14643 2 3 1 28 2.90E+05
14643 2 3 1 31 1.72E+05
14643 1 3 2 16 1.60E+07
14643 1 3 2 19 1.09E+07
14643 1 3 2 22 7.36E+06
14643 1 3 2 25 4.88E+06
14643 1 3 2 28 3 .21E+06
14643 1 3 2 31 2.10E+06
14643 2 3 2 16 1.65E+07
14643 2 3 2 19 1.15E+07
14643 2 3 2 22 7.69E+06
14643 2 3 2 25 5.04E+06
14643 2 3 2 28 3.27E+06
14643 2 3 2 31 2.13E+06
151651 1 16 8.28E+06
151651 1 19 5.45E+06
151651 1 22 3.53E+06
151651 1 25 2.23E+06
151651 1 28 1.44E+06
151651 1 31 8.99E+05
151651 2 16 6.37E+06
151651 2 19 4.14E+06
151651 2 22 2.71E+06
151651 2 25 1.74E+06
151651 2 28 l.lOE+06
151651 2 31 6.95E+05
151651 1 1 1 16 4.22E+07
13
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151651 1 1 1 19 3.07E+07
151651 1 1 1 22 2 . 19E+07
151651 1 1 1 25 1.54E+07
151651 1 1 1 28 1. 06E+07
151651 1 1 1 31 7.38E+06
151651 2 1 1 16 3 .92E+07
151651 2 1 1 19 2 .79E+07
151651 2 1 1 22 2.01E+07
151651 2 1 1 25 1.47E+07
151651 2 1 1 28 1.03E+07
151651 2 1 1 31 7 .24E+06
151651 1 1 2 16 7 .66E+07
151651 1 1 2 19 5 .72E+07
151651 1 1 2 22 4 .27E+07
151651 1 1 2 25 3 . 14E+07
151651 1 1 2 28 2 .28E+07
151651 1 1 2 31 1.63E+07
151651 2 1 2 16 7.11E+07
151651 2 1 2 19 5.26E+07
151651 2 1 2 22 4 . OOE+07
151651 2 1 2 25 2.99E+07
151651 2 1 2 28 2 .20E+07
151651 2 1 2 31 1.53E+07
151651 1 2 1 16 5.41E+07
151651 1 2 1 19 3.90E+07
151651 1 2 1 22 2.78E+07
151651 1 2 1 25 1.95E+07
151651 1 2 1 28 1.35E+07
151651 1 2 1 31 9.21E+06
151651 2 2 1 16 5.02E+07
151651 2 2 1 19 3 .58E+07
151651 2 2 1 22 2.60E+07
151651 2 2 1 25 1.86E+07
151651 2 2 1 28 1.31E+07
151651 2 2 1 31 8.66E+06
151651 1 2 2 16 3 .55E+07
151651 1 2 2 19 2.56E+07
151651 1 2 2 22 1.82E+07
151651 1 2 2 25 1.28E+07
151651 1 2 2 28 8.87E+06
151651 1 2 2 31 6.07E+06
151651 2 2 2 16 3.21E+07
151651 2 2 2 19 2.46E+07
151651 2 2 2 22 1.69E+07
151651 2 2 2 25 1.23E+07
151651 2 2 2 28 8.65E+06
151651 2 2 2 31 5.95E+06
151651 1 3 1 16 3.05E+07
151651 1 3 1 19 2.23E+07
151651 1 3 1 22 1.60E+07
151651 1 3 1 25 1.14E+07
151651 1 3 1 28 7.95E+06
151651 1 3 1 31 5.63E+06
151651 2 3 1 16 2.92E+07
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151651 2 3 1 19 2.11E+07
151651 2 3 1 22 1.54E+07
151651 2 3 1 25 l.llE+07
151651 2 3 1 28 7.62E+06
151651 2 3 1 31 5.34E+06
151651 1 3 2 16 2.19E+07
151651 1 3 2 19 1.60E+07
151651 1 3 2 22 1.16E+07
151651 1 3 2 25 8.22E+06
151651 1 3 2 28 5.76E+06
151651 1 3 2 31 4.00E+06
151651 2 3 2 16 2.14E+07
151651 2 3 2 19 1.55E+07
151651 2 3 2 22 1.13E+07
151651 2 3 2 25 8.02E+06
151651 2 3 2 28 5.77E+06
151651 2 3 2 31 4.07E+06
1516511 1 16 8.28E+06
1516511 1 19 5.45E+06
1516511 1 22 3.53E+06
1516511 1 25 2.23E+06
1516511 1 28 1.44E+06
1516511 1 31 8.99E+05
1516511 2 16 6.37E+06
1516511 2 19 4.14E+06
1516511 2 22 2.71E+06
1516511 2 25 1.74E+06
1516511 2 28 l.lOE+06
1516511 2 31 6.95E+05
1516511 1 1 1 16 4.71E+07
1516511 1 1 1 19 3.44E+07
1516511 1 1 1 22 2.49E+07
1516511 1 1 1 25 1.78E+07
1516511 1 1 1 28 1.24E+07
1516511 1 1 1 31 8.59E+06
1516511 2 1 1 16
1516511 2 1 1 19
1516511 2 1 1 22
1516511 2 1 1 25
1516511 2 1 1 28
1516511 2 1 1 31
1516511 1 1 2 16 4.81E+07
1516511 1 1 2 19 3.51E+07
1516511 1 1 2 22 2.51E+07
1516511 1 1 2 25 1.78E+07
1516511 1 1 2 28 1.23E+07
1516511 1 1 2 31 8.34E+06
1516511 2 1 2 16
1516511 2 1 2 19
1516511 2 1 2 22
1516511 2 1 2 25
1516511 2 1 2 28
1516511 2 1 2 31
1516511 1 2 1 16 1.53E+06
u
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1516511 1 2 1 19 4.22E+06
1516511 1 2 1 22 7.86E+06
1516511 1 2 1 25 6.85E+06
1516511 1 2 1 28 5.38E+06
1516511 1 2 1 31 4.13E+06
1516511 2 2 1 16
1516511 2 2 1 19
1516511 2 2 1 22
1516511 2 2 1 25
1516511 2 2 1 28
1516511 2 2 1 31
1516511 1 2 2 16 2 .42E+07
1516511 1 2 2 19 1.74E+07
1516511 1 2 2 22 1.24E+07
1516511 1 2 2 25 8.59E+06
1516511 1 2 2 28 5. 86E+06
1516511 1 2 2 31 3 .92E+06
1516511 2 2 2 16
1516511 2 2 2 19
1516511 2 2 2 22
1516511 2 2 2 25
1516511 2 2 2 28
1516511 2 2 2 31
1516511 1 3 1 16 2.58E+07
1516511 1 3 1 19 1.85E+07
1516511 1 3 1 22 1.31E+07
1516511 1 3 1 25 9.22E+06
1516511 1 3 1 28 6.32E+06
1516511 1 3 1 31 4.24E+06
1516511 2 3 1 16
1516511 2 3 1 19
1516511 2 3 1 22
1516511 2 3 1 25
1516511 2 3 1 28
1516511 2 3 1 31
1516511 1 3 2 16 l.llE+07
1516511 1 3 2 19 7.79E+06
1516511 1 3 2 22 5.39E+06
1516511 1 3 2 25 3 .71E+06
1516511 1 3 2 28 2.57E+06
1516511 1 3 2 31 1.76E+06
1516511 2 3 2 16
1516511 2 3 2 19 .
1516511 2 3 2 22
1516511 2 3 2 25 .
1516511 2 3 2 28
1516511 2 3 2 31
151652 1 16 8.28E+06
151652 1 19 5.45E+06
151652 1 22 3.53E+06
151652 1 25 2.23E+06
151652 1 28 1.44E+06
151652 1 31 8.99E+05
151652 2 16 6.37E+06
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151652 2 19 4.14E+06
151552 2 22 2.71E+06
151652 2 25 1.74E+06
151652 2 28 l.lOE+06
151652 2 31 6.95E+05
151652 1 1 1 16 4.22E+07
151652 1 1 1 19 3.07E+07
151652 1 1 1 22 2 .19E+07
151652 1 1 1 25 1.54E+07
151652 1 1 1 28 1.06E+07
151652 1 1 1 31 7.38E+06
151652 2 1 1 16
151652 2 1 1 19
151652 2 1 1 22
151652 2 1 1 25
151652 2 1 1 28
151652 2 1 1 31
151652 1 1 2 16 7.66E+07
151652 1 1 2 19 5.72E+07
151652 1 1 2 22 4.27E+07
151652 1 1 2 25 3.14E+07
151652 1 1 2 28 2.28E+07
151652 1 1 2 31 1.63E+07
151652 2 1 2 16
151652 2 1 2 19
151652 2 1 2 22
151652 2 1 2 25
151652 2 1 2 28
151652 2 1 2 31
151652 1 2 1 16 5.41E+07
151652 1 2 1 19 3.90E+07
151652 1 2 1 22 2.78E+07
151652 1 2 1 25 1.95E+07
151652 1 2 1 28 1.35E+07
151652 1 2 1 31 9.21E+06
151652 2 2 1 16
151652 2 2 1 19
151652 2 2 1 22
151652 2 2 1 25
151652 2 2 1 28
151652 2 2 1 31
151652 1 2 2 16 3.55E+07
151652 1 2 2 19 2.56E+07
151652 1 2 2 22 1.82E+07
151652 1 2 2 25 1.28E+07
151652 1 2 2 28 8.87E+06
151652 1 2 2 31 6.07E+06
151652 2 2 2 16
151652 2 2 2 19
151652 2 2 2 22
151652 2 2 2 25
151652 2 2 2 28
151652 2 2 2 31
151652 1 3 1 16 3.05E+07
I i
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151652 1 3 1 19 2.23E+07
151652 1 3 1 22 1.60E+07
151652 1 3 1 25 1.14E+07
151652 1 3 1 28 7 . 95E+06
151652 1 3 1 31 5.63E+06
151652 2 3 1 16
151652 2 3 1 19
151652 2 3 1 22
151652 2 3 1 25
151652 2 3 1 28
151652 2 3 1 31
151652 1 3 2 16 2.19E+07
151652 1 3 2 19 1.60E+07
151652 1 3 2 22 1.16E+07
151652 1 3 2 25 8 .22E+06
151652 1 3 2 28 5.76E+06
151652 1 3 2 31 4.00E+06
151652 2 3 2 16
151652 2 3 2 19
151652 2 3 2 22
151652 2 3 2 25
151652 2 3 2 28
151652 2 3 2 31
1516521 1 16 8.28E+06
1516521 1 19 5.45E+06
1516521 1 22 3 .53E+06
1516521 1 25 2.23E+06
1516521 1 28 1.44E+06
1516521 1 31 8 .99E+05
1516521 2 16 6.37E+06
1516521 2 19 4.14E+06
1516521 2 22 2.71E+06
1516521 2 25 1.74E+06
1516521 2 28 l.lOE+06
1516521 2 31 6.95E+05
1516521 1 1 1 16 6.79E+07
1516521 1 1 1 19 5.03E+07
1516521 1 1 1 22 3 .65E+07
1516521 1 1 1 25 2 .60E+07
1516521 1 1 1 28 1.81E+07
1516521 1 1 1 31 1.25E+07
1516521 2 1 1 16
1516521 2 1 1 19
1516521 2 1 1 22
1516521 2 1 1 25
1516521 2 1 1 28
1516521 2 1 1 31
1516521 1 1 2 16 5.37E+07
1516521 1 1 2 19 3 .97E+07
1516521 1 1 2 22 2.82E+07
1516521 1 1 2 25 1.97E+07
1516521 1 1 2 28 1.36E+07
1516521 1 1 2 31 9.13E+06
1516521 2 1 2 16 .
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1516521 2 2 19
1516521 2 2 22
1516521 2 2 25
1516521 2 2 28
1516521 2 2 31
1516521 1 2 1 16
1516521 1 2 1 19
1516521 1 2 1 22
1516521 1 2 1 25
1516521 1 2 1 28
1516521 1 2 1 31
1516521 2 2 1 16
1516521 2 2 1 19
1516521 2 2 1 22
1516521 2 2 1 25
1516521 2 2 1 28
1516521 2 2 1 31
1516521 1 2 2 16 2.75E+07
1516521 1 2 2 19 2.00E+07
1516521 1 2 2 22 1.45E+07
1516521 1 2 2 25 l.OOE+07
1516521 1 2 2 28 6.90E+06
1516521 1 2 2 31 4.59E+06
1516521 2 2 2 16
1516521 2 2 2 19
1516521 2 2 2 22
1516521 2 2 2 25
1516521 2 2 2 28
1516521 2 2 2 31
1516521 1 3 1 16
1516521 1 3 1 19
1516521 1 3 1 22
1516521 1 3 1 25
1516521 1 3 1 28
1516521 1 3 1 31
1516521 2 3 1 16
1516521 2 3 1 19
1516521 2 3 1 22
1516521 2 3 1 25
1516521 2 3 1 28
1516521 2 3 1 31
1516521 1 3 2 16 4t.60E+07
1516521 1 3 2 19 :! .30E+07
1516521 1 3 2 22 :! .30E+07
1516521 1 3 2 25 ]L.60E+07
1516521 1 3 2 28 ]..08E+07
1516521 1 3 2 31 M7E+06
1516521 2 3 2 16
1516521 2 3 2 19
1516521 2 3 2 22
1516521 2 3 2 25
1516521 2 3 2 28
1516521 2 3 2 31
15308 1 16 2.; 7E+07
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15308 1 19 1.61E+07
15308 1 22 1.07E+07
15308 1 25 7.09E+06
15308 1 28 4 .56E+06
15308 1 31 2 . 87E+06
15308 2 16 2 . 16E+07
15308 2 19 1.47E+07
15308 2 22 9.75E+06
15308 2 25 6 .49E+06
15308 2 28 4.17E+06
15308 2 31 2.63E+06
15308 1 1 1 16 4 .55E+07
15308 1 1 1 19 3.29E+07
15308 1 1 1 22 2.39E+07
15308 1 1 1 25 1.67E+07
15308 1 1 1 28 1.15E+07
15308 1 1 1 31 7. 81E+06
15308 2 1 1 16 4.78E+07
15308 2 1 1 19 3 .46E+07
15308 2 1 1 22 2 .48E+07
15308 2 1 1 25 1.72E+07
15308 2 1 1 28 1. 17E+07
15308 2 1 1 31 7.92E+06
15308 1 1 2 16 5.39E+07
15308 1 1 2 19 4.12E+07
15308 1 1 2 22 2 . 99E+07
15308 1 1 2 25 2.24E+07
15308 1 1 2 28 1.67E+07
15308 1 1 2 31 1.20E+07
15308 2 1 2 16 5.71E+07
15308 2 1 2 19 4.31E+07
15308 2 1 2 22 3 .09E+07
15308 2 1 2 25 2 .29E+07
15308 2 1 2 28 1.69E+07
15308 2 1 2 31 1.21E+07
15308 1 2 1 16 4.20E+07
15308 1 2 1 19 3.05E+07
15308 1 2 1 22 2 . 19E+07
15308 1 2 1 25 1.53E+07
15308 1 2 1 28 1.04E+07
15308 1 2 1 31 7. 04E+06
15308 2 2 1 16 4.45E+07
15308 2 2 1 19 3.19E+07
15308 2 2 1 22 2.26E+07
15308 2 2 1 25 1.56E+07
15308 2 2 1 28 1. 06E+07
15308 2 2 1 31 7.11E+06
15308 1 2 2 16 3.67E+07
15308 1 2 2 19 2.59E+07
15308 1 2 2 22 1. 86E+07
15308 1 2 2 25 1.35E+07
15308 1 2 2 28 9.29E+06
15308 1 2 2 31 6.71E+06
15308 2 2 2 16 3.85E+07
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15308 2 2 2 19 2.72E+07
15308 2 2 2 22 1.93E+07
15308 2 2 2 25 1.39E+07
15308 2 2 2 28 9.46E+06
15308 2 2 2 31 6.81E+06
15308 1 3 1 16 3.86E+07
15308 1 3 1 19 2.82E+07
15308 1 3 1 22 2.02E+07
15308 1 3 1 25 1.42E+07
15308 1 3 1 28 9.81E+06
15308 1 3 1 31 6.62E+06
15308 2 3 1 16 4.06E+07
15308 2 3 1 19 2.97E+07
15308 2 3 1 22 2.12E+07
15308 2 3 1 25 1.47E+07
15308 2 3 1 28 l.OOE+07
15308 2 3 1 31 6.75E+06
15308 1 3 2 16 5.74E+07
15308 1 3 2 19 4.38E+07
15308 1 3 2 22 3.28E+07
15308 1 3 2 25 2.42E+07
15308 1 3 2 28 1.76E+07
15308 1 3 2 31 1.25E+07
15308 2 3 2 16 6.04E+07
15308 2 3 2 19 4.60E+07
15308 2 3 2 22 3 .44E+07
15308 2 3 2 25 2.51E+07
15308 2 3 2 28 1.80E+07
15308 2 3 2 31 1.27E+07
15502 1 16 1.33E+07
15502 1 19 8.41E+06
15502 1 22 5.22E+06
15502 1 25 3.05E+06
15502 1 28 1.79E+06
15502 1 31 1.02E+06
15502 2 16 1.20E+07
15502 2 19 8.20E+06
15502 2 22 5.10E+06
15502 2 25 2.93E+06
15502 2 28 1.67E+06
15502 2 31 9.85E+05
15502 1 1 1 16 2.19E+07
15502 1 1 1 19 1.60E+07
15502 1 1 1 22 1.09E+07
15502 1 1 1 25 9.28E+06
15502 1 1 1 28 6.44E+06
15502 1 1 1 31 4.23E+06
15502 2 1 1 16 2.45E+07
15502 2 1 1 19 1.81E+07
15502 2 1 1 22 1.23E+07
15502 2 1 1 25 1.05E+07
15502 2 1 1 28 7.44E+06
15502 2 1 1 31 4.96E+06
15502 1 1 2 16 3.29E+07
I )
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15502 1 1 2 19 3.03E+07
15502 1 1 2 22 2.65E+07
15502 1 1 2 25 2.09E+07
15502 1 1 2 28 1.49E+07
15502 1 1 2 31 1.03E+07
15502 2 1 2 16 3 .52E + G7
15502 2 1 2 19 3 .24E+07
15502 2 1 2 22 2 . 86E+07
15502 2 1 2 25 2 .24E+07
15502 2 1 2 28 1.59E+07
15502 2 1 2 31 1 . lOE+07
15502 1 2 1 16 1.75E+07
15502 1 2 1 19 1 .27E+07
15502 1 2 1 22 8 . 91E+06
15502 1 2 1 25 6.24E+06
15502 1 2 1 28 4.24E+06
15502 1 2 1 31 2 .86E+06
15502 2 2 1 16 1.93E+07
15502 2 2 1 19 1.43E+07
15502 2 2 1 22 l.OlE+07
15502 2 2 1 25 7.10E+06
15502 2 2 1 28 4 . 87E+06
15502 2 2 1 31 3 .32E+06
15502 1 2 2 16 2.62E+07
15502 1 2 2 19 1. 88E+07
15502 1 2 2 22 1.33E+07
15502 1 2 2 25 9.29E+06
15502 1 2 2 28 6.45E+06
15502 1 2 2 31 4.36E+06
15502 2 2 2 16 3.16E+07
15502 2 2 2 19 2 .27E+07
15502 2 2 2 22 1.64E+07
15502 2 2 2 25 1. 14E+07
15502 2 2 2 28 7.75E+06
15502 2 2 2 31 5.30E+06
15502 1 3 1 16 3 .45E+07
15502 1 3 1 19 2.25E+07
15502 1 3 1 22 1.54E+07
15502 1 3 1 25 1.15E+07
15502 1 3 1 28 6.97E+06
15502 1 3 1 31 4.09E+06
15502 2 3 1 16 3 .83E+07
15502 2 3 1 19 2 .47E+07
15502 2 3 1 22 1.73E+07
15502 2 3 1 25 1.30E+07
15502 2 3 1 28 7.87E+06
15502 2 3 1 31 4.66E+06
15502 1 3 2 16 1.12E+07
15502 1 3 2 19 8.02E+06
15502 1 3 2 22 4 . 04E+06
15502 1 3 2 25 1.49E+06
15502 1 3 2 28 1.31E+06
15502 1 3 2 31 8.36E+05
15502 2 3 2 16 1.21E+07
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15502 2 3 2 19 8.32E+06
15502 2 3 2 22 5.18E+06
15502 2 3 2 25 2.99E+06
15502 2 3 2 28 1.68E+06
15502 2 3 2 31 9.94E+05
154041 1 16 1.64E+07
154041 1 19 1.16E+07
154041 1 22 7.90E+06
154041 1 25 5.36E+06
154041 1 28 3.60E+06
154041 1 31 2.36E+06
154041 2 16 1.36E+07
154041 2 19 9.44E+06
154041 2 22 6.41E+06
154041 2 25 4.35E+06
154041 2 28 2.90E+06
154041 2 31 1.90E+06
154041 1 1 1 16 2.31E+07
154041 1 1 1 19 1.95E+07
154041 1 1 1 22 1.54E+07
154041 1 1 1 25 l.lOE+07
154041 1 1 1 28 7.78E+06
154041 1 1 1 31 5.51E+06
154041 2 1 1 16 2.59E+07
154041 2 1 1 19 2.17E+07
154041 2 1 1 22 1.69E+07
154041 2 1 1 25 1.22E+07
154041 2 1 1 28 8.44E+06
154041 2 1 1 31 6.01E+06
154041 1 1 2 16 3.19E+07
154041 1 1 2 19 2.25E+07
154041 1 1 2 22 1.57E+07
154041 1 1 2 25 1.08E+07
154041 1 1 2 28 7.32E+06
154041 1 1 2 31 4.81E+06
154041 2 1 2 16 3.36E+07
154041 2 1 2 19 2.36E+07
154041 2 1 2 22 1.65E+07
154041 2 1 2 25 1.12E+07
154041 2 1 2 28 7.48E+06
154041 2 1 2 31 4.90E+06
154041 1 2 1 16 2.94E+07
154041 1 2 1 19 2.07E+07
154041 1 2 1 22 1.45E+07
154041 1 2 1 25 9.94E+06
154041 1 2 1 28 6.75E+06
154041 1 2 1 31 4.43E+06
154041 2 2 1 16 3.23E+07
154041 2 2 1 19 2.26E+07
154041 2 2 1 22 1.57E+07
154041 2 2 1 25 1.08E+07
154041 2 2 1 28 7.22E+06
154041 2 2 1 31 4.76E+06
154041 1 2 2 16 2.43E+07
yj
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154041 1 2 2 19 1. 94E+07
154041 1 2 2 22 1.40E+07
154041 1 2 2 25 l.OlE+07
154041 1 2 2 28 6.12E+06
154041 1 2 2 31 4.83E+06
154041 2 2 2 16 2.66E+07
154041 2 2 2 19 2 .06E+07
154041 2 2 2 22 1.54E+07
154041 2 2 2 25 1.08E+07
154041 2 2 2 28 6.84E+06
154041 2 2 2 31 5.46E+06
154041 1 3 1 16 2 .14E+07
154041 1 3 1 19 1.78E+07
154041 1 3 1 22 1.43E+07
154041 1 3 1 25 1.15E+07
154041 1 3 1 28 8 . 92E+06
154041 1 3 1 31 6.63E+06
154041 2 3 1 16 2.39E+07
154041 2 3 1 19 1.97E+07
154041 2 3 1 22 1.60E+07
154041 2 3 1 25 1.31E+07
154041 2 3 1 28 1. OOE+07
154041 2 3 1 31 7.37E+06
154041 1 3 2 16 2.09E+07
154041 1 3 2 19 1.61E+07
154041 1 3 2 22 1.17E+07
154041 1 3 2 25 9.84E+06
154041 1 3 2 28 7.38E+06
154041 1 3 2 31 4 .97E+06
154041 2 3 2 16 2.27E+07
154041 2 3 2 19 1.75E+07
154041 2 3 2 22 1.28E+07
154041 2 3 2 25 1.08E+07
154041 2 3 2 28 7.98E+06
154041 2 3 2 31 5.55E+06
15630 1 16 1 .37E+07
15630 1 19 9 .67E+06
15630 1 22 6 .68E+06
15630 1 25 4 .48E+06
15630 1 28 2 .96E+06
15630 1 31 1 .93E+06
15630 2 16 1 .22E+07
15630 2 19 8 .51E+06
15630 2 22 5 .73E+06
15630 2 25 3 .77E+06
15630 2 28 2 .52E+06
15630 2 31 1 .65E+06
15630 1 1 1 16 2 .58E+07
15630 1 1 1 19 1 .86E+07
15630 1 1 1 22 1 .36E+07
15630 1 1 1 25 9 .75E+06
15630 1 1 1 28 6 .94E+06
15630 1 1 1 31 4 .84E+06
15630 2 1 1 16 2 .72E+07
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15630 2 1 1 19 1.96E+07
15630 2 1 1 22 1.41E+07
15630 2 1 1 25 9.94E+06
15630 2 1 1 28 7.01E+06
15630 2 1 1 31 4.89E+06
15630 1 1 2 16 1.40E+07
15630 1 1 2 19 9.34E+06
15630 1 1 2 22 6.30E+06
15630 1 1 2 25 4.16E+06
15630 1 1 2 28 2 .70E+06
15630 1 1 2 31 1.72E+06
15630 2 1 2 16 1.48E+07
15630 2 1 2 19 9.71E+06
15630 2 1 2 22 6.55E+06
15630 2 1 2 25 4.32E+06
15630 2 1 2 28 2.78E+06
15630 2 1 2 31 1.76E+06
15630 1 2 1 16 2.08E+07
15630 1 2 1 19 1.48E+07
15630 1 2 1 22 1.06E+07
15630 1 2 1 25 7.53E+06
15630 1 2 1 28 5.25E+06
15630 1 2 1 31 3 .64E+06
15630 2 2 1 16 2.19E+07
15630 2 2 1 19 1.54E+07
15630 2 2 1 22 l.llE+07
15630 2 2 1 25 7.76E+06
15630 2 2 1 28 5.41E+06
15630 2 2 1 31 3.71E+06
15630 1 2 2 16 1.87E+07
15630 1 2 2 19 1.28E+07
15630 1 2 2 22 8.84E+06
15630 1 2 2 25 6.06E+06
15630 1 2 2 28 4.12E+06
15630 1 2 2 31 2.79E+06
15630 2 2 2 16 1.98E+07
15630 2 2 2 19 1.34E+07
15630 2 2 2 22 9.20E+06
15630 2 2 2 25 6.28E+06
15630 2 2 2 28 4.26E+06
15630 2 2 2 31 2.89E+06
15630 1 3 1 16 1.46E+07
15630 1 3 1 19 1.03E+07
15630 1 3 1 22 7.33E+06
15630 1 3 1 25 5.12E+06
15630 1 3 1 28 3.54E+06
15630 1 3 1 31 2.40E+06
15630 2 3 1 16 1.55E+07
15630 2 3 1 19 1.09E+07
15630 2 3 1 22 7.63E+06
15630 2 3 1 25 5.33E+06
15630 2 3 1 28 3.68E+06
15630 2 3 1 31 2 .45E+06
15630 1 3 2 16 1.62E+07
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15630 1 3 2 19 1. lOE+07
15630 1 3 2 22 7.51E+06
15630 1 3 2 25 5.06E+06
15630 1 3 2 28 3.35E+06
15630 1 3 2 31 2 .21E+06
15630 2 3 2 16 1.71E+07
15630 2 3 2 19 1.15E+07
15630 2 3 2 22 7. 83E+06
15630 2 3 2 25 5 .23E+06
15630 2 3 2 28 3 .48E+06
15630 2 3 2 31 2.26E+06
15173 1 16 1.30E+07
15173 1 19 9.28E+06
15173 1 22 6.52E+06
15173 1 25 4 .49E+06
15173 1 28 3.04E+06







15173 1 1 1 16 2.58E+07
15173 1 1 1 19 1.86E+07
15173 1 1 1 22 1.36E+07
15173 1 1 1 25 9.75E+06
15173 1 1 1 28 6.94E+06
15173 1 1 1 31 4.84E+06
15173 2 1 1 16
15173 2 1 1 19
15173 2 1 1 22
15173 2 1 1 25
15173 2 1 1 28
15173 2 1 1 31
15173 1 1 2 16 1.40E+07
15173 1 1 2 19 9.34E+06
15173 1 1 2 22 6.30E+05
15173 1 1 2 25 4.16E+06
15173 1 1 2 28 2.70E+06
15173 1 1 2 31 1.72E+06
15173 2 1 2 16
15173 2 1 2 19
15173 2 1 2 22
15173 2 1 2 25
15173 2 1 2 28
15173 2 1 2 31
15173 1 2 1 16 2.08E+07
15173 1 2 1 19 1.48E+07
15173 1 2 1 22 1.06E+07
15173 1 2 1 25 7.53E+06
15173 1 2 1 28 5.25E+06
15173 1 2 1 31 3.64E+06
15173 2 2 1 16 .
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15173 2 2 1 19
15173 2 2 1 22
15173 2 2 1 25
15173 2 2 1 28
15173 2 2 1 31
15173 1 2 2 16 1.87E+07
15173 1 2 2 19 1.28E+07
15173 1 2 2 22 8.84E+06
15173 1 2 2 25 6.06E+06
15173 1 2 2 28 4.12E+06
15173 1 2 2 31 2.79E+06
15173 2 2 2 16
15173 2 2 2 19
15173 2 2 2 22
15173 2 2 2 25
15173 2 2 2 28
15173 2 2 2 31
15173 1 3 1 16 1.46E+07
15173 1 3 1 19 1.03E+07
15173 1 3 1 22 7.33E+06
15173 1 3 1 25 5.12E+06
15173 1 3 1 28 3.54E+06
15173 1 3 1 31 2.40E+06
15173 2 3 1 16
15173 2 3 1 19
15173 2 3 1 22
15173 2 3 1 25
15173 2 3 1 28
15173 2 3 1 31
15173 1 3 2 16 1.62E+07
15173 1 3 2 19 l.lOE+07
15173 1 3 2 22 7.51E+06
15173 1 3 2 25 5.06E+06
15173 1 3 2 28 3.35E+06
15173 1 3 2 31 2.21E+06
15173 2 3 2 16
15173 2 3 2 19
15173 2 3 2 22
15173 2 3 2 25
15173 2 3 2 28
15173 2 3 2 31
15174 1 16 1.21E+07
15174 1 19 8.22E+06
15174 1 22 5.13E+06
15174 1 25 2.95E+0S
15174 1 28 1.69E+06
15174 1 31 9.87E+05
15174 2 16 1.22E+07
15174 2 19 8.50E+06
15174 2 22 5.72E+06
15174 2 25 3.69E+06
15174 2 28 2.50E+06
15174 2 31 1.63E+05




15174 1 1 1 19 .
15174 1 1 1 22 ^
15174 1 1 1 25 ^
15174 1 1 1 28 ,
15174 1 1 1 31 .
15174 2 1 1 16 ,
15174 2 1 1 19
.
15174 2 1 1 22 .
15174 2 1 1 25
15174 2 1 1 28 .
15174 2 1 1 31 .
15174 1 1 2 16
15174 1 1 2 19 .
15174 1 1 2 22
15174 1 1 2 25
15174 1 1 2 28
15174 1 1 2 31
.
15174 2 1 2 16
15174 2 1 2 19
15174 2 1 2 22
.
15174 2 1 2 25
15174 2 1 2 28
15174 2 1 2 31
15174 1 2 1 16 3.91E+07
15174 1 2 1 19 3.06E+07
15174 1 2 1 22 2.39E+07
15174 1 2 1 25 1.83E+07
15174 1 2 1 28 1.38E+07
15174 1 2 1 31 1.02E+07
15174 2 2 1 16 3.71E+07
15174 2 2 1 19 3.01E+07
15174 2 2 1 22 2.46E+07
15174 2 2 1 25 1.83E+07
15174 2 2 1 28 1.43E+07
15174 2 2 1 31 1.15E+07
15174 1 2 2 16 4.22E+07
15174 1 2 2 19 3.30E+07
15174 1 2 2 22 2.58E+07
15174 1 2 2 25 1.98E+07
15174 1 2 2 28 1.50E+07
15174 1 2 2 31 1.12E+07
15174 2 2 2 16 4.02E+07
15174 2 2 2 19 3.20E+07
15174 2 2 2 22 2 . 68E+07
15174 2 2 2 25 2.04E+07
15174 2 2 2 28 1.55E+07
15174 2 2 2 31 1.23E+07
15174 1 3 1 16 4.52E+07
15174 1 3 1 19 3.68E+07
15174 1 3 1 22 3 . 12E+07
15174 1 3 1 25 2 .48E+07
15174 1 3 1 28 1.92E+07
15174 1 3 1 31 1.45E+07
15174 2 3 1 16 4.49E+07
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15174 2 3 1 19 3 .67E+07
15174 2 3 1 22 3.02E+07
15174 2 3 1 25 2.36E+07
15174 2 3 1 28 1.84E+07
15174 2 3 1 31 1.36E+07
15174 1 3 2 16 4.50E+07
15174 1 3 2 19 3.61E+07
15174 1 3 2 22 2.90E+07
15174 1 3 2 25 2.26E+07
15174 1 3 2 28 1.74E+07
15174 1 3 2 31 1.33E+07
15174 2 3 2 16 4.56E+07
15174 2 3 2 19 3.69E+07
15174 2 3 2 22 2.94E+07
15174 2 3 2 25 2.33E+07
15174 2 3 2 28 1.78E+07
15174 2 3 2 31 1.41E+07
15309 1 16 8.14E+06
15309 1 19 4.24E+06
15309 1 22 3.61E+06
15309 1 25 2.30E+06
15309 1 28 1.34E+06
15309 1 31
15309 2 16 8.07E+06
15309 2 19 5.49E+06
15309 2 22 3.38E+06
15309 2 25 2 .llE+06
15309 2 28 1.44E+06
15309 2 31
15309 1 1 1 16 2.58E+07
15309 1 1 1 19 1.86E+07
15309 1 1 1 22 1.36E+07
15309 1 1 1 25 9.74E+06
15309 1 1 1 28 6.93E+06
15309 1 1 1 31 4.84E+06
15309 2 1 1 16
15309 2 1 1 19
15309 2 1 1 22
15309 2 1 1 25
15309 2 1 1 28
15309 2 1 1 31
15309 1 1 2 16 1.40E+07
15309 1 1 2 19 9.33E+06
15309 1 1 2 22 6.29E+06
15309 1 1 2 25 4 .15E+06
15309 1 1 2 28 2.70E+06
15309 1 1 2 31 1.72E+06
15309 2 1 2 16
15309 2 1 2 19
15309 2 1 2 22
15309 2 1 2 25
15309 2 1 2 28
15309 2 1 2 31
15309 1 2 1 16 2.08E+07
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15309 1 2 1 19 1.48E+07
15309 1 2 1 22 1.06E+07
15309 1 2 1 25 7.53E+0e
15309 1 2 1 28 5.25E+06
15309 1 2 1 31 3 .64E+06
15309 2 2 1 16
.
15309 2 2 1 19
.
15309 2 2 1 22 .
15309 2 2 1 25 .
15309 2 2 1 28 .
15309 2 2 1 31 .
15309 1 2 2 16 1.87E+07
15309 1 2 2 19 1.28E+07
15309 1 2 2 22 8.84E+06
15309 1 2 2 25 6.06E+06
15309 1 2 2 28 4. 12E+06
15309 1 2 2 31 2.79E+06
15309 2 2 2 16
15309 2 2 2 19
15309 2 2 2 22
15309 2 2 2 25
15309 2 2 2 28
15309 2 2 2 31
15309 1 3 1 16 1.46E+07
15309 1 3 1 19 1.03E+07
15309 1 3 1 22 7.33E+06
15309 1 3 1 25 5.12E+06
15309 1 3 1 28 3.54E+06
15309 1 3 1 31 2 .40E+06
15309 2 3 1 16
15309 2 3 1 19
15309 2 3 1 22
15309 2 3 1 25
15309 2 3 1 28 .
15309 2 3 1 31
15309 1 3 2 16 1.62E+07
15309 1 3 2 19 l.lOE+07
15309 1 3 2 22 7.51E+06
15309 1 3 2 25 5 . 06E+06
15309 1 3 2 28 3.35E+06
15309 1 3 2 31 2 .21E+06
15309 2 3 2 16
15309 2 3 2 19
15309 2 3 2 22
15309 2 3 2 25
15309 2 3 2 28
15309 2 3 2 31
15617 1 16 1.38E+07
15617 1 19 9.04E+06
15617 1 22 5.73E+06
15617 1 25 3.51E+06
15617 1 28 2.15E+06
15617 1 31 1.34E+06
15617 2 16 1.27E+06
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15617 2 19 8.34E+06
15617 2 22 5.21E+06
15617 2 25 3.11E+06
15617 2 28 1.79E+06
15617 2 31 l.llE+06
15617 1 1 1 16 1.25E+07
15617 1 1 1 19 8.22E+06
15617 1 1 1 22 5.35E+06
15617 1 1 1 25 3.41E+06
15617 1 1 1 28 2.16E+06
15617 1 1 1 31 1.36E+06
15617 2 1 1 16
15617 2 1 1 19
15617 2 1 1 22
15617 2 1 1 25
15617 2 1 1 28
15617 2 1 1 31
15617 1 1 2 16 2 .87E+07
15617 1 1 2 19 2.07E+07
15617 1 1 2 22 1.45E+07
15617 1 1 2 25 9.94E+06
15617 1 1 2 28 6.63E+06
15617 1 1 2 31 4.30E+06
15617 2 1 2 16
15617 2 1 2 19
15617 2 1 2 22
15617 2 1 2 25
15617 2 1 2 28
15617 2 1 2 31
15617 1 2 1 16 1.37E+07
15617 1 2 1 19 9.11E+06
15617 1 2 1 22 5.91E+06
15617 1 2 1 25 3.81E+06
15617 1 2 1 28 2.42E+06
15617 1 2 1 31 1.55E+06
15617 2 2 1 16
15617 2 2 1 19
15617 2 2 1 22
15617 2 2 1 25
15617 2 2 1 28
15617 2 2 1 31
15617 1 2 2 16 2.43E+07
15617 1 2 2 19 1.69E+07
15617 1 2 2 22 1.16E+07
15617 1 2 2 25 7.68E+06
15617 1 2 2 28 5.02E+06
15617 1 2 2 31 2 .79E+06
15617 2 2 2 16
15617 2 2 2 19
15617 2 2 2 22
15617 2 2 2 25
15617 2 2 2 28
15617 2 2 2 31
15617 1 3 1 16 1.46E+07
w
254
15617 1 3 1 19 1.03E+07
15617 1 3 1 22 7.33E+06
15617 1 3 1 25 5.12E+06
15617 1 3 1 28 3 .54E + 06
15617 1 3 1 31 2.40E+06
15617 2 3 1 16
15617 2 3 1 19
15617 2 3 1 22
15617 2 3 1 25
15617 2 3 1 28
15617 2 3 1 31
15617 1 3 2 16 4.80E+06
15617 1 3 2 19 3 .09E+06
15617 1 3 2 22 1.94E+06
15617 1 3 2 25 1.21E+06
15617 1 3 2 28 7.43E+05
15617 1 3 2 31 4.41E+05
15617 2 3 2 16
15617 2 3 2 19
15617 2 3 2 22
15617 2 3 2 25
15617 2 3 2 28
15617 2 3 2 31
proc glm;
class proj sample loc tb;
where temp eq 16;
model lstiff= Proj loc proj*loc sample (proj *loc) tb tb*proj tb*loc
tb*proj*loc sample*tb (proj *loc)
;
test h=proj e=sample (proj *loc)
;
test h=loc e=sample (proj *loc)
;
test h=loc*tb e=sample (proj *loc)
;
test h=tb e=tb*sample (proj *loc)
test h=tb*proj e=tb*sample (proj *loc)
;
test h=tb*loc e=tb*sample (proj*loc)
;
test h= tb*proj*loc e=tb*sample (proj *loc)
;
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14643 15173 15174 15308 15309 15502 156:
151651 151652 154041 1516511 1516521
15630
SAMPLE 2 1 2
LOG 4 12 3
TB 3 12
Number of observations in data set = 182
255









General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: LSTIFF
Sum of Mean














DF Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pi
PROJ 12 4.1888756 0.3490730
LOG 3 3.8298387 1.2766129
PROJ*LOG 35 2.6235878 0.0749597
SAMPLE { PROJ*LOG) 32 0.5894403 0.0184200
TB 1 0.0094739 0.0094739
PROJ*TB 12 0.3045783 0.0253815
LOG*TB 2 0.0072481 0.0036240
PROJ*LOG*TB 21 2. 1802356 0.1038207




DP Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pi
PROJ 12 3 .5378388 0.2948199
LOG 2 0.7258597 0.3629299
PROJ*LOC 23 1.3590096 0. 0590874
SAMPLE (PROJ"'LOG) 32 .5894403 . 0184200
TB 1 0.0064905 0.0064905
PROJ*TB 12 .3050802 0.0254234
LOC*TB 2 0.0302894 0.0151447
PROJ*LOG *TB 21 2 . 1802356 0.1038207
SAMPLE*TB (PROJ*LOG) 20 .0008489 0. 0000424
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE (PROJ* LOG) as an error term
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value ?
> F
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General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: LSTIFF
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE (PROJ*LOG) as an error term
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value P:
> F
LOC 2 0.7258597 0.3629299 19.70
0.0001
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE (PROJ* LOG) as an error term
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value ?:
> F
LOG*TB 2 0.0302894 0.0151447 0.82
0.4485
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE*TB(PROJ*LOG) as an error term








using the Type III MS for
as an error term
Source
> F
DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
PROJ*TB
0.0001
12 0.3050802 0.0254234 598.95
Tests of Hypotheses
SAMPLE*TB (PROJ*L0C)
using the Type III MS for
as an error term
Source
> F






using the Type III MS for
as an error tejrm
Source
> F
DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
PROJ*LOC*TB
0.0001
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OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOG TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
1 14643 1 16 13600000 7 .13354 7 .13354 1 .77636E--15
2 14643 2 16 15400000 7,.18752 7 .18752 2 .66454E--15
3 14643 1 1 1 16 21400000 7,.33041 7 .33041 1 .77636E--15
4 14643 2 1 1 16 22600000 7,.35411 7 .35411 2 .66454E-15
5 14643 1 1 2 16 14700000 7,.16732 7 .16732 3 .55271E--15
6 14643 2 1 2 16 15400000 7,.18752 7 .18752 1,.77636E--15
.
7 14643 1 2 1 16 18700000 7,.27184 7,.27184 1,. 77636E--15
8 14643 2 2 1 16 19400000 7,.28780 7 .28780 3..55271E--15
9 14643 1 2 2 16 14900000 7,.17319 7,.17319 2,.66454E-15
10 14643 2 2 2 16 15100000 7..17898 7,.17898 4..44089E-15
11 14643 1 3 1 16 2150000 6..33244 6,.33244 1..77636E-15
12 14643 2 3 1 16 2250000 6..35218 6..35218 8..88178E-•16
13 14643 1 3 2 16 16000000 7..20412 7..20412 3..55271E-15
14 14643 2 3 2 16 16500000 7 . 21748 7,.21748 -5.3291E-15
15 151651 1 16 8280000 6..91803 6..91803 1..77636E-15
258
16 151651 2 16 6370000 6 .80414 6 .80414 8 .38178E -16
17 151651 1 1 1 16 42200000 7 .62531 7 .62531 2 .66454E -15
18 151651 2 1 1 16 39200000 7 .59329 7 .59329 3 .55271E -15
19 151651 1 1 2 16 76600000 7 .88423 7 .88423 2 .66454E -15
20 151651 2 1 2 16 71100000 7 .85137 7 .85187 2 .66454E -15
21 151651 1 2 1 16 54100000 7 .73320 7 .73320 1 .77636E--15
22 151651 2 2 1 16 50200000 7 .70070 7 .70070 8 . 88178E--16
23 151651 1 2 2 16 35500000 7 .55023 7 .55023 2 .66454E--15
24 151651 2 2 2 16 32100000 7 .50651 7 .50651 2 .66454E--15
25 151651 1 3 1 16 30500000 7 .48430 7 .48430 1 .77636E--15
26 151651 2 3 1 16 29200000 7 .46538 7 .46538 8 .8817eE--16
27 151651 1 3 2 16 21900000 7 .34044 7 .34044 3 .55271E--15
28 151651 2 3 2 16 21400000 7 .33041 7 .33041
-7.9936E--15
29 1516511 1 16 8280000 6 .91803 6,.91803 1 .77636E--15
30 1516511 2 16 6370000 6 .80414 6..80414 8 .88178S--16
31 1516511 1 1 1 16 47100000 7 ,.67302 7..67302 L.20-'5H--13
32 1516511 2 1 1 16
33 1516511 1 1 2 16 48100000 7,.68215 7..68215 1..24345E-
34 1516511 2 1 2 16
35 1516511 1 2 1 16 1530000 6. 18469 6. 18469 ~ A!.3093E-14
36 1516511 2 2 1 16
.
37 1516511 1 2 2 16 24200000 7. 38382 7. 38382 2. 66454E-14
38 1516511 2 2 2 16
39 1516511 1 3 1 16 25800000 7 . 41162 7. 41162 1. 51879E-13
40 1516511 2 3 1 16
41 1516511 1 3 2 16 11100000 7. 04532 7. 04532 •1.501E-13
42 1516511 2 3 2 16
43 151652 1 16 8280000 6. 91803 6. 91803 1. 77636E- 15
44 151652 2 16 6370000 6. 80414 6. 80414 8. 88178E- 16
45 151652 1 1 1 16 42200000 7. 62531 7. 62531 2. 66454E- 15
46 151652 2 1 1 16
47 151652 1 1 2 16 76600000 7. 88423 7 . 88423 1
.
77636E- - -
48 151652 2 1 2 16
49 151652 1 2 1 16 54100000 7. 73320 7. 73320 2. 66454E- 15
50 151652 2 2 1 16
The SAS System
1999
OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOG TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
13:40 Friday, Aug-ast 27,
51 151652 1 2 2 16 35500000 7 .55023 7 .55023 ^ . c6454r.-_ - c
52 151652 2 2 2 16
53 151652 1 3 1 16 30500000 7 .48430 7 .48430
54 151652 2 3 1 16
55 151652 1 3 2 16 21900000 7 .34044 7,.34044 1. 7-636E-. -^ :;
56 151652 2 3 2 16
57 1516521 1 16 8280000 6,.91803 6..91803 1. 77636E-. " ^
58 1516521 2 16 6370000 6..80414 6..80414 -2 .042SZ-.^T
59 1516521 1 1 1 16 67900000 7 . 83187 7..83187 1. 2 ~ 3 9 5H
-
^3
60 1516521 2 1 1 16
61 1516521 1 1 2 16 53700000 7.,72997 7 . 72997 -6 .483-E-,- ^


















































































































































































































27500000 7.43933 7.43933 -5.7732E-14
46000000 7.66276 7.66276 1.74083E-13
23700000 7.37475 7.37475 1.77636E-15
21600000 7.33445 7.33445 1.77636E-15
45500000 7.65801 7.65801 2.66454E-15
47800000 7.67943 7.67943 3.55271E-15
53900000 7.73159 7.73159 1.77636E-15
57100000 7.75664 7.75664 8.88178E-16
42000000 7.62325 7.62325 2.66454E-15



























34500000 7.53782 7.53782 2.66454E-15
38300000 7.58320 7.58320 1.77636E-15
11200000 7.04922 7.04922 2.66454E-15
12100000 7.08279 7.08279 7.99361E-15
16400000 7.21484 7.21484 1.77636E-15
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OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOG TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
101 154041 1 1 1 16 23100000 7
102 154041 2 1 1 16 25900000 7
103 154041 1 1 2 16 31900000 7
104 154041 2 1 2 16 33600000 7
105 154041 1 2 1 16 29400000 7
106 154041 2 2 1 16 32300000 7
107 154041 1 2 2 16 24300000 7
108 154041 2 2 2 16 26600000 7









110 154041 2 3 1 16 23900000 7 .37840 7 .37840 _ 2.6645E -15
111 154041 1 3 2 16 20900000 7 .32015 7 .32015 1 .77636E -15
112 154041 2 3 2 16 22700000 7 .35603 7 .35603 - 6.2172E -15
113 15630 1 16 13700000 7 .13672 7 .13672 1 .77636E -15
114 15630 2 16 12200000 7 .08636 7 .08636 2 .66454E--15
115 15630 1 1 1 16 25800000 7 .41162 7 .41162 2 .66454E.-15
116 15630 2 1 1 16 27200000 7 .43457 7 .43457 2 .66454E--15
117 15630 1 1 2 16 14000000 7 .14613 7 .14613 3 .55271E--15
118 15630 2 1 2 16 14800000 7 . 17026 7 .17026 8 .88178E-- -.5
119 15630 1 2 1 16 20800000 7 .31806 7 .31806 2 .66454E--15
120 15630 2 2 1 16 21900000 7 .34044 7 .34044 3 .55271E--15
121 15630 1 2 2 16 18700000 7 .27184 7 .27184 3 .55271E-.'^Z
122 15630 2 2 2 16 19800000 7 .29667 7 .29667 i_ .77636E-.;;_ =
123 15630 1 3 1 16 14600000 7 .16435 7 .16435 2 . 66454E-• 15
124 15630 2 3 1 16 15500000 7 .19033 7 .19033 3 .55271E-. - c
125 15630 1 3 2 16 16200000 7 .20952 7 .20952 i_
.77636E--15
126 15630 2 3 2 16 17100000 7 .23300 7 .23300
-2.0428E--14
127 15173 1 16 13000000 7 .11394 7,.11394 -_ .77636E-15
128 15173 2 16
129 15173 1 1 1 16 25800000 7,.41162 7
. 41162 2 . 66454E-15
130 15173 2 1 1 16
131 15173 1 1 2 16 14000000 7..14613 7
.,14613 3 ,.55271H-.- 5
132 15173 2 1 2 16
133 15173 1 2 1 16 20800000 7. 31806 7
. 31806 2..66454E- 15
134 15173 2 2 1 16
135 15173 1 2 2 16 18700000 7. 27184 7 . 27184 2.. 66454E-15
136 15173 2 2 2 16
137 15173 1 3 1 16 14600000 7. 16435 7 . 16435 4 . 44089E-15
138 15173 2 3 1 16
139 15173 1 3 2 16 16200000 7. 20952 7 . 20952 _ ~!.552':'H- - 5
140 15173 2 3 2 16
141 15174 1 16 12100000 7. 08279 7. 08279 1. 77636E- 15
142 15174 2 16 12200000 7. 08636 7. 08636 8. 88178E- 16
143 15174 1 1 1 16
144 15174 2 1 1 16
145 15174 1 1 2 16
146 15174 2 1 2 16
147 15174 1 2 1 16 39100000 7. 59218 7 . 59218 1. 77636E- 15
148 15174 2 2 1 16 37100000 7. 56937 7 . 56937 8. 88178E- 16
149 15174 1 2 2 16 42200000 7 . 62531 7. 62531 1. 77636E- 15
150 15174 2 2 2 16 40200000 7. 60423 7. 60423 3. 55271E- 15
The SAS System
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OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOC TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
151 15174 1 3 1 16
152 15174 2 3 1 16
153 15174 1 3 2 16
154 15174 2 3 2 16
155 15309 1 16
156 15309 2 16
45200000 7.65514 7.65514 2.6645-^1-15
44900000 7.65225 7.65225 8.88178E-16
45000000 7.65321 7.65321 1.77636E-15
7.65896 1.59872E-1445600000 7.65896
8140000 6.91062 6.91062
8070000 6.90687 6.90687 763 6E-15
261
157 15309 1 1 1 16 25800000 7 .41162 7 .41162 3 .55271E--15
158 15309 2 1 1 16
159 15309 1 1 2 16 14000000 7 .14613 7 .14613 3 .55271E--15
160 15309 2 1 2 16
161 15309 1 2 1 16 20800000 7 .31806 7 .31806 2 .66454E--15
162 15309 2 2 1 16 .
163 15309 1 2 2 16 18700000 7 .27184 7 .27184 3 .55271E--15
164 15309 2 2 2 16
165 15309 1 3 1 16 14600000 7 .16435 7 .16435 3 .55271E--15
166 15309 2 3 1 16
167 15309 1 3 2 16 16200000 7,.20952 7..20952 8 .88178E--16:
168 15309 2 3 2 16 ,
169 15617 1 16 13800000 7..13988 7..13988 1,.77636E--15
170 15617 2 16 1270000 6..10380 6..10380 1..77636E--15
171 15617 1 1 1 16 12500000 7..09691 7..09691 2..66454E--15
172 15617 2 1 1 16
173 15617 1 1 2 16 28700000 7..45788 7.,45788 2,,66454E-15
174 15617 2 1 2 16
175 15617 1 2 1 16 13700000 7.,13672 7.,13672 1.,77636E-•15
176 15617 2 2 1 16
177 15617 1 2 2 16 24300000 7. 38561 7. 38561 1. 77636E-15
178 15617 2 2 2 16
179 15617 1 3 1 16 14600000 7. 16435 7. 16435 2. 66454E-15
180 15617 2 3 1 16
181 15617 1 3 2 16 4800000 6. 68124 6. 68124 _ Ci.3291E-•15









"SAME DATA USED IN THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM"
r
proc glm;
class proj sample loc tb;
model Istiff= Proj loc proj*loc sample (proj *loc) tb tb*proj tb*loc
tb*proj*loc sample*tb (proj*loc) temp;











General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Values
14643 15173 15174 15308 15309 15502 15617 15530




Number of observations in data set = 1092







General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: LSTIFF





DF Squares Square F Value Pr
Model
0. 0001
139 155.69061 1.12008 159.03
Error 692 4.8738- 0.00704
Correct!sd Total 831 160.56446
Mean

















































































2 .023043 287 .24







12 2 .029204 .169100 24 .01
LOC*TB
0.0001
2 .131961 0,.065980 9 .37
PROJ*LOC*TB
0.0001
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General Linear Models Procedure
Student -Newman-Keuls test for variable: LSTIFF
NOTE: This test controls the type I experimentwise error rate
under the complete null hypothesis but not under partial
null hypotheses.
Alpha= 0.05 df= 692 MSE= 0.007043
WARNING: Cell sizes are not equal.
Harmonic Mean of cell sizes= 58.05602
Number of Means 2345
Critical Range 0.0305832 0.0365859 0.0401151 0.0426023
Number of Means 6739
Critical Range 0.0445139 0.0460608 0.0473564 0.0484687
Number of Means 10 11 12 13
Critical Range 0.0494417 0.0503052 0.0510807 0.0517838
Means with the same letter are not significantly different.
SNK Grouping Mean N PRO
J
A 7.25106 84 15308
B 7.20358 60 15174
C 7.11090 84 151651
D 7.04309 84 154041
D
D 7.02821 48 151652






F 6.93534 84 15502
G 6.84158 48 1516511
G
G 6.83833 84 15630
G
G 6.83530 42 15173
H 6.78243 46 15309
I 6.66647 48 15617
I
I 6.65545 84 14643
The SAS System
14:25 Friday, August 27,
General Linear Models Procedure
Student-Newman-Keuls test for variable: LSTIFF
NOTE: This test controls the type I experimentwise error rate
under the complete null hypothesis but not under partial
null hypotheses.
Alpha= 0.05 df= 692 MSE= 0.007043
WARNING: Cell sizes are not equal.
Harmonic Mean of cell sizes= 200.6683
Number of Means 2 3 4
Critical Range 0.01645 0.0196788 0.0215771
Means with the same letter are not significantly different.
SNK Grouping Mean N LOC
A 7.125986 216 1
B 7.051418 234 2
C 6.929110 234 3
D 6.568618 148
The SAS System
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I )
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General Linear Models Procedure
Student-Newman-Keuls test for variable: LSTIFF
NOTE: This test controls the type I experimentwise error rate
under the complete null hypothesis but not under partial
null hypotheses.
Alpha= 0.05 df= 692 MSE= 0.007043
WARNING: Cell sizes are not equal.
Harmonic Mean of cell sizes= 237.5723
Number of Means 2 3
Critical Range 0.0151058 0.0180707
Means with the same letter are not significantly different.
SNK Grouping Mean N TB
A 7.033917 348 2
A
A 7.032302 336 1
B 6.568618 148
The SAS System 1
11:03 Friday, August 6,
1999
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
PROJ 13 14643 15173 15174 15308 15309 15502 15617 15630
151651 151652 154041 1516511 1516521
SAMPLE 2 1 2
LOC 4 12 3
TB 3 12
Number of observations in data set = 182
267
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Squares Square F Value Pr









C.V. Root MSE LSTIFF
Source
> F
DF Type I SS Mean Square
PROJ 12 6.1164845 0.5097070
LOG 3 6.5114021 2.1704674
PR0J*L0C 35 3.4642957 0.0989799
SAMPLE (PROJ* LOG) 32 0.0752677 0.0023521
TB 1 0.0061582 0.0061582
PR0J*TB 12 0.4721208 0.0393434
L0C*TB 2 0.0196529 0.0098265
PR0J*L0C*TB 21 2.4864080 0.1184004
SAMPLE*TB(PR0J*L0C) 20 0.0017973 0.0000899





PROJ 12 5.0323086 0.4193591
LOG 2 1 .0077095 0.5038548
PROJ*LOC 23 1 .3467805 0.0585557
SAMPLE (PROJ*LOC) 32 0.0752677 0.0023521
TB 1 0.0226107 0.0226107
PROJ*TB 12 0.4797047 0.0399754
LOC*TB 2 0.0292258 0.0146129
PROJ*LOC*TB 21 2.4864080 0.1184004
SAMPLE*TB(PROJ*LOC) 20 0.0017973 0.0000899
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE(PROJ*LOC) as an error term
Source
> F





12 5.0323086 0.4193591 178.29
The SAS System
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General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: LSTIFF
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE(PR0J*L0C) as an error term
Source
> F
DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
LOG
0.0001
1 .0077095 0.5038548 214.21
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE (PR0J*L0G) as an error term
Source
> F
DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
269
LOC*TB 2 0.0292258 0.0146129 6.21
0.0053
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE*TB(PROJ*LOC) as an error term
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
> F
TB 1 0.0226107 0.0226107 251.61
0.0001
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE*TB(PROJ*LOC) as an error term
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
> F
PR0J*TB 12 0.4797047 0.0399754 444.85
0.0001
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE*TB(PROJ*LOG) as an error term
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
> F
LOC*TB 2 0.0292258 0.0146129 162.61
0.0001
Tests of Hypotheses using the Type III MS for
SAMPLE*TB(PROJ*LOC) as an error term
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr
> F
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OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOG TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
1 14643 1 28 2100000 6.32222 6.32222
-8.8818E -16
2 14643 2 28 2490000 6.39620 6.39620
-8.8818E -16
3 14643 1 1 1 28 4590000 6.66181 6.66181
4 14643 2 1 1 28 4720000 6.67394 6.67394 8.88178E -16
5 14643 1 1 2 28 3050000 6.48430 6.48430 8.88178E -16
6 14643 2 1 2 28 3120000 6.49415 6.49415 -1 .7764E -15
7 14643 1 2 1 28 4140000 6.61700 6.61700
-8.8818E -16
8 14643 2 2 1 28 4300000 6.63347 6.63347
9 14643 1 2 2 28 3190000 6.50379 6.50379 8.88178E -16
10 14643 2 2 2 28 3300000 6.51851 6.51851
11 14643 1 3 1 28 284000 5.45332 5.45332
-8.8818E -16
12 14643 2 3 1 28 290000 5.46240 5.46240 5.32907E •15
13 14643 1 3 2 28 3210000 6.50651 6.50651 -8.8818E 16
14 14643 2 3 2 28 3270000 6.51455 6.51455 -1 .8652E -14
15 151651 1 28 1440000 6.15836 6.15836 -8.8818E-16
16 151651 2 28 1100000 6.04139 6.04139 -1 .7764E-•15
17 151651 1 1 1 28 10600000 7.02531 7.02531
18 151651 2 1 1 28 10300000 7.01284 7.01284
19 151651 1 1 2 28 22800000 7.35793 7.35793
20 151651 2 1 2 28 22000000 7.34242 7.34242 -1 .7764E- 15
21 151651 1 2 1 28 13500000 7.13033 7.13033
-8.8818E- 16
22 151651 2 2 1 28 13100000 7.11727 7.11727 -1.7764E- 15
23 151651 1 2 2 28 8870000 6.94792 6.94792
24 151651 2 2 2 28 8650000 6.93702 6.93702
25 151651 1 3 1 28 7950000 6.90037 6.90037 -8.8818E- 16
26 151651 2 3 1 28 7620000 6.88195 6.88195 -7.1054E- 15
27 151651 1 3 2 28 5760000 6.76042 6.76042
-8.8818E- 16
28 151651 2 3 2 28 5770000 6.76118 6.76118 8.88178E- 15
29 1516511 1 28 1440000 6.15836 6.15836 -8.8818E- 16
30 1516511 2 28 1100000 6.04139 6.04139 -1.7764E- 15
31 1516511 1 1 1 28 12400000 7.09342 7.09342 6.83897E- 14
32 1516511 2 1 1 28
33 1516511 1 1 2 28 12300000 7.08991 7.08991 -7.0166E- 14
34 1516511 2 1 2 28
35 1516511 1 2 1 28 5380000 6.73078 6.73078 -1.7764E- 14
36 1516511 2 2 1 28
• •
37 1516511 1 2 2 28 5860000 6.76790 6.76790 1.68754E- 14
38 1516511 2 2 2 28
• >
39 1516511 1 3 1 28 6320000 6.80072 6.80072 -5.3291E- 14
271
40 1516511 2 3 1 28 .
41 1516511 1 3 2 28 2570000 6
42 1516511 2 3 2 28 ,
43 151652 1 28 1440000 6
44 151652 2 28 1100000 6
45 151652 1 1 1 28 10600000 7
46 151652 2 1 1 28
47 151652 1 1 2 28 22800000 7
48 151652 2 1 2 28 ,
49 151652 1 2 1 28 13500000 7
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OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOG TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
51 151652 1 2 2 28
52 151652 2 2 2 28
53 151652 1 3 1 28
54 151652 2 3 1 28
55 151652 1 3 2 28
56 151652 2 3 2 28
57 1516521 1 28
58 1516521 2 28
59 1516521 1 1 1 28
60 1516521 2 1 1 28
61 1516521 1 1 2 28
62 1516521 2 1 2 28
63 1516521 1 2 1 28
64 1516521 2 2 1 28
65 1516521 1 2 2 28
66 1516521 2 2 2 28
67 1516521 1 3 1 28
68 1516521 2 3 1 28
69 1516521 1 3 2 28
70 1516521 2 3 2 28
71 15308 1 28
72 15308 2 28
73 15308 1 1 1 28
74 15308 2 1 1 28
75 15308 1 1 2 28
76 15308 2 1 2 28
8870000 6.94792 6.94792 -8.8818E-16
7950000 6.90037 6.90037 8.88178E-16
5760000 6.76042 6.76042 -1.7764E-15
1440000 6.15836 6.15836 -8.8818E-16
1100000 6.04139 6.04139 1.5099E-14
18100000 7.25768 7.25768 -8.5265E-14
13600000 7.13354 7.13354 9.14824E-14
6900000 6.83885 6.83885 7.10543E-15
10800000 7.03342 7.03342 -2.3626E-13
4560000 6.65896 6.65896 -8.8818E-16
4170000 6.62014 6.62014 -8.8818E-16
11500000 7.06070 7.06070
11700000 7.06819 7.06819 -8.8818E-16
167C0000 7.22272 7.22272
16900000 7.22789 7.22789 1.77636E-15
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77 15308 1 2 1 28 10400000 7.01703 7.01703
-8.8818E -16
78 15308 2 2 1 28 10600000 7.02531 7.02531
79 15308 1 2 2 28 9290000 6.96802 6.96802
80 15308 2 2 2 28 9460000 6.97589 6.97589
81 15308 1 3 1 28 9810000 6.99167 6.99167
82 15308 2 3 1 28 10000000 7.00000 7.00000
-8.8818E -16
83 15308 1 3 2 28 17600000 7.24551 7.24551
-8.8818E 16
84 15308 2 3 2 28 18000000 7.25527 7.25527 -1 .954E-14
85 15502 1 28 1790000 6.25285 6.25285
-8.8818E -16
86 15502 2 28 1670000 6.22272 6.22272 -1 .7764E 15
87 15502 1 1 1 28 6440000 6.80889 6.80889
-8.3818E-16
88 15502 2 1 1 28 7440000 6.87157 6.87157
89 15502 1 1 2 28 14900000 7.17319 7.17319
90 15502 2 1 2 28 15900000 7.20140 7.20140
91 15502 1 2 1 28 4240000 6.62737 6.62737 -8.8818E-•16
92 15502 2 2 1 28 4870000 6.68753 6.68753 -8.8818E-•16
93 15502 1 2 2 28 6450000 6.80956 6.80956
-8.8818E- 16
94 15502 2 2 2 28 7750000 6.88930 6.88930 1 .77636E-•15
95 15502 1 3 1 28 6970000 6.84323 6.84323 -8.8818E-16
96 15502 2 3 1 28 7870000 6.89597 6.89597 -1 .7764E- 15
97 15502 1 3 2 28 1310000 6.11727 6.11727
-8.8818E- 16
98 15502 2 3 2 28 1680000 6.22531 6.22531 -1 .7764E- 15
99 154041 1 28 3600000 6.55630 6.55630 -8.8818E- 16




11 :03 Friday, August 6,
OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOG TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
101 154041 1 1 1 28 7780000 6.89098 6.89098
102 154041 2 1 1 28 8440000 6.92634 6.92634
103 154041 1 1 2 28 7320000 6.86451 6.86451
104 154041 2 1 2 28 7480000 6.87390 6.87390 -1 .7764E-15
105 154041 1 2 1 28 6750000 6.82930 6.82930 -8 .8818E-16
106 154041 2 2 1 28 7220000 6.85854 6.85854
107 154041 1 2 2 28 6120000 6.78675 6.78675
108 154041 2 2 2 28 6840000 6.83506 6.83506
109 154041 1 3 1 28 8920000 6.95036 6.95036 -8 .8818E-•16
110 154041 2 3 1 28 10000000 7.00000 7.00000 -3 .5527E^•15
111 154041 1 3 2 28 7380000 6.86806 6.86806 -1 ,7764E-•15
112 154041 2 3 2 28 7980000 6.90200 6.90200 8.88178E- 15
113 15630 1 28 2960000 6.47129 6.47129 -8,.8818E-16
273
114 15630 2 28 2520000 6 .40140 6 .40140 -1.7764E 15
115 15630 1 1 1 28 6940000 6 .84136 6 .84136 -8.8818E -16
116 15630 2 1 1 28 7010000 6 .84572 6 .84572 -1.7764E -15
117 15630 1 1 2 28 2700000 6 .43136 6 .43136 -8.8818E -16
118 15630 2 1 2 28 2780000 6 .44404 6 .44404
119 15630 1 2 1 28 5250000 6 .72016 6 .72016
-8.8818E--16
120 15630 2 2 1 28 5410000 6,.73320 6 .73320
121 15630 1 2 2 28 4120000 6,.61490 6 .61490 -1.7764E--15
122 15630 2 2 2 28 4260000 6,.62941 6 .62941
123 15630 1 3 1 28 3540000 6,.54900 6 .54900 -8.8818E-16
124 15630 2 3 1 28 3680000 6,.56585 6 .56585
125 15630 1 3 2 28 3350000 6,.52504 6 .52504 -1.7764E-15
126 15630 2 3 2 28 3480000 6,,54158 6,.54158 -1.2434E-14
127 15173 1 28 3040000 6..48287 6,.48287 -8.8818E-16
128 15173 2 28 •
,
129 15173 1 1 1 28 6940000 6.,84136 6,.84136
130 15173 2 1 1 28 ,
,
131 15173 1 1 2 28 2700000 6.,43136 6,.43136
132 15173 2 1 2 28 ,
.
133 15173 1 2 1 28 5250000 6.,72016 6..72016
134 15173 2 2 1 28 .
,
135 15173 1 2 2 28 4120000 6. 61490 6.,61490 -1.7764E-15
136 15173 2 2 2 28 ,
.
137 15173 1 3 1 28 3540000 6. 54900 6.,54900 -8.8818E-•16
138 15173 2 3 1 28 ,
.
139 15173 1 3 2 28 3350000 6. 52504 6.,52504 2.66454E-•15
140 15173 2 3 2 28 ,
,
141 15174 1 28 1690000 6. 22789 6. 22789 -8.8818E- 16
142 15174 2 28 2500000 6. 39794 6. 39794 -8.8818E- 16
143 15174 1 1 1 28 a
,
144 15174 2 1 1 28 ,
.
145 15174 1 1 2 28 ,
.
146 15174 2 1 2 28 , ,
147 15174 1 2 1 28 13800000 7. 13988 7. 13988 -8.8818E- 16
148 15174 2 2 1 28 14300000 7. 15534 7. 15534 -8.8818E- 16
149 15174 1 2 2 28 15000000 7. 17609 7. 17609 -8.8818E- 16




7. 19033 7. 19033 8.88178E- 16
11:03 Friday, August 6,
1999
OBS PROJ SAMPLE LOG TB TEMP STIFF LSTIFF
274
151 15174 1 3 1 28
152 15174 2 3 1 28
153 15174 1 3 2 28
154 15174 2 3 2 28
155 15309 1 28
156 15309 2 28
157 15309 1 1 1 28
158 15309 2 1 1 28
159 15309 1 1 2 28
160 15309 2 1 2 28
161 15309 1 2 1 28
162 15309 2 2 1 28
163 15309 1 2 2 28
164 15309 2 2 2 28
165 15309 1 3 1 28
166 15309 2 3 1 28
167 15309 1 3 2 28
168 15309 2 3 2 28
169 15617 1 28
170 15617 2 28
171 15617 1 1 1 28
172 15617 2 1 1 28
173 15617 1 1 2 28
174 15617 2 1 2 28
175 15617 1 2 1 28
176 15617 2 2 1 28
177 15617 1 2 2 28
178 15617 2 2 2 28
179 15617 1 3 1 28
180 15617 2 3 1 28
181 15617 1 3 2 28














4120000 6.61490 6.61490 -8.8818E-16
3540000 6.54900 6.54900 -2.6645E-15





6630000 6.82151 6.82151 -8.8818E-16




743000 5.87099 5.87099 5.32907E-15
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APPENDIX D
Storage Time Effect on Stiffness of Extracted and Recovered Asphalts
276
Table D-1 Stiffiiesses of the Asphalts from 1996 construction season
Temp RTFO-96(P21687) Mix-96('P21687)
40 1.62E+04 2.00E+04































1 80 2.57E+02 2.94E+02
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Table D-2 Difference in Means analysis Between RTFO and Cores taken Just
after Construction in 1996.










t Critical one-tail 1.695518677
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.002752409
t Critical two-tail 2.039514584
I )
Table D-3 Difference in Means analysis at 64C.
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means










t Critical one-tail 2.353363016
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.058520097
t Critical two-tail 3.182449291
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Table D-4 Summary ofRTFO and MIX data from 1 985 and 1 996 Paving Seasons.
Temp Neat 1996 Mixes 1996 Neat 1985 mixes 1985
64 1.59E+03 1.84E+03 3.83E+03 12132.1
Table D-5 Summary of RTFO and Mix Asphalts Data from 1996 Construction.
Season
58C 64C 70C 76C
RTFO - 96 2.87E+03 1.59E+03 8.78E+02 4.98E-02
MIX -96 3.44E+03 1.84E+03 l.OlE+03 5.72E-02












































58C 64C 70C 76C
Figure D-2 RTFO and MIX asphalts from 1 996 Paving Seasons.
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APPENDIX E
Effect of Solvent Extraction and Recovery on the Stiffeesses of Asphalts Extracted
and Recovered from Field Samples
281
Table E-1 Stif&iess of the Extracted and Recovered Asphalts Using TCE and
TOL.
Extracted and Recovered Asphalt using TCE from Two Projects
TEMP. C p15165b1tce p15165b2tce p15165a1tce p15165a2tce
40 4.68898E+05 4.63360E+05 5.68282E+05 3.83287E+05
46 2.14723E+05 2.27332E+05 2.82886E+05 2.35642E+05
52 9.63300E+04 1.01943E+05 1,29596E+05 1.05820E+05
58 4.37557E+04 4.56869E+04 5.92712E+04 4.73820E+04
64 1.99741 E+04 2.05251 E+04 2.73603E+04 2.14238E+04
70 9.22266E+03 9.40068E+03 1.26955E+04 9.79026E+03
76 4.37840E+03 4.41436E+03 6.00304E+03 4.62506E+03
80 2.72725E+03 2.73934E+03 3.70320E+03 2.86659E+03
Extracted and Recovered Asphalt using TOL rom Two Projects
TEMP. C p15165b1tol p15165b2tol p15165a1tol p15165a2tol
40 4.25176E+05 4.29078E+05 4.29447E+05 4.35897E+05
46 1 .93504E+05 1.92651 E+05 1.95702E+05 2.06215E+05
52 8.5351 9E+04 8.45144E+04 8.67199E+04 9.06769E+04
58 3.78400E+04 3.70862E+04 3.85275E+04 4.02584E+04
64 1.71127E+04 1.66296E+04 1,74258E+04 1.79854E+04
70 7.84944E+03 7.52522E+03 7.97573E+03 8.14926E+03
76 3.70472E+03 3.53022E+03 3.76269E+03 3.84992E+03
80 2.31600E+03 2.18246E+03 2.32763E+03 2.39601 E+03
282
Table E-2 Difference in Means Analysis Between TOL and TCE Samples for the
Two Projects.











t Critical one-tail 1.69551868
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.00813779
t Critical two-tail 2.03951458
I )
Table E-3 Difference in Means Analysis Between TOL and TCE Samples for
Project 15165bl.

















Table E-4 Difference in Means Analysis Between TOL and TCE Samples for
Project 15165al.
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means















Table E-5 Difference in Means Analysis Between TOL and TCE Samples for
Project 15165al and 15 165b 1 at 64C.
15165a t-Test: Paired Two Sample For Means
























t Critical one-tail 6.313748599
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.096688031





































Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 4.71E+07 - 4.81E+07 -
19 3.44E+07 - 3.51E+07 -
22 2.49E+07 - 2.51E+07 -
25 1.78E+07 - 1.78E+07 -
28 1.24E+07 - 1.23E+07 -
31 8.59E+06 - 8.34E+06 -
IWP
Top Bottom 1
Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 2.58E+07 - l.llE+07 -
19 1.85E+07 - 7.79E+06 _
22 1.31E+07 - 5.39E+06 -
25 9.22E+06 - 3.71E+06 -
28 6.32E+06 - 2.57E+06 -
31 4.24E+06 - 1.76E+06 _
BWP
Top Bottom
Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 1.53E+06 - 2.42E+07 -
19 4.22E+06 - 1.74E+07 -
22 7.86E+06 - 1.24E+07 _
25 6.85E+06 - 8.59E+06 -
28 5.38E+06 - 5.86E+06 _






Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 3.99E+07 - 2.86E+07 -
19 3.01E+07 - 2.03E+07 -
22 2.22E+07 - 1.41E+07 -
25 1.62E+07 - 9.57E+06 -
28 1.16E+07 - 6.46E+06 -
31 8.13E+06 - 4.25E+06 -
BWP
Top Bottom
Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 2.66E+07 ~ 2.76E+07 -
19 1.93E+07 - 2.01E+07 -
22 1.39E+07 - 1.44E+07 -
25 9.90E+06 - 1.02E+07 -
28 6.86E+06 - 7.07E+06 -
31 4.70E+06 - 4.83E+06 -
IWP
Top Bottom
Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 1.55E+07 - 2.28E+07 -
19 1.87E+07 - 1.60E+07 -
22 1.33E+07 - l.llE+07 -
25 9.30E+06 - 7.59E+06 -
28 6.36E+06 - 5.13E+06 -









Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 6.79E+07 - 5.37E+07 -
1
19 5.03E+07 - 3.97E+07
22 3.65E+07 - 2.82E+07 -
25 2.60E+07 - 1.97E+07 _
28 1.81E+07 - 1.36E+07 -
31 1.25E+07 - 9.13E+06 .
BWP
Top Bottom
Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 - - 2.75E+07 -
19 - - 2.00E+07 -
22 - - 1.45E+07 -
25 - - l.OOE+07 -
28 - - 6.90E+06 -




Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 - - 4.60E+07 -
19 - - 3.30E+07 -
22 - - 2.30E+07 -
25 - - 1.60E+07 -
28 - - 1.08E+07 _





Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 - - 1.40E+33 -
19 - - 4.18E+33 -
22 - - 4.73E+33 -
25 - - 3.93E+33 -
28 - - 3.00E+33 -
31 - - 2.15E+33 -
rwp
Top Bottom
Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 4.10E+07 - 3.81E+07 -
19 3.91E+07 - 2.60E+07 -
22 3.07E+07 - 1.80E+07 -
25 2.21E+07 - 1.21E+07 -
28 1.55E+07 - 8.17E+06 -
31 1.06E+07 - 5.34E+06 -
BWP
Top Bottom
Temp. 1 2 1 2
16 4.57E+07 3.85E+07 3.41E+07 -
19 3.38E+07 3.03E+07 2.47E+07 -
22 2.47E+07 2.28E+07 1.75E+07 -
25 1.77E+07 1.66E+07 1.22E+07 -
28 1.25E+07 1.18E+07 8.31E+06 -
31 8.68E+06 8.44E+06 5.63E+06 -
290
































t Critical one-tail 2.0 1 50492
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.927419







































































t Critical one-tail 6.3 1 3749
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.819756





















t Critical one-tail 1 5 . 8945
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.81976


















Project 1561 5a1 Extracted and Recovered Using TCE & TOL
OWP-T OWP-B IWP-T IWP-B BWP-T BWP-B
Pavement Location
Figure E-3 Stiffiiesses of the Extracted and Recovered Asphalts Using TCE and


















Figure E-4 Stiffiiesses of the Extracted and Recovered Asphalts Using TCE and
TOL from the In-service Cores for Project 15165bl.
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APPENDIX F
Summary of the Collected Weather Data, SHRP Recommended PG grades, and
projects locationsAVeather stations locations included in this study.
295
Table F-1 Computed High and Minimum Air Temperatures of English City Weather
Station located in Crawford County
English 7 Day Average
Maximum St. Dev. Minimum
1985 93.14285714 0.899735411 -19
1986 95.42857143 0.786795792 -4




1989 91.85714286 0.690065559 ! -21
1
1990 95.28571429 1.253566341 1
1991 97.14285714 1.463850109 -2
1992 92.85714286 1.463850109 -2
1993 94.57142857 0.786795792 -4
AVG. 95.25396825
-6.888888889
ST. DEV. 2.580121989 7.912718314
296
Table F-2 Computed High and Minimum Reliability Levels for English City Weather

























Table F-3 Computed High and Minimum Air Temperatures of Martinsville City
Weather Station Located in Morgan County
Martinsville 7 Day Average
i








1988 100 0.577350269 -4 '
1989 90.71428571 0.755928946 -22 '




1992 87.42857143 0.975900073 -7





Table F-4 Computed High and Minimum Reliability Levels for Martinsville City


























Table F-5 Computed High and Minimum Air Temperatures of Perrysville City
Weather Station Located in Fountain County'
Perrysville 7 Day Average
Maximum
.Mmimum
1985 91.28571429 1.112697281 -26
1986 94.14285714 0.690065559 -6
1987 94.42857143 0.786795792 -11
1988 102.7142857 1.380131119 -13
1989 94.28571429 1.704336206 -23
1990 95.42857143 1.133893419 -7
1991 97 1.527525232 -1
1992 91 2.449489743 -7





Table F-6 Computed High and Minimum Reliability Levels for Penysville City

























Table F-7 Computed High and Minimum Air Temperatures of Richmond City
Weather Station Located in Wayne County
Richmond 7 Day Average
Maximum Minimum
1985 90.85714286 1.214985793 -25
1986 93 0.577350269 -2
1987 88.57142857 0.975900073 -3
1988 98.85714286 1.069044968 -6
1989 91.85714286 1.573591585 -22
1990 92.57142857 1.511857892 1
1991 94.14285714 1.069044968 1
1992 88.42857143 1.397276262 -8





Table F-8 Computed High and Minimum Reliability Levels for Richmond City

























Table F-9 Computed High and Minimum Air Temperatures of Rushville City Weather
Station Located in Rush County
Rushville 7 Day Average
Maximum
.Minimum
1985 90.28571429 1.112697281 -24
1986 92.14285714 0.377964473
1987 91 0.577350269 -4
1988 99.71428571 0.487950036 -5
1989 91.71428571 0.951189731 -23
1990 91.71428571 1.799470822 1
1991 93.14285714 1.214985793
1992 87.85714286 1.214985793 -7





Table F-10 Computed High and Minimum Reliability Levels for Rushville City









































Table F-1 1 Computed High and Minimum Air Temperatures of Shelbyville City
Weather Station Located in Shelby County
Shelbyville 7 Day Average 1
Maximum Minimum
1985 90.71428571 0.487950036 -22
1986 93.85714286 0.899735411 9
1987 90.42857143 0.786795792 17
1988 100.4285714 0.786795792 -4
1989 92.14285714 0.899735411 -22
1990 94 2.380476143 1
1991 94.57142857 1.133893419 1
1992 88.42857143 0.786795792 -6





Table F-12 Computed High and Minimum Reliability Levels for Shelbyville City


























Table F-13 Computed High and Minimum Air Temperatures for Vincennes City
Weather Station Located in Knox County
Vincennes 7 Day Average
Maximum Minimum
1985 92.57142857 1.133893419 -19
1986 95.42857143 0.534522484 -1
1987 95.57142857 1.511857892
1988 102.1428571 1.069044968 .2
1989 94.28571429 0.755928946 -21
1990 96.57142857 1.397276262 2
1991 97.85714286 1.214985793 4
1992 91.71428571 0.755928946





Table F-14 Computed High and Minimum Reliability Levels for Vinecennes City


























Table F - 15 County locations and nearest weather station for projects tested (after
SHRP-A-648A)
ST county ID project no. station
IN Morgan 15502 Martinsville 2 sw
IN Crawford 15630 English
IN Shelby 15165 & 15308 Shelbwille Sewage Pit
IN Tippecanoe 15619 West Lafayette
IN Knox 15174 Edwardsport Power Plant
IN Dubois 15173 Dubois s Ind Forage Frm
IN Wayne 14643 Cambrige City
IN Johnson 15404 Franklin 2 Nine
IN Rush 15309 Rushville Sewage Plant
Table F - 16 Longitude, latitude and elevation - low and high temperatures for
projects tested (after SHRP-A-648A)
air temp |
low high
ST county ID project no. long lat elev a\g std avg ' std
IN Morgan 15502 86.45 39.4 186 -23 4 -1 -\ ->
IN Crawford 15630 86.47 38.28 156 -23 -7 33 2
IN Shelby 15165 & 15308 85.78 39.52 229 -22 5 33 ' 2
IN Tippecanoe 15619 86.93 40.42 183 -24 ji
IN Knox 15174 87.23 38.8 140 -21 4 34 -\
IN Dubois 15173 86.7 38.45 210 -22 4 -1
IN Wayne 14643 85.17 39.82 290 -24 4 32 ->
IN Johnson 15404 86.07 39.52 235 -21 4 33 7
IN Rush 15309 85.45 39.6 293 -23 4 2
310




ST coimty ID project no. max air maxpvt min air minpvt PG HT L'
IN Morgan 15502 33 53 -23 -23 PG 58 -2
IN Crawford 15630 33 54 -23 -23 PG 58 -2S
IN Shelby 15165 & 15308 33 53 -22 -22 PG 58 -2:
IN Tippecanoe 15619 33 53 -24 -24 PG 58 -2i:
IN Knox 15174 34 55 -21 -21 PG 58 -z:
IN Dubois 15173 33 54 -22 -22 PG 58 -2.
IN Wayne 14643 32 52 -24 -24 PG 58
-2J
IN Johnson 15404 33 53 -21 -21 PG 58 -i:
IN Rush 15309 33 53 -23 -23 PG 58 -21




ST county ED project no. max air maxpvt min air minpvt PG HT LT
IN Morgan 15502 37 57 -31 -31 PG 58 -34
IN Crawford 15630 37 58 -37 -37 PG 58 -40
IN Shelby 15165 & 15308 37 57 -32 -32 PG 58 -34
IN Tippecanoe 15619 37 57 -30 -30 PG 58 -34
IN Knox 15174 38 58 -29 -29 PG 64 -34
IN Dubois 15173 37 57 -30 -30 PG 58 -34
IN Wayne 14643 36 56 -32 -32 PG 58 -34
IN Johnson 15404 37 57 -29 -29 PG 58 -34
IN Rush 15309 37 57 -31 -31 PG 58 -34
311
APPENDIX G
Rutting Deduct Values and Cracking Deduct Values and Distress Sune\- Data












































































































































































































































































































































ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SECTION Hil^^x.^^ - Z^ - 322
SAMPLE UNIT 1 1^:
>flfff/5 OF SAMPLE ' - '- ^ ' ^- - '"^"^^ ^
Distress Types sketch;
(7jAlligator Cracking ^'Co/Long 3 Trans Cracking
^Bleeding +- if. Patctiing a Util Cut Patching
Q^ Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
^4. Bumps and Sags *I3. Potholes
5. Corrugation W. Railroad Crossing
6r)epression C /5. Rutting 7 »
^fTpEdqe Cracking 1_/6. Shoving/ *
faJjt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*V. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
EXISTING DISTRESS r/PE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY






. \ISl. IX^ 10 -x c^
.^r^ /A3













PCI = 100- CDV =
lO
.
'^.? k £_ ^ i
10 A * h\ ^ ^
\ s i_ Q^
w lo!A 1^ \i~
RATING = e..-J
TOTAL DEDUCT VALUE 1^ .\
-
"
CORRlTCTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) \b^ ,
* >9// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.











ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For u»e o( this lor..i. see TM 5-623, H.* i"0(.ot>«"t Sy^".y .< i-'SACr
SECTION _L±li^^iAl-^





(Uf /l/?E>3 OF SAMPLE £Uj^_rL_:> mn p\
Distress Types
/'^Aiiinnfnr Crackina ¥ld X-ona STrans Crackim:
SKETCH!
2 Bleeding II. Patching a UttI Cut Patching
(X^lock Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
m4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5. Corrugat ion 1^- Railroad Crossing
6 Depression 15. Rutting
^f^Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*(3y'jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell















t u \y7. "- i\1
('»->- 1 -x z^ U
v'^c^ 1 ^-^^
L. u \ < 3













PCI = too- CDV =w
s.\ u \o








\tOTAL DEDUCT ALUE ^c.^r





X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAV/FMFNT INSPECTION SHEET
ui>! ol th'» lo'">. J>;« TM 6-623. Mf
BRANCH
DATE _
f/7'^y _ SECTION jLiiU-^-^J-^ 324
s-y^?y?^ SAMPLE UNIT IJJJ-
SURVEYEDBY. (L^ AREA OF SAMPLE r:Ci.lZ
-- \'J'^ ^-^
Distress Types
y Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long di Trans Cracking





,. ^„^. :, 16. Shoving
*e J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell




















































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i.
3^
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
r-w uje of this (ortti. sm; TM 6-623. tlie (ftOi/Otieol »v)rtt.y .4 viSACr
BRANCH e,-r 2^1 _ SECTION _i2^Ji^^dffAlA 325
^^T^ '"^3 SAMPLE UNIT ±-^ \i




/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long QTrans Cracking
SKETCH!
Z Bleeding II. Patching SUtil Cut Patching
J. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
X4. Bumps and Sags *I5. Potholes
5. Corrugation /^- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
*r. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*fl. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell




EXISTING DISTRESS TrPE- QUANTITY & SEVERITY
























= 100 -CDV =
1^
\ ,1 L ^
iCi ia/> 1— fkS
lo ,1 K O




\tOTAL DEDUCT VALUE 3 5-.r
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) ?(o
* All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5145-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fo* uitf o' this <o'
/^T Z7






SURVEYED BY. (Lx- /IffE/J OF SAMPLE ^^ ^
^^'^
_:^ 17 7:^ jA,
Distress Types
/. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long aTrans Cracking
sketch:





, ^_^ ^ 16. Shoving
*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
5. Block Cracking











































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SECTION fi ^v^AUM3-f\ 327
SAMPLE UNIT n toB
SURVEYEDBY <kf. AREA OF SAMPLE _lI^£jLJZL^ '"^^ ^
'=^
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long &Trans Cracking
Z. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
























































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Numt>er of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E--2.
A.qPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fyf ui«f of thii (u"", >*«) TM &-623. t><*-
^r52











/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking





, ^^^^ ^ 16. Shoving
^8 Jf Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking





































































j«f /!// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.






ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For use of this tort,>. im TM 5-623. th* i.r.:.|KliWot A<|^...-y .s i-iSAC-'
BRANCH
DATE _
1^^ ^"L SECTION _iLJ±U£_ii^_ii: 329
v/^^ h3 SAMPLE UNIT 9SS









^8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
^10. Long Q Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
SKETCH!




























































: 100 -CDV =
*r /)// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVFMFNT INSPECTION SHEET
Fof uitr o' this foft' rw &-623. I'"- i.'«ii»on^Mi «-j^... T




AREA OF SAMPLE ,cri. l<^-7^ /o-^
Distress Types
/ Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long Q Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
sketch:
I


















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
°\
12u




x All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 is Measured In
Number of Potholes.




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SAMPLE UNIT / 2- A//g
331
SURVEYEDBY—(L£. /l/?E/l OF SAMPLE \^^yi->~^ \%1 '^ A^
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long STrar^s Cracking













*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
SKETCH!
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
imjt^t-i

















































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




SAMPLE UNIT / ^ '^ ^




/. Alligator Cracking *I0. Long a Trans Cracking





,. ^„y^ , 16. Shoving
^8 J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking





' r I ^










































*r /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET














Cracking ^10. Long 3 Trans Crackin 7
sketch:
Z Bleeding ii- h-atcning outihajt raii;r,iiiy
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
}K4. Bumps and Sags 13. Potholes
5. Corrugaf ion 1^- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*a J t Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell




FyifiTlNC. DISTRESS ryPf.OUANTITY & SEVERITY





^ u -2- ^ 1 V I" i- <=\ L.
\ '- 7^ t- } y H '- n L~















PCI =100 -CDV =
RATING = a^os:,
)D . IM,-Z. c 2-G
^ 6.-2. L. (
\ as u :?-
YOTAL DEDUCT VALUE ^-i
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) 9\
^
«f
-4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Numt)er of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figurv E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET









SURVEYED BY. M- AREA OF SAMPLE ^^.^ <>^ - I"?"? ^ ^
/. Al
Distress Types
igator Cracking *I0. Long Q Trans Cracking
sketch:
2. Bleeding '/• Patching a urn uji rajcr.mg
5. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*4. Bunnps and Sags 13. Potholes
5. Corrugat ion W- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*S. J t Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
\
1








u 1 X "^ -a /L.
)"Z, L. Jx^ )/ L.
1 l_ iv: 3 1 / *-
% L. 1 X -z- 1 M
1 f C- 1 v3 .S.S- <-
(« 1- 5 ^












PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = (^oo^
ID <r>'^ L \^
10 o»\ kX D
\ O.U L- 7.:r
1
q_ \tOTAL deduct VALUE ?o.^
CORRE-CTEC £?EZ)L^C7 \/>SLWE (CDV) I'S
_
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i-
oSS
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fo' u«f of this forfTi, sw TM 5-623. Hi*
(l-r ^~l






f? iab^3- ^ 335
J2 M 3
|S(oXlT- - \^-l ^ fi\
Distress Types
*/0. Long & Trans Cracking







*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell













*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
SKETCH!













































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
3^
J^
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = (Soo2>
*f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2
ASPHALT PAVFMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE —
u« o' th.. lo".., tn^ TM 5-623. !•.< i.o.i^oi «j^... y .1 jr,AC-
2J SECT ION ^'^^'-g'-^- -^
SAMPLE UNIT < ^ ^^ ?.
JLL 336
^V\^
SURVEYEDBY ^ AREA OF SAMPLE \'i'^ "^
'~ izi'^ ^^A.
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long QTrans Cracking





, ^_^_ ^ 16. Shoving
*a J t Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking



























































X All Distresses Are treasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measur-ed In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
3-
A.qPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fot U« Ot this lortTi. 9*« TM 5-623. tll*; pr.M'On^^^t mj^ i« uAaCi"
BRANCH
DATE —
0-^3-1 SECTION >t\MUMb-i^ 337
.r/7.-^|^3 SAMPLE UNIT \^ S6




Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long & Trans Cracking
















*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
SKETCH!











\ T(. \ Z. L-
\ O
I'-i
I y I c-























PC7 =100 CDV =
\total deduct value
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
3^
21
*f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fo' \J%v o' th*i (o'l
%^K >'^
tm TM 5-623 II"
^jl^^-^^
SECT ION (?-ia(^^^-^
_ SAMPLE UNIT ^ ^
338
_^





*/0. Long Q 7rons Cracking






*8 J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell


























































RATING = Go ol:>
*f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5145-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
--^
A!=^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' use of this forti., 9m TM 5-623. IM* ,..r.po*^^oi m,.-n.v .« uSACi"
BRANCH
DATE _
(Lr ^"^ ggrjinM r?\M.Co4>b-A 339
<\^^\'^^b SAMPLE UNIT ^^ ^ '^
SURVEYEDBY «^ 4/7E>a OF SAMPLE l^"^*^'^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding 1 1- Patching SUtil Cut Patching
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
iK4. Bumps and Sags 13. Potholes
5. Corrugation 1^- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*a Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*5. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell

















































Hf All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A.SPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SECTION (^„ V-^"^'^- b
SAMPLE UNIT ^ "^JL^
340




/ Alliaator Cracking ^10. Long STrans Cracking








*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8. Jt Reflection Cracking









































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)




*r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Numt>er of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
3^
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SAMPLE UNIT '^^H ^^
341
SURVEYEDBY ^^ AREA OF SAMPLE
Sic m-L' - l'fe'7^ i\
1 Al r^rnriti
Distress Types




'/• Patching SUtil Cut Patching
J. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
j*4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5. Corrugation ''*• Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^8. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
i I
1
f^XISTING DISTRESS TyPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY
























PCI = 100- CDV =
/?>aT//vG= 5^,oi>
lO nk\ l_ n
/ oL> K ^,c
1 on u %.'>
W . s.-? L. in
CORR
\total deduct value H3>
£CTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) ^\
,^_^
«f All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5145-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVFMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fuf u«»; o* thli fo't
111- ^')
,







l-.Z/ -u '- 2- ^^^ aAj
/. Alligator Cracki
Distress Types
no */0. Long & Trans Crack in g
sketch:
2 Bleeding II. Patching a Util Cuf Patching
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
X4. Bumps and Sags *I3. Potholes
5. Corrugation W- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*S. J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell





EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE. QUANTITY S SEVERITY






» \.c; y 3 5 M ((^.^ i-
Z. y M 1 7 '-
\ y M M L
1 *, 1^ If .T L
Iv 3 %,; u












PCI = 100- CDV =
—,1^
\ xTi- c 1^








\total deduct value 3^
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) ^z.
/:->;
^
«• 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses <,7A^
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea In
Number of Potholes.





ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SAMPLE UNIT 1 '^ ^
343
rt? /lffE>4 OF SAMPLE 7-og-^'^ ' 2^2.Co /o^
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking *I0. Lorvg STrans Cracking
Z. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S. Jf Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off









































































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Numt>er of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.




Fof uie o' thtt to'i
V T fl
TM 5-623. ""







/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Crackmg







*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




2 J' ' 'L -r^ 5- '^ o '- /^~>





















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
_3^




*if 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
n c <fx>-^
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu. use of this lor.n. J<re TM 5-623. lli« |..orK><>e'il (KI-'-V •« '-'S
BRANCH
0/5rE _
^v L'^ SECTION (? ^^(^^l-^g- 345
SURVEYEDBY G^
SAMPLE UNIT \W <r^^^>
AREA OF SAMPLE ^^^^^' - - ^^^^^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long & Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S. J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off












































iK All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVFMFNT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE —
Fur un; of th(» (ofM
(Ik T-''











/ Alligator Cracking ^IOj Long STrar^s Cracking





, ^„^ , 16. Shoving
*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell



















































*r All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E~2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SECTION r? iq^M2 -^
SAMPLE UNIT Z.<- "^-^
347
SURVEYEDBY !L£_ AREA OF SAMPLE AJIJlLiI—' ^^i^^
/ yl/ i^^*^*- r'mr*\ft
Distress Types
nr, Xin 1 nnn fiTrnn<i Crackina
sketch;
Z Bleeding II. Patching autu Cut Patching
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
SK4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5. Corrugation W- Railroad C r,sing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^ 8. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/SMdr Drop Off 18. Swell





EXISTING DISTRESS rrPE.OUANTITY & SEVERITY










\3\ L. Zxr IZ--
\ ^is 7. 1^
\ Ik -^ i A<
\ X r^ -Z,A--
1./ ^ M U



















lO M.S (_ 11
lO C5.3 h< z
q=
CORR
TOTAL DEDUCT VALUE ,'2>a,r
BC7ED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) )^
"'is'
ir All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9,
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Numtxr of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
yARPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu» u«*f of thii (of TM 5-623, t''»-
BRANCH iLiL
^-^ SECTION __MiklllJL 348
^ll^\^^ SAMPLE UNIT y- \'.
SURVEYEDBY (LL AREA OF SAMPLE Z/^^xi-^- .^ ^HiC*
n^
Distress Types
/. Alligafor Cracking *\0. LongaTrans Cracking








*i Lane/Shldr Drop Of'f 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8. J1 Reflection Cracking
TYPE J
-:»




































































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5U6-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A!^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fur use o( lhi» <oriii. tm TM S-623, tii* i,..-.i.Oi>.?oi mjr^..y .4
BRANCH
DATE —
M- >~^ _ cprrinK. aia(.H3-Q 349
aiiiiL SAMPLE UNIT 5± >A^. i.
SURVEYEDBY i^ 4/?E>a OF SAMPLE ?g-Sxr7_ = a^ic^ ^
Distress Types
I. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long STrans Cracking







* 9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8. J1 Reflection Cracking
SKETCH!























































: 100 -CDV =
71
RATING =
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
\ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo> utv of thli tofi.i. ure TM 5-623 !'"• ,.o..»..i ~j- ,» _.:-,AC'




S-)7°i\^l. SAMPLE UNIT ^^ -^^








*S Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
^10. Long airans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;















































^OTAL DEDUCT VALUEq= ^
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
%^.C
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING =
Zo
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.








Af^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' uje of this lorn., see TM 5-623. tt.* ,..,-.,.o.w.>l mjf...y ,« 'jSACr
BRANCH (Lv 3-"'





AREA OF SAMPLE ?^2>Al'Z- r ^'\Z(^ <^
Distress Types
/ Alliaaior Cracking ^10. Long airans Cracking
"





,. ^„y. , 16. Shoving
^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking
}X4. Bumps and Sags
5. Corrugation
6. Depression
^7. Edge Cracking 1 \


























































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fvt \JK ol IhU lo"", >•<! T^ 6-623. {!•' 1. .!•<>"«•• j:,AC
BRANCH
DATE —













*S Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long 3 Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling

















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
Vt-r
^J±
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING
X All Distresses Are treasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For me of thi5 (oriii. sue TM 6-623, Hi* i,.ocO'»"i' *<)'<" V •< s-'SACr
f^^ 'Z^ SECTION (Z-l'^Cih -S 353
O-L'if^l SAMPLE UNIT ,^H ^-'^-
BRANCH
DATE _
SURVEYEDBY. Clc^ AREA OF SAMPLE 7-05xi7- ^ <5-^
S(^ p^
Distress Types








*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Larje/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
TYPg-t-> iIZ




















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
^:^
ac^
PCI = 100- CDV =
-74
RATING = (C^Jo
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
>n
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SAMPLE UNIT 5 ^
354
<_-"






/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long aTrans Cracking





,. <.uy<= y..^ a '6. Shoving
*e Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2 Bleeding
3. Block Cracking





















CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)





*f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.












ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fof uje o( this for"i. ««« TM 5-623. IH« iifOiKio^;.!! «p*i..r « --iSACr
i^-^SHBRANCH .
DATE .^jin l'^^
SECTION ^^ ]S)Cr.^'A 355
SURVEYEDBY-^
SAMPLE UNIT ^ ^VJ
—
AREA OF SAMPLE _l1lLL_!^'' '^''°
Distress Types SKETCH!/^—
/. Alliaator Cracking ^10. Long QTrans Cracking
Z Bleeding II. Patchtrtg a UttI Cat Patching
\
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags *I3. Potholes
5. Corrugation '< Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting O.l^ J
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving 1 1
^ 8. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
|
EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY
TYPE -+- ^7 1 in 1^ 3
•>-
J—
°l/y^ <r,' ^.rA Z) ^•Z->CL/





. ^G .^Z- Z'^fe-S i^'o
SS«
^&!W i 1 1
PCI CALCULATION \
DISTRESS DEDUCT
TYPE DENSITY SEVERfTY VALUE
PCI =/c»-cz?v =^
L,,H I— •?-S
|o .a.\ u- C-
\°i \-7.o . L_ 9- so
^ d^.^ l_ /^
RATING = ^^,4
CORR
\total deduct value sv.r
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
-z-o
§^
x All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Pu. u.e o< thlj lori", tm TM 6-623, l".* ,,<'''•-' -/" » ' ' ' " ^
















) Jt Reflection Cracking
'OJ Long a Trans Cracking







Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. WeatherirTg and Raveling
sketch:
-^>4














































q= \total deduct value









»f All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Whicfi Are Ivleasured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Pottioles.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A<;PHAIT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






AREA OF SAMPLE i^' ^^o'=-l ^"^
Distress Types
I. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Crackmg
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Sfildr Drop Off








































































RATING 6 o CO
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SAMPLE UNIT ^ ^^^ ^-
358
SURVEYEDBY Q^T- AREA OF SAMPLE \-=^^
/' i'=> '- '^'t>
Distress Types








*S Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off


































































i«r ;4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
^4
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET










SURVEYEDBY—!LE. AREA OF SAMPLE
yix.o.S' ^ IS"^^. 5"
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long STrans Cracking
Z. Bleeding
5. Block Cracking




*5. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shidr Drop Off





























3 >' Z-'S V.i


































»r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.







ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fo' uitr o* thi» <o"
(Lr ^^
TM 5-623 !•.« i<
s-/n It 3 SAMPLE UNIT / 3 y^.2.
360






*I0. Long QTrans Cracking






^ 8. J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell














































q= jror^Z. DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
CS .S'
PCI : 100 -CDV =
A±
RATING = Qoo^
*f All Distresses Are treasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' use o( this lori". «« TM S-623. tM .....l^CWOI A,jr.,„y ,5 LiSACr
t2,-t^M SECTION ^S IT^^^-A





(L<? AREA OF SAMPLE ^'^^Mg'^ '- I ^^^5, S
Distress Types
L Migaior Cracking ^10. Long STrans Crackjng
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*a Jf Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off




























































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
7)->-
^





-fl// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
Ac;PHAl_T PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu' uiv of thtt (orii TM 5-623, tt.
BRANCH XnJil. _ SECTION















*8 Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long QTrans Cracking





















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
>v.r
1.
RATING G o eO
«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured m
Number of Potholes.








Pot uie ol this lor.Ti, sue TM 5-623. t>.* i...>|.o.ie.il Mj.^,„y ,« L'SACf
SECTION <^^
SAMPLE UNIT _ U)
AREA OF SAMPLE ly I Ki o.s' -_, _
''TSS.s-
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long QTraris Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S. Jt Reflection Cracking


















































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET











/. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long BTrans Cracking
sketch;






*e Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2 Bleeding
3. Block Cracking






























































«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
Af^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




SAMPLE UNIT ^ P..^
365





/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long airans Crackjng
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8. J1 Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
"^^^






































































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)\ 6 I
RATING = Varr
X Alt Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ', Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
w
\ «s- -. \
Figure E-2.
,5
ASPHALT PAVFMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fuf \j%<e o' th'i lyn
(L-r H^















* 8. J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shidr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long a Trans Cracking




























































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
-71.2
3<?
PCI = 100- CDV =
/?4T/yV(? = O c o S
* 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.





AQPHAIT PAVEMENT IN^PFCTIQN SHEET
















*a Jf Reflection Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long&Trans Cracking




























































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured
In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E~2.
ASPHALT PAVFMFNT INSPECTION SHEET















* 8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
*I0. Long QTrans Cracking











































\S . .V w &\-
9 *^% 1- % .
'^ W.T- H '^.S
3 ^ cJn.T \- 1^
^o y <r.(* \_ la
v^ 3^^.-? L II
q= jror;!/. DEDUCT VALUE %^S




* All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For use of thi« lOrrr.. SWf TM 5-623. tlt^ wrOpO.^tf^^r A9-'" ,4
uSAcr
BRANCH JA ^M- SECTION ^^ '^^^'!f^~^
SAMPLE UNIT l^A 369
SURVEYEDBY (^^ __ /l/?E/a OF S/IA^PLE
/^^>^ "> -- '5 '"
Distress Types
/ Miaaior Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking
- ^








19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 Jt Reflection Cracking





EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY
>-< Ltd <











































Jf 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft', Distress 13 Is Measured In
Numtier of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure B-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET








SURVEYED BY < f 4/?E/3 OF SAMPLE J_lL_^^i£l-
'^'^
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long3Trar)s Cracking
2 Bleeding II. Patching a Util Cat Patching
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5. Corrugat ion K. Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*8. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell





EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE. QUANTITY & SEVER ITY




<=t M3.r •Z-. 5" P"^/,r io' -7^^
1 V7-7 >?' 2 " 7('^ <-
).ry ?' w 1 ^ |7
t X -zs ' VZ s'^
1 « A- 2, j'
Xi^'- \c5ni













1 c5 Ap v_ 1
i 1,'=; U- ;?).'5 (^b
\'\ 9.-^ u- -/
O




\tOTAL DEDUCT VALUE 5^
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) ^4
®
IK All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
/ J
Ac;PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET









SAMPLE UNIT 7 ^' ^-?
4ffE>a OF SAMPLE I '^ ' >^ ^^'.r ' "5"
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long STrar^s Crjickjng
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S Jf Reflection Crocking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off













































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
(pH.^
3G
RATING Q O c u3
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVFMENT INSPECTION SHEET









/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Crackmg
2 Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




* 8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off



























































SK All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figurf E-2.
./-i.'^
Af^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fof uie of this Ion... sm TM 5-623. ii.* ,...:.i.o.<«.m fK,^"-y •« uSACr
BRANCH
DATE _
/t-v M^ SECTION /es I5^fe^ '^
/l/'^)^
373
Si//? \/EyED BY i^=f.
SAMPLE UNIT \l iri'^
AREA OF SAMPLE \'^i- '''"S = ''^
"
Distress Types
/ AUiaator Cracking ^10. Long STrans Cracking
-




5. Block Cracking ,




^8. J1 Reflection Cracking











EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY
ypTAL DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Numtier of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
















^8. J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Stildr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long QTrans Cracking





























































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Wtiict} Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Pottioles.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SAMPLE UNIT ? ^^
375









^8. Jf Reflection Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
^10. Long&Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
I }



























































iHf /5// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
Ad
ASPHALT PAVFMFNT INSPECTION SHEET






















*S. Jt Reflection Cracking
^10. Long STrans Cracking
II. Patching &Util Cut Patching
12. Polished Aggregate







19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
EXISTING DISTRESS TyPC QUANTITY & SEVERITY
TYPEJZJL-


















































«r All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
'i<
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET







SAMPLE UNIT /? ^"^
377
SURVEYED BY. (Lr AREA OF SAMPLE JSLjuOlS-' = ^
Distress Types
/ Alliaator Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Cracking





^_^ ^ 16. Shoving
*S Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*S Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2 Bleeding
3. Block Cracking


















































«f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft \ Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SAMPLE UNIT _1U ki^-
AREA OF SAMPLE ^ -> ^ '- ^ ' ^^ '<
Distress Types
/ Alligaior Cracking ^10. Long aTrans Cracking
Z Bleeding II. Patching BUtil Cut Patctimg
5. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5. Corrugat ion If- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*e. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
* 9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell






EXISTING DISTRESS TYPE.QUkHTlTi & SEVERITY








3- V i^z, - 3' !l.)<Al " J' . lit ~- 5.C' U r^l L
1 f i'iZ '- 4 ( M
L








PCI = 100- CDV =\
^% L ^S
? -t^ i- i.^
n i°[ t- °)
n .%.- I- 5k
s 1 L ^
'^
. Z H (o
CCWff
jror/lL DEDUCT VALUE 9o
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) ^^
* All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses f,7A^
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
Fu, u« o( this (or.... «« TM 5-623. tl.* „.,M.O.>«"T «)-."V «
-SACf
IZ-t HM [ SECTION ^^ 19 \U!^'^ 3^^
5lnhS SAMPLE UNIT —L^J^^








/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long STrans Cracking
2. Bleedifig II. Patchir^ &Uf'l Co^
Pcichmg
3. Block Cracking .12. Polished Aggregate
}K4. Bumps and Sags
5. Corrugation
6 Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
^13. Potholes
14. Railroad Crossing







































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
j£
ii





X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E>-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu- u.« of thil lin.M, twj rM 5-623, M^- ,....,.o..-..> -j-- , i • .-C
BRANCH _jL^^d SECTION ^S /S^y^S^zS
D>5r£ T// ?/^-^
Si//?VEYEDBY L^
SAMPLE UNIT ^1 ^^' ^
AREA OF SAMPLE -T^ '
380
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long Q Trans Cracking






*5 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weatttering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
5. Block Cracking











































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)\ ^^
PCI =IOO-CDV =
RATING = )-CK'r
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
/^ 1.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu, u« o( «hi> for.". s« TM S-623. ti.« ,...:.tK>n«-.i «l^."y *
uSAC^"





















*8 J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling















































q= jrOT4L DEDUCT VALUE





* 4// Distresses Are fi/leasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft) Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2. c /- /




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET














AREA OF SAMPLE JIaX1jl£1 ^ '"^ "
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding II. Patching a Ufil Cut Patching
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags *I3. Potholes
5. Corrugation W- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*5. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Larje/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell





EXISTING DISTRESS TrPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY
TYPE-+-* ^ 1 ,c^ ^ 'i






ii.tr^ ),s ^ ^ \o \35x ^.? \ \n\ ^^
1.>'X 7- ^K 12
;) k\ -z- y -Zi'
ly / 1








PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = (^ooO
\ H u ^?>-
\^ ^ L. 'T
2 H> L 1^
'^ \ L 3
'=^ ^ ^A l^o
TOTAL DEDUCT VALUE (ob
\CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) MS
*r /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,3,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
\^-'











ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
Fo- u« of thii lor.... >«: TM S-623. tt.« ,...:...o.le.^t «,-...> .«
uSACi
BRANCH _JklJ± SECTION _£S
SAMPLE UNIT
383









^8 Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
^10. LongSTrans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;
- r'. \^ f:






































\rOTAL DEDUCT VALUEq= ..
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
Wo
Z^
PCI = 100- CDV =
62
RATING = (jLo o 1^
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ', Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
\3f< FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu' uiK o( thil luf">, tm TM 5-623. 11"-
/^r y/BRANCH
DATE -MJlll^














*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long & Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;
> N










































iK All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure B-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' UK of thij Ion... «« TM 5-623, H.'r ,.•.>(<.<»"' mi-r.-.y .4 ^..SACf
^r W SECTION _^^ l^lUS'B




SURVEYEDBYJ^ AREA OF SAMPLE l'?a< lOr^''- '^^ '
'
Distress Types
i . Alligator Cracking *I0. Long S Trans Crackmg
2. Bleeding
5. Block Cracking




*8 J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/SMdr Drop Off








19. Weatttering and Raveling












































PCI = too- CDV =
5^1
RATING = (^co^
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Whictj Are treasured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potttoles.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
\9
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




SAMPLE UNIT _1J ij!^
/5/?E/l OF SAMPLE
386
1 J ' i = i9i'
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Lorig STrans Cracking
2. Bleeding II. Patching &Util Cvt Patching
5. Block Cracking 12. Polistied Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags *I3. Potholes
5. Corrugation !< Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
•*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving




*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Ravel ing
EXISTING DISTRESS ryPf.QUAMTITY t SEVERITY
TYPE -4-* 1 1 ^ \M ^
>-
1—





|.<S » i«'9-' /,Ty /'2 2 T.f ''l.fi' 75 "-^












PCI = too -CDV z
\ IH L. 3^
S te;- i~ 33
^^ p^3 L q 5^
^ 3. t- ^
CL..
^ M K q
RATING = f^A .^
CORR
|ror>»L DEDUCT VALUE 9^5.
1 n \
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) ^&
« 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.






ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET



















*a Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0 Long QTrans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling





































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)




X All Distresses Are /Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ', Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVFMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Pu< uxf o' thil (o"", J"w f j" 5-623, M'«- iM'M'O.i
n't MMBRANCH
_ SAMPLE UNIT I 'j' L
''
SECTION 388
SURVEYED BY (hi AREA OF SAMPLE _}1Jl11J!±5
'-- Hi'
Distress Types
*/0. Long Q Trans Cracking






^8. JlRefledion Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell





















































PCI = 100- CDV =
H?
RATING = ^a.r
«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i.
:^'?
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SAMPLE UNIT ^^ ^'^.
389









*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
Distress Types
*/0. Long 8 Trans Cracking








*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
31




«r /!// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fuf u«e oT tht» (ufi
(tr ^V
it)« TM 5-623. li'-
SECTION ^-^ lllkl. -B
^//-^/'?3 SAMPLE UNIT rj I t. ^
390
SURVEYEDBY ^:I- AREA OF SAMPLE ^
-' /• /^S' -. II I'
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long STrans Crackmg






*S Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




























































*f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN-^PFCTIQN SHEET
For u« ol thi. for,,,, see TM 5-623, ll-«- ,.,.>..o..„.-.l «|,-"V « -•SACr
12-^ ^^ SECTION P-'^ /Sy^-S'-'^ 391
S4MPLE UNIT ^^ ^"' ^-






/. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long STrans Crackjng
Z. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 Jt Reflection Cradeing
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off












































. "^I jror4L DEDUCT VALUE




PCI = 100- CDV =
1
P47//V6 = t-a; ^
Jf /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET











/ Alliaator Cracking *\0. Long S Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
2 Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8. Jf RefJection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
~,'\' ^ ^^ ^U



































q= \T0TAL deduct VALUE





«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 12 Is Measurec In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN5^PECTI0N SHEET
P„- u.e 0( th'» •«'•". »« TV. S-623. li.»







^ SAMPLE UNIT W.
393
SURVEYEDBY. AREA OF SAMPLE A2—
Z(!> )(j> 5 P
Distress Types
^10 Long STrans Cracking







^8 J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell













































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
L2_




X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
Ac;PHAIT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




1 _ SAMPLE UNIT
394
SURVEYED BY. AREA OF SAMPLE
- zfciu r'
Distress Types
I. Alligalor Cracking *I0. Long aTrans Cracking
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 J1 Reflection Cracking
*S. Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
\total deduct value
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Sguare Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2
AC^PHAIT PAVEMENT IN-^PFCTION SHEET











/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking











*e Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr DropOff 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling






























\total deduct valueq= .




X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ) Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E--2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




.'-^ ^-^ SECTION >S!><:>Z- - ^
u _ SAMPLE UNIT 7.






/ Alliaa ior Cracking *I0. LongSTrans Cracking





, ^„^ ^ 16. Shoving
*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking



















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)





* 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SAMPLE UNIT ^O 397





/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long QTrans Cracking
-
-2.-Bleeding II. Patching a Util Cut Patctiing
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
X4^ Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
zr SrCprfugat ion W. Railroad Crossing
''^.Depression 15. Rutting
^7:'Edge Cracking IB. Shoving
^er^Weflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9.1-ane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell




EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY ^^
m All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Numtxr of Potholes.
•atW! DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-t
Ac;PHAl_T PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' ut<f o' thlj !o'"'. •« TM 5-623
BRANCH
DATE —







_4_ r ? G 1 ^ 5
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking







*a Jt Reflection Cradfing 17. Slippage Cracking
*5 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking





















































PC7 = 100- CDV =
IS
RATING =
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.







ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN5^PECTI0N SHEET
Fv,' u« 0< thi, l«r..,. .«« TM 6-623. t-.-- ...••.•o..'^>' «l--r *
v^S-C
/flT67 SECTION ' ^T"^ ^ ^ ^
-
BRANCH
DATE T)-?! 'r/^7 SAMPLE UNIT _SiiL
399
Siy/7\/ErEOBY ^^ _ /<3/?E>3 OF SAMPLE
hy^y"/- y c 2_6? ) fo 5 <^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Crackmg
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking










*8 Jf Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
EXISTING DISTRESS 7yPC.QUANTITY & SEVERITY
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHLL
For KMta of thit form, Ma TM 6-€23. the proponcnl •geney il USAGE.




SAMPLE UNIT ^J=i 400
AREA OF SAMPLE IC?^ ^ ^ '^ = 'S^'-^ w^ <tr"
Distress Types




























-. ^trnm.*- .-»s- J=^ fr"^ -Ct i£
*f
-fl// Distresses Are treasured in Square Feet Except Distresses 4;7,B^,9
and to Which Are Measured fn Linear Ft ^-Drsfress-iS-is'Measured^-
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R. NOV 82
Figure E-2.
AbPHALI PAVLMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For use of this form, see TM 5-G23, th- uroyon-nt agency is USACE.
BRANCH
DATE





AREA OF SAMPLE _\j^3JL^^ar:is c. Co s' r
^1 401
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long QTrans Cracking






*8. Jf keflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking








































PCI = 100- CDV =
ic>\S
RATING 6oop
Z. 1 io o
Z-S I s', r
fe
^E
iK All Distresses Are Measured in Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,3,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-Z>.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET












/. Alligator Cracking ^10. LongQTrans Crackmg
^1






*8. Jt Reflection Cradfing IT. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
5. Block Cracking






















^ ?. X , C
4J-


































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) 3a
RATING = G
*f 4/f Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress i3 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-.
AS^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SECTION (^S iSS O 7- - ^
SAMPLE UNIT iS









* 8. J1 Reflection Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
^10. Long SkTrans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling





















































iif 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SECTION f^S lb- S^c^ -
SAMPLE UNIT liS
404
>a/?E4 OF SAMPLE I ^'' " 7 Z(a' J>
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long 3 Trans Cracking





, . ^„^^ , le. Shoving
^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9, Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking


















































PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = ^o 05:5
*r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 'f, 7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-Z
Ac^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
f^o. jsc of thii forn:. see TM 5-623. she oiooonent wocv ii uSACil.
BRANCH
DATE _
SECTION <2-S. SS C=.3 O 405
_ SAMPLE UNIT
SURVEYEDBYM^-JM. _ AREA OF SAMPLE _i£6_wZj-^ l^oo ^
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long & Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
5. Block Cracking




^8. Jt Reflection Cracking





























q= \ \T0TAL deduct VALUE
\Lx>.r
J21X




PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = (3oo£>
iK All Distresses Are P/leasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
.1
Ac^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
(-or JJU ol ihii form. Mm TM 5 623. Ilic arooonef.' «ae..^v
e-T .^'^BRANCH SECTION
es \SbZc>
SAMPLE UNIT d u
406
SURVEYEDe/ ftr"-)V^^ /3ffE/3 OF SAMPLE .l'^^
x
i
-^ 7^ '-EOo O^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Cracking







^8 Ji Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking


































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)




X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7.8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Mecsarec in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
f-ot use of thit !orni. seti TM S-623. :!ic oioconent aaencv ii -JSACt.
SECTION __^4l5^J^d^ 3>^BRANCH
.
DATE XllS^Ji. SAMPLE UNIT U ^
407










^10. Long 8 Trans Cracking








*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell































q= 2? [r0r4L DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
^%-^




X All Distresses Are fvleasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
^ol oso o( thit torn., m TM 5 623. tlic 3roi,oier.i «ae..cv i JC'-::




SAMPLE UNIT __2 ^^^
/afff/: OF SAMPLE 15^ //Z^ ^ it^oo ^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long&Trans Cryckmg






*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking



































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) \ 2>
RATING =
^^^^56.5.^
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 15 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-Z
Af^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTJON SHEET
f-ot u«! =( thi» iorn:. »c TM 5-623. :lie oroconsnt iaei.cv ii 'JSACC.
BRANCH IxK-^ SECT ION &S ISG.3.0
-?^)->\^^ SAMPLE UNIT \\ Mi
409




/ Alllgafor Cracking ^10. Long 8 Trans Cracking





, . ^_,. _. , 16. Shoving
*a Jt Reflection Cradfing 17. Slippage Cracking
*f9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking

































q= n iror^L deduct value
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
IT
\^
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = E^ctU^^
iK All Distresses Are tvleasurSd In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-Z
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




SAMPLE UNIT 11 - i^
410
SURVEYEDBY—d^r^^ ^Ff^^ OF SAMPLE \'>^^ ^ "-
'^^^ ^^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long & Trans Crackmg
2. Bleeding
2. Block Cracking













^ 8 Jt Reflection Cracking I/. Slippage Cracking \
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
j
19. Weathering and Raveling




















CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) lO
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = f^^aiSh^
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are treasured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A.ciPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET


















^8. Jt Reflection Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. LongSTrans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;
EXISTING DISTRESS TyPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY



















'^ )rOT4L DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)




if /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea in
Numt}er of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A^^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SECTION ^<. ) S(^3"&
SAMPLE UNIT 2
412
SURVEYED BY. iC9. y\W AREA OF SAMPLE l'^^ (
"
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long 3 Trans Cracking







*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking































3= \ [ror^L DEDUCT VALUE




« >9// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress !3 Is Measurec m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN-^PECTION SHEET








/l/?E>a OF SAMPLE ^^^ ^ ( -
Distress Types
/ Alliaaior Cracking ^lO. Long S Trans Cracking
*





-/. coyc U.UU-...H IS. Shoving
*e J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell



































































PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING MO b ^
X Alt Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and to Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E~-2.
A.qPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEE


















*S. Jt Reflection Cracking







^10. Long & Trans Cracking












[ CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-i.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' use o' th*» lo"". t«w TM 5-623. t'^* i'»lK>»«*r«'*' Ay*^'"" y •i
5-iS«C!'




/ Alliaator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding H- Patching a Util Cat Pafching
3 Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
}K4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5. Corrugation K Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
nHosr-

























































RATING = V^^ r
*r ;j// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E~2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET

















*S. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
*I0. Long & Trans Cracking








































































q= [ror^Z. DEDUCT VALUE








« 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figurt E-2.
Ac;pHAl T PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE
Fu- u.« ol thU lor.... .« TM S-623. t..* ,.,..,-o...i..>. «!-
SECTION rLS iiri7 3»22 417^^ S^lAfPLE UNIT ^ u
,
,jA^Z_ AREA OF SAM^iJSlMS ^ H Ho r^
Distress Types
/. Alligafor Cracking *I0. Long STrans Cracking
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*e. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off

































































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are h/leasured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A!=^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE
Fo> u«e o' th't lo>".. tw TM 5-623, !'
^/
, .,^,,.^..1 -.^-..-
SECTION r^s I i=^
'
'' ^
Si//? \/EyED BY y^^.
^/^ SAMPLE UNIT ^/ r^—









*e Jt Reflection Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Lon^ a Trons Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
-- HMo











































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
^?
3o
PCI too -CDV =
/?4r//v(? = 6oo-
«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8^
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
Ac;pHAlT PAVEMENT IN?^PECTION SHEET




SECTION _i^ )ir/"7 3>
SAMPLE UNIT zz
419
4ffE>5 OF SAMPLE /Y^'^l^^n^o sf
Distress Types
/ Miaaior Cracking ^OTXong S Irons Cracking
Z Bleeding /\fL Patching a Util Cat Patching
3^ Block Cracking /n^^olished Aggregate
HM. Bumps and Sags ^13. Potholes
j^orrugatian W- Railroad Crossing
(B Depression 15. Rutting
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Stioving
*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9'~Lane/Sh!dr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:














































«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ', Distress 13 Is Measurea In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E~2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET












/ Alliaator Cracking ^/oyiong B Trans Cracking
2 Bleeding
2. Block Cracking




*a. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shidr Drop Off
































































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ] Distress 13 Is Measures in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN5^PECT10N SHEET




Y^^/^'f^ SAMPLE UNIT -^^
421
















* BrJt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^'lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell

















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
M.
€o
RATING = 'p^ r
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INF^PFCTION SHEET






St;/? \/EyED 5/—/ ^^^^^
SECTION
SAMPLE UNIT JL^.











-/. tuy^ ^. >.>--...« '6. Shovir\g
*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^'^)Lane/Sh!dr Drop Off 18. Swell

























































RATING = \-c^\ r
m All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-£.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN5^PECTI0N SHEET










/. Alligator Cracking ^*J^:'^(l'^^Z'l"t;?'J!!:^L'Li
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




















































\total deduct valueq= .^





X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E^2.
Ac;PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fyf u»v o' th*i lu*'M, tw TM 5-623 i'-*- r >-j^..
BRANCH
DATE —
iT-^ S''^ SECTION _!Li.ilj;LX
SAMPLE UNIT ^
'~/ 424




*;0. Long STrans Cracking





, ^^^^ ^ 16. Shoving
*e J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell










































































SK All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,-
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




SURVEYEDBY. iLT- -i TvA




AREA OF SAMPLE ^.±£12112- '" H M os;^
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long STrans Cracking
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*a Jt Reflection Cracking
*5. Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
EXISTING DISTRESS TyPE,QUANTITY & SEVERITY
/— -
^-•..
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
«r All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.




M 7- CO-A ^
:?
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Foi UJO ol Ihu lorni. l«r TM S'623. Il>c afooonenl ««i.cy u JSA'---
BRANCH
D/57"E _
%(!^ ^m SECTION _^^'snM- ^
n i?; SAMPLE UNIT T









^8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
DisUess Types
^10. Long 8 Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
tf






































































PCI = 100- CDV =
5^
RATING = (3^^3^
X All Distresses Are treasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,3,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-Z
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET








SURVEYED BY. ^^F^trn 4ffE4 OF SAMPLE J,^£iiILjJ^^^
^^
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long 8 Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding It. Patching SUtii Cut Patctiing
sketch:
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags *I3. Potholes
5. Corrugation M. Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*8. Jt Reflection Cracking IT. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell





EXISTING DISTRESS r/PE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY










^^ \x3iM far n -7










nl ) 4 S i i?,i^ P,(c 74.5-
l^M \ \ :?>3
-S7y 1








lO ll.i' u \<^
in 0.-7 . -rv 0..^
>=\ R-l.^ L. l(o
IH T.Z. M lO
<=) ^A L, W
q=
CORR
\tOTAL DEDUCT VALUE tsZ/S
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) 3\
^^^
i
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 'f/A^
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figun E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET

















^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell




















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)\ ^'\
-?o
RATING = (ooo"P
« 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses ^,7,8,^
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure Ei-2.
Ac^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
l^or a»o of thit iorni. >et> TM S 623. !he orooonent iaei.cv =i USACC.
SECTION /?S J^ llH'IK
____^ . SAMPLE UNIT {H












^ 8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lone/Shldr Drop Off
^10. Long & Trans Cracking


















EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY
























































RATING = G£> o5>
X All Distresses Are l\Aeasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Mecsurec in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Poi u»o ol tflil lorm. tetl TM S 622. :l>c oiocor.eni aat"- / 1
BRANCH -^C cP^I SECTION ri'^ )*^ n^i
- ^
-?/z&h3 _ SAMPLE UNIT 1^
430
SURVEYED BY. g.P. tJV^ >3/9E/3 OF SAMPLE
,x g,x\\ -- /H*?^ -^
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long & Trans Crackmg






^8 J f Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*f9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking



























































* 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses ^,7,8,9
end 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
FigunE-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET








SURVEYED BY. AREA OF SAMPLE )3jrx ii o '^^-^
^F
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding II. Patching autil Cut Patctiing
sketch:
2. Block Cracking 12, Polished Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags *l~- Potholes
5. Corrugation W. Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Ratting
I
t
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^8 :t Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. ^ane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
EXISTING DISTRESS TyPE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY
TYP' -p* 1-t \o '\ 1 l£>




























\'\ lOo.o U lur
10 1.7- - u I'f
^ 4-.^ i- i^-s-
\ 1^.2. t_ ^o
/ q=
\CORR
|ror/JL DEDUCT VALUE -^^
ECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) MH
«f /5/^ Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
t-Of use ol thu (ofni.
(Lv (jMI








^10. Long QTrans Cracking






^8 J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell























































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)\ 5"o
RATING F^^r
« ;3// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Wtjich Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-Z
A.qPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
f-ot u»c o* thi* form, see TM 5-623. ;hc oroconeni Aflencv i» USACC.
BRANCH
DATE
fL-V ^^V SECTION _£s )^} 7^-A
-? f?-^^"'^ SAMPLE UNIT Z^









^8. Jf Reflection Crackinc
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Of.
Distress Types
^10. Long STrans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
I


























































3f 4« Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-Z
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE






SURVEYEDBY—LL-P^ AREA OF SAMPLE









*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
^10. Long & Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:

























































q= \total deduct value





* ;!// Distresses Are treasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is treasured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2-
Af^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SURVEYEDBY '^^i ^ ^ AREA OF SAMPLE IHJLII-I
<^l^-^' ^^-
Distress Types
I. Alliga for Cracking ^10. Lortg QTrans Crackjng
SKETCH!






^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking


























































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.





A.c;PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET








/.- ^'/ /u ?'5 2-
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Crackmg






*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking






































































/7-4T//V6 = 'po o r
«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
T\
1AQPHAIT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET








' ^ *— 1^
^ 437
SURVEYED BY. AREA OF SAMPLE
^^^^7.^- '- > "^^^ ^r
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Crocking





-. ^^^^ ^ ,
IS. Shoving
*8 Jt Reflection Cradling 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lans/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking










































\tOTAL DEDUCT VALUEq= ..







JP ;!// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft', Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.





ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
i ol thl» lu'"', urn TM 5-623. l>--
BRANCH
DATE —















^10. Long S Trans Cracking







*8. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*f 5. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling





































































« 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.




Ac;PHAIT PAVEMENT IN.^PFCTIQN SHEET
Fo' life ol thi» lo"". r TM 5-623, t><» iif.-.,<ii>e«»' Irl* V
.i u:»AC-'





SURVEYEDBY-JLL^ vA _ AREA OF SAMPLE J^^JLT-
< 6 ^^ ^
^^
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking *I0. Lortg S Trans Cracking
_







*S Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*5 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking


























































)rOT4L DEDUCT VALUEq= „ ^
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
^3





X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
ff'
A!^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' xJtv o* th'% lo"", 9f*t ^^ 6623 "' ,,t t^j^t^ y 4
BRANCH
DATE
Lt 2M\ SECTION 1^"^ I ^ i7^ -'il' 440
~?]^g|ia. SAMPLE UNIT U^
SURVEYED BY ^^ ^ ^^^ >4ffE/5 OF SAMPLE
CoSP
Distress Types
I. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long airans Cracking







*S Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




















































q=: {rOT4L DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
J£^
3:^
PCI = 100 -CDV =
/^^^G -- goo^
* 4// Distresses Are treasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
p^, „,^ o, ,h!, lor.M. .«« TM S-623, t..* „"M-0.„r.>f *.j^"V »
-"'^C^
BRANCH __iLl_idJ SECTION J^5j£i2^^
riiirr -l?'^!^^ sample unit L2
441
AREA OF SAMPLE _ll^i^i_' '^-^o SF
Distress Types
/. Migafor Cracking *I0. Long S Trans Crackmg
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*a J1 Reilection Craving
^9 Lane/Shldr Dropoff








19. Weathering and Raveling
rxiSTING DISTRESS rrPCQUANTITY & SEVERITY
"^OTAL DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Numtier of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2,
Ac;PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEE
Fuf ujc o' thli lo"". ««w TM 5-623 H"
BRANCH
SURVEYED BY.
ILr^li SECTION ^Wr/'^V^ 442
-?/^gm SAMPLE UNIT _2:z-
_ /3/?E/a OF SAMPLE l^c m r |(* S
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking
Z. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*e. J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
































































RATING = *f^ v^T
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea in
Number of Potholes.




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTIQN SHEET










^R^rrM AREA OF SAMPLE _I5^i_iL_^ IGp.i.J^
Jr^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^lO. Long a Trans
Cracking
• ^






o w.r,.....- , /T: Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*ffl. Jt Reflection Cracking
' r'. M y (J














































q= jrOT4L DEDUCT VALUE







X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Numtier of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A.qPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' uftf o' thlt lo'"-. tw TM 5-623 i'-*- ,.Oi.^'t "^j-
BRANCH /^HJ^iLL SECTION
<7J JJ
-7/>-'S hi r :7
SURVEYED BY. as-, tm^
SAMPLE UNIT _




/ Alliaator Cracking *I0. Long & Trans Cracking








19. Wecthering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S. Jt Reflection Cracking




















.^il \u>50 1 s' o








































q= jTOr^L DEDUCT VALUE






«f All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A.SPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET





s/JMPLE a/v/r I^Z -_
rLf








/. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Crack
ing_





..-, ^„5,^ , IS. Shoving
*8 J1 Reflection Cracking IT. Slippage Cracking
xg Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




pyi<iriNG DISTRESS TrPE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY
\total deduct value
corrected deduct value (cdv)\
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measures In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
A.SPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEE
Fo' ujt; o' th'-i ttjn tv*t TM 5-623. l'"-
BRANCH
DATE —
diT ^^ I SECT ION P^nnj -^
nll.'g ^3 SAMPLE UNIT tLL
446
SURVEYEDBY—iLL^r^dJL _ AREA OF SAMPLE _H^JL II i
? P-
Distress Types
*/0. Long Q Trans Cracking






*a J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell





























































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
^-J-.ST
s-^^i
/?>4r/yv(? = 6 o oT)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 15 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
P„, „„ 0< th>. lo"... too TM 5-623. 1-. ,....,.o..e...
«,-•• y . ^-SACr





SURVEYEDBY. a^ AREA OF SAMPLE JS^JLH-'
l<^^'=* -^^
Distress Types








*S. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off





















FXISTING DISTRESS T/PE- QUANTITY & SEVERITY
n I 7
^






































« 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft) Distress 13 Is Measurea In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure B-2.
A5^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _









I. Alligafor Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Crackwg
Z Bleeding
5. Block Cracking




*fl. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;





















































q= jror^L DEDUCT VALUE







X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5145-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN?=^PFCTIQN SHEET
BRANCH __i^:L.aU SECTION _jtS_Lm±Ll.^ 449
-,-,£- 7)^g n^ SAMPLE UNIT ^^—/
fj/,,^y^^^y J^^^y^ AREA OF SAMPLE .jS^Ilil-Jr
tC.S C^f-
Distress Types
/ Alligaior Cracking *I0. Long 8 Trans Crackingi.Mnigui j y
















*S Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
^J=>



























X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET


















*/0. Long 3 Trans Cracking






*a Jf Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
TYPE-i


























































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
%1-S
HS
PCI 100 -CDV =
S6
RATING Fa\r
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 'f, 7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-B.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT |N5^PFCT10N SHEET
BRANCH ^^ "^^^^ SECTION
-t^^iSlW--^
^ )^sh3 _ SAMPLE UNIT loZl
451




/ Alligator Cracking ^10. Long aTrar^s
Cracking
5 Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*4. Bumps and Sags *I3. Potholes
5 Corrugation '< Railroad Crossing
6 Depression 15. Rutting
^7 Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*5 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 U3ne/Sh!dr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
SKETCH!
\\|
EXISTING DISTRESS T/PE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY7^"
^TAL DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9







DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
i\j6 -
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu, ui« ol thi. lur.M, ,», TM 5-623. i'.«- ....|.'>"—' -;' > » '•-'"•





7^ _ SAMPLE UNIT J
452
SURVEYEDBY Zi^ /lA?E/5 OF SAMPLE
/^/ y t-^-. y^u^ £-^,
Distress Types








*e Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off














































q= YOTAL DEDUCT VALUE




*f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
I.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For u« o( lhi» (or..., ««. TM 5-623. tl.« L.Ol'O.ie.M «|«m-v ,i USACf
BRANCH SECTION S_S_J^^
SAMPLE UNIT—/^ 453




TPAIIigalor Cracking ^^ Long a Trans Crackjng
2- Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




^8. Jf Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off









(^ Weatttering and Raveling

































f CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)







«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Wliicti Are Measured In Linear Ft', Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Pottioles.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET







SURVEYED AREA OF SAMPLE I'- /
\'\U'l cJ.
Distress Types
J:' Alligator Cracking ^^G? Lorig S Trans Cmckjng






*8 J1 Reflection Cracking IT. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off IS.^Swell
/If9. ^Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
5. Block Cracking






































\total deduct valueq= ^




RATING = (3 o o^
*f All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For uie o( tun lor..i. ««> TM 5-623. tl.e ,„.m.o..«.ii Avt-.-y « uSACr






AREA OF SAMPLE JkllHl-' ' f\{j>% p\
Distress Types
(pAlliaa for Cracking ^. Long a Trans Cracking
^ ^








^8 J1 Reflection Cracking









































q= jrOT/iZ. DEDUCT VALUE




j»f /»// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' unf ol thij tori". »« TM 5-623. Hi*
BRANCH
DATE















*a Ji Reflection Cracking












Long 3 Trans Cracking









































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E^2.
Ac^PHAl T PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET









AA AREA OF SAMPLE /^^'//^' "' \'\^'^ ^
Distress Types
^ Alligator Cracking */^ Long a Trons Crackjng
'2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*5 Ji Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off








'I9J Weathering and Raveling










































* All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ', Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVFMFNT INSPECTION SHEET
Fuf utv o' thii loft.i, tw TW 5-623, I'l*- u"-i''*>"-
BRANCH
DATE _
11^ 3 I s ^ o s - ^ SECTION J^ f^_- 458
SURVEYED BY.
^/'3/U SAMPLE UNIT "Z
^^ AREA OF SAMPLE / '. Z -- (^ (^^ a^
Distress Types
^ Alligator Cracking ^fO.llong Q Trans Cracking








*S. Jt Reflection Cracking












































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)





« /J// £)/s^resses /Ire Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo. u»e o! thij lori-i. ««« TM 5-623. tii* i.-oi-ooeot «,.-...• y .« USAC'"
nr,.f,.o r.- V ;s^^-?-ft section iS«i3 459
SURVEYEDBY— /,/ _ >4/?E4 OF SAMPLE /^
"^
Distress Types
(S-AWiaaior Crocking ^SoZ^ong & Trans Cracking
Z Bleeding /'• Patching autil Cut Patching
5. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
j*4. Bumps and Sags 13. Potholes
5. Corrugation 1^- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
^igPWeathering and Raveling










































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV}\ /'
f^^™<^ =iAcaW^
* All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fuf ujc o' thit loftn. tiw TM 5-623 t'.*- I'O'.-"' •J'-'" 1 -t
BRANCH /?. / C
•;!:;<6'?'f^




-ILLtJ AREA OF SAMPLE
460 /
Distr&gs Types
yAlligator Cracking */^Lorig Q Trans Crackmg
2L Bleeding
3. Block Cracking






*e Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
fl9, Weaihering and Raveling



































jror4/. DEDUCT VALUEq= ^. w.^^ wL.t..,w. ...
—
I
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
\'>
PCI = 100- CDV =
^^
/?47W(5 = rCxoAW^
*r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A.SPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For u«e ol this lortii. svs TM 6-623. th* „.,:.i,o«e.w A.j^>"y
BRANCH
DATE _













*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
^^15?Long & Trans Cracking
























































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses "9,7,8,^
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu> ui<! ol thi. lortt,. im) T^^ 6-623. t<"- f'-f'i'-
-7









TDAIIiaafor Cracking ^O) Long a Trans Cracking
'









*8. Jt Reflection Cracking







dSt} Weathering and Raveling
Sp^SZ





































/?>5T//V(? = A, ^^
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured /n Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo- u>e of thil lor.ii. JBH TM 5-623. ll'ft |,.,.,,oi>.."' «).-...y .s USACr
BRANCH
SURVEYEDBY
SECTION SS / <yo
J. Ix
SAMPLE UNIT
AREA OF SAMPLE /^V^"^ /^'
453/^
Distress Types
G? Alligator Cracking ^(^ Long a Trons Cracking
Z Bleeding
5. Block Cracking




^8. Jt Reflection Cracking








*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell





















































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A!^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fu- uie ol thi» lo»>", nn» TM 5623. li.<-
BRANCH rz- i53&^ -A SECTION ?-l
SAMPLE UNIT ^2 /Z^
464




/ Alllgafor Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Cracking








*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
J. Block Cracking




*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
TYPEi-» 1
EXISTING DISTRESS TrPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY
>- "-•

































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
L^
S^
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = {SeCp
ir 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET






SECTION 12-lS'3o'?- A 4g5
SAMPLE UNIT ^^ /^^ i
AREA OF SAMPLE .MedJin^-T- H (^^ -^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long Q Trans Cracking
-






. ^„y. , 16. Shoving
*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking

























































»f /»// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
0^ 3BRANCH
DATE ^//^/^?
TM 5-623, tt»*- iM"w<"'^"' ''J-"
SECTION
SAMPLE UNIT











*e. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
^10. Long & Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
existing distress rrPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY
I1£L




































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
^^
PCI = 100- coy =
9-0
RATING
«r /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Numt>er of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET








Si;/?vfyEDBY t±. _ 4/?E/5 OF SAMPLE ' >^' ^^^ "^^I'^b'S^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long a Trar)s Crackwg
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*S. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off






















































AL PCI IOO-CDV =
YOTAL DEDUCT VALUE




n; l t v/.,•
Cj* <=' 'Si
* 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET








(Ix- AREA OF SAMPLE A^ y ( c ^
Distress Types
/ Alligator Cracking *I0. Long 3 Trans Cracking






*e Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
















































X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET





SAMPLE UNIT Z^i— ~A/3
469
cr AREA OF SAMPLE '^P-^' ^<^' ^ fMo-^ ^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long Siror\s Crocking
Z Bleeding
5. Block Cracking




*8 Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling




































q= \rOTAL DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
r\
B±
PCI = 100-CDV =
RATING = (Z^^r>
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET



















*S J t Reflection Cracking
^9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long Q Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:
EXISTING DISTRESS TrPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY
T1£L


































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)






«r /3// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5U6-R, NOV 82
^<^ ^r,l^ cd: ::j%iui\
Figure E-2.
xC.-iff
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fur uie o< this lO"-.. JW. TM 5-623. tM ,.M-.,K>o.rtl *v|.'...y •< uSACf
BRANCH SECTION














*8. Jt Reflection Craddng
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long&Trans Cracking









19. Weathering and Raveling




































|> ui Alt. ULU O I »ni-m- '^ •^
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)\ V?
RATING
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.





ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




















*S. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off



















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
iiii
3^
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = G>oo P
*
-4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are treasured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
OyOMo-, ll\;ricv^^j Vq
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fvr US« of this form , jod TM 5-623. tli« i.fi.pooeAi mj--".y .« ijSACi
BRANCH
DATE _









I. Alligator Cracking ^10. LongSTransCrackjng






*8 J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
Jii
^ -^vS
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = O S 13U
* /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEEX










I. Alligator Cracking *I0. Long S Trans Crackjng
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Sfildr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
TYPE-t-r»jZ












































* 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Msasurea in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
A.qPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For u« ol this (of"i. see TM S-623. ll.« ,...:.|K>n«.it A.|w..V » uSACr
BRANCH
DATE —




SURVEYEDBY. n.T^ AREA OF SAMPLE u.m' v rr'
475
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long STrans Crackmg
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




^8. Jt Reflection Cracking







*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
















































q= |ror/>L DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)




«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and to Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET








AREA OF SAMPLE '^r"l' /'^' = '1^^
Distress Types
— / Alligator Cracking —^/O. Long QTrans Cracking
Z. Bleeding II. Patching autil Cut Patching
- 3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
*f4. Bumps and Sags ^13. Potholes
5. Corrugation /'*• Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^8. Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell





































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
INDUCT
VALUE




iK All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.





ACiPHAl T PAVEMENT IN.^PFCTION SHEET







/»/?£/! OF S/lAfPLE M^ ^2. -^\^m
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking *I0. Long a Trans Crackjng







* 8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking
































q= [rOr^L DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) JM
per : 100 -CDV =
RATING = Ixa^^^
m All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measurea In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH ^-^^ - SECT ION _JL 1
'^- 3_c,jlJ1.^
0^7E b-\^»,\^^ SAMPLE UNIT
^.
478
SURVEYED BY. (l\ AREA OF SAMPLE \'r^<(^ -
'' b"^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long STrans Cracking
^ ^






- o ^,n^...>.. , 1^ Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8. Jt Reflection Cracking










































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
PCI = 100- CDV =
JH
^ 32
RATING = (^ o o"^
x All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
P«r use o( thi» lof".. Jre TM S-623. H.* |...:.,.Ort.r.>i MJ-...V * -'SAC;
BRANCH P^ \















^8 Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Stildr Drop Off
Distress Types
^10. LongSTrans Cracking















































if /!// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft) Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET












/ AlUaator Cracking *tO. Long B Trans Cracking













*e Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell











































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)




X All Distresses Are fyleasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-3.
AJfe
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Pw< uje of thij (on.i. »« TM 5-623, ti.* i.-o.-o^^-^' «|.^"y » -'S-'Cr
BRANCH ''^"^ ^ SECTION
f?lS3o^-^
1-7 ^^^SAMPLE UNIT





I. Alligator Cracking ^10. LongaTrarJsCrackJng
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




^8 Jt Reflection Cracking
^9 Lane/Sfildr Drop Off






































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
Jd
C?
PCI = 100- CDV =
%s.
RATING
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
>jt.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fo' uie O* th'i fo'i
ri_t 3.
im TM 6-623. "^
'/^A n,^ SAMPLE UNIT 2l5
482









*8. Jf Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/SMdr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long QTrans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:










































*f 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and to Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.





ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
FO' use of «hi> for.f, JW TM S-623. tl.* ,...m^.w-i' «i'-V
BRANCH ILt 3 SECTION ^
\S3c>^ e
cM^\^^ SAMPLE UNIT Zk.
483
SURVEYED BY. AREA OF SAMPLE
I6>M >^i^ -.^'''5
Distress Types
I. Alligator Cracking ^10. LongaTrar)sCrackJng
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 Jt Reflection Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
SKETCH!
--n
























q= \total deduct value
-3^ PCI =I00-CDV
=
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE {CDV)\ ^bT' 3'i
i^
RATING = Q^^'^
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET




DATE LU^mi. SAMPLE UNIT S^
4%4








^8. J1 Reflection Cradling
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
^10. Long S Trans Cracking



















































inr 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ) Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET

















*a J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long STrans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
1- 1=16,-6












































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV}\ i ^
PCI =/00-C£>V =
RATING = Gc^o-p
JUT >9// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2. 7




ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For ult? o' thi» foft TM 5-623. Ii'» 1 i.l.O'":"' -J-
BRANCH
DATE _















*f 8. J1 Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
^10. Long 3 Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
SKETCH.































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)







-4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurea in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
\}t.\ [iKry C^-^^V
A5^PHALT PAVEMENT IN?^PECTION SHEET











/ Alliaaior Cracking *I0. Long STrans Cracking






*8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking

















































*f /5// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Numtser of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
For ut>! o( Ihli lor.i.. tm TM 5-623, ti"- i.m.|'""'"' -j-
BRANCH
DATE _




AREA OF SAMPLE Ih^ / f''- - 'i^^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking





, ^„j^^ ^ 16. Shoving
*a Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off Id. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking







































^ PCI =IOO-CDV =
\total deduct value
I




*r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured m
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 514S-R, NOV 82
Figure E~2.
r\
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fv u» of thi» for.... l« TM 5-623, tl." ,....,-o..^>. *j^"-y •« ^-'SAC;




SURVEYED BY. \t t- , (bo /l/?E>9 OF SAMPLE
"^ '^ /" ' '' ' - "2 i o<3 s^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long B Trans Cracking
Z. Bleeding H Patching autil Cut Patching
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
X4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5. Corrugat ion W- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;










































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
PCI = 100- CDV =
.52l.
1%
RATING = G «> <=" P
«r >9// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.






AQPHAIT PAVEMENT INSPFCTIQN SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fo' ut« o' th'» lo'i
<^^ ^3 -1




SURVEYEDBY _ AREA OF
SAMPLE JL.
490
r c aa • ^
Distress Types
/. mgaior Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Crj^ckmQ
2 Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 Jl Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off


















































































«?>«// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Numt>€r of Potholes.




Ac;pHAIT PAVEMENT IN?^PFCTION SHEET
Fo. u« o> thi, lo"... .« TV. 5-623. t'.*
..MM-O..^^' *U-"» • -'.='^C




SURVEYEDBY—LL _ >fl/?E>a OF SAMPLE
l-0(?^io-^. --Tsoc sr
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking *I0. Long a Trans
Crjckmg







*8 Jf Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking





























































jror^Z. DEDUCT V^q= ,






jr 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E~2.
\J>
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
'




BRANCH ^-^ 7.T.H SECTION _iLS I
rC^H - fS
,,,
SAMPLE UNIT -Z,DATE —


















*S Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling















































If 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 is Measured tn
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i-










>5ffE/5 OF SAMPLE ^00 X'&. ^ -' '^"^'' S^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding H- Patching autil Cut
Patching
3 Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
3K4. Bumps and Sags */3. Potholes
5, Corrugation /< Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
^7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*8 J1 Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;














































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
^\
'\^
PCI = 100- CDV =
RATING = 5ooi:3
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
[J
Figure E-2.
A.qPHAlT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET










7 C' :: 2- •'>'-' '
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long a Trans Crackjng






^ 17. Slippage Cracking
*i Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
sketch:






































































X All Distresses Are treasured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 12 is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E~2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET







SURVEYEDBY iLS_ AREA OF SAMPLE 7 r>r?
-^ "^- ^ ^ T_\ ^ o J <=
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking *I0. Long S Trans Crjickmg
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking
3KA. Bumps and Sags
5. CorJ .:gat ion
6. Dep'sssion
*7. Edge Cracking







^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:





























































|rOr>^L DEDUCT VALUEq= .^






if All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.





ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN.qPFCTlON SHEET
Fo. u.. ol thi. fu...., .« TM 5-623, I--
,•<,.—
-J"" ' » •-'^
BRANCH -<^-V ^^- ^^^ ' '^"^ 7
SURVEYED BY.
SAMPLE UNIT _




















*S Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Larje/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling




















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV) ^
RATING --
^^;^
Jf 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.





ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET










/ Alliaator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding 1 1. Patching a Util Cut Patching
3. Block Cracking 12. Polished Aggregate
3K4. Bumps and Sags 13. Potholes
5. Corrugat ion W- Railroad Crossing
6. Depression 15. Rutting
*7. Edge Cracking 16. Shoving
*a Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:




























































*r /!// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are /Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
Ac;pHAIT PAVEMENT 1N?^PFCTI0N SHEET
SECTION f-^ ]<(^\^'^





SURVEYED BY H \- AREA OF SAMPLE
Distress Types
*/0 Long STrans Cracking






*e Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell


























Z y- ^j) L











































* /!// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
Ac;pHAIT PAVEMENT IN-^PFCTION SHEET
P«- uie of thi. tor.... >« TM S-623. t'-' ,...M-0..^.>t «!«..> •«
.^SAC^
BRANCH {JJT ^3^' SECTION
^S /r^oH-f^
SAMPLE UNIT
SURVEYEDBY Hi AREA OF SAMPLE _Z
t c y /f
499
Distress Types
*/0 Long S Trans Cracking







*S Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell















1 C, jT '-
1^
.AH.
y T. f !0















































«r /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are /treasured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measurec In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E~2.
AQPMAIT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEEX








AREA OF SAMPLE r::, •2.(t>6 C^
Distress Types
*/0 LongSTrans Cracking







*'q Jt Reflection Craddng 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr DropOff 18. Swell


























































«r 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5U6-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
u 3,5-
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
-py,






501SECTION g-^ > sot -7
^6
SAMPLE UNIT ^
AREA OF SA'MPLE AX-lii^^ HcbosP
Distress Types
/ Miaaior Cracking ^10. LongSTrans
Cracking
I. A iigaio v. v





'^ f ^age orui-«».y 16. Shoving
*8 Jt Reflection Crackiftg 17. Slippage Cracking
X si Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
Z Bleeding
3. Block Cracking
X4. Bumps and Sags
5. Corrugat ion
6. Depression




EXISTING DISTR£SS T/PE. QUANTITY & SEVERITY
























q= ^OTAL DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)\ 1U>
PCI =IOO-CDV =
RATING = (^oo^>
* /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measured In
Number of Potholes.




A.qPHAlT PAVEMENT IN-SPECTION SHEET
BRANCH
DATE _
Fo' UK o' (h't K
^^ ^^
TM 6-623 II" <-j-.. , .«
Jl 2A.
SECTION (^^ \'^^';^ -C>
SAMPLE UNIT ^
502
SURVEYED BY. (ce >4ff£/a OF SAMPLE
'=\a^
Distress Types








*a J1 Reflection Cradling
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:





































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
99.5
\\.$
PCI = 100- CDV =
/?47//VG = Ix ^cAWv^
* >5// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ', Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ACiPHAIT PAVEMENT INy^PFCTlQN SHEET
Fo, UK o' thU lof.". w TM S-e23, f.' ,....,-o..^-^' **-• .< -.iSAC-'
BRANCH
DATE _





AREA OF SAMPLE ^^Q' ^ ?-^ '- '"^ « ^
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Cracking
_





,..w«. , 16. Shoving
*8 Jt Reflectioj Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking

















































""^I )r0r4L DEDUCT VALUE




Jf /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo' utv o* th'i tu» TM 5-623 I"*-







7 6C I- •r' r 1^0 o
Distress Types
/ Alliaaior Cracking *I0. Long a Trans CrackingI. Mii g V





--,. ^„y<. a 16. Shoving
^8 Jt Reflection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)





-4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN<=^PFrTION SHEET








AREA OF SAMPLE looi^^S-- n^^
Distress Types
/ Alliaafor Cracking ^10. Long S Trans Crackingi.Mii g T y








19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*e Jt Reflection Cracking
*f 9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
'existing distress ryPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY
^OTAL DEDUCT VALUE
CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 is Measured In
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E~2-
ASPHALT PAVEMENT IN5^PECTI0N SHEET
BRANCH (C^ ^-^-^ SECTION JL^_iJ^ll^^
Q^j^ ^).\'^^ SAMPLE UNIT




/. Alligator Cracking ^10. Lor^ a Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*8 Jf Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch;






























































PCI = 100- CDV =
•^Co
RATING = (^ooO
* ;!// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i.
Ac^PHAIT PAVEMENT INy=^PFCTiON SHEET
For u.e ol thi« !»'•". •«• TM 5-623. I'.* „...,.o.<^.w
mj^ ,» -jSACi
















*S Jt Reflection Cracking








*i uirie/Shidr Drop Off 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Ravelin
T1E£^



















































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV}\ ^\
PCI =tOO-CDV
RATING = ^oo<D
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft', Distress 13 Is Measurea in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-2.
ASPHALT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo» u»« o' th** (u'l TM 5-623. i'-- '
BRANCH
D/J7E _
tf-i ZH.^ . SECTION (IG l^U('1-&.08
^1 \ 1-^^ , SAMPLE UNIT SZ.












*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
*9. Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
Long QTrans Cracking













































































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
IpS
3Cg
PCI = 100- CDV =
/?4r/iv<? = Gdqo'P
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ) Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure B-i
Ac^PHAlT PAVEMENT IN5^PF-CTI0N SHEET




















*8. Jt Reflection Cracking
^9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
yj>





















































q= jrOr^L DEDUCT VALUE





X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are fAeasured In Linear Ft ) Distress 13 Is Measured in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure £"2.
Ac;PHAlT PAVEMENT IN5^PFCTIQN SHEET









AREA OF SAMPLE .^_£_lll
10
Distress Types
/. Alligator Cracking *10. Lortg a Trans
Crjjckmg









*i' Lane/Shldr Drop Oft 18. Swell
19. Weathering and Raveling
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking













EXISTING DISTRESS TyPE.QUANTITY & SEVERITY




































q= jrOT/lZ. DEDUCT VALUE








* 4// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 Is Measures in
Number of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82 ^
Figure E-2.
Ac;pHAl T PAVEMENT IN-^PFCTION SHEET








AREA OF SAMPLE T-^V-^^ ^ f^c>«>
Distress Types
/. 4///go/or Croc)f/ng ^/O. Long S Trans Cracking
2. Bleeding
3. Block Cracking




*B Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off








19. Weathering and Raveling
^^^^S.





































CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
22—
o-q-
PCI = 100-CDV =3
* /J// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and to Which Are Measured In Linear Ft; Distress 13 Is Measurea In
Number of Potholes.




A^PHAIT PAVEMENT INSPECTION SHEET
Fo. uiB ol th^ lu'".. •»» TM 6-623 v.*
BRANCH
DATE
g-r Z-M3 SECTION (^s i^cn-o 512
^\^^^5 SAMPLE UNIT








*8 Jt Reflection Cracking
*9 Lane/Shldr Drop Off
Distress Types
*/0. Long 3 Trans Cracking








19. Weathering and Raveling
sketch:





















































q= jrOT^lL DEDUCT VALUE








-d// Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft ; Distress 13 is Measured in
Numt>er of Potholes.
DA FORM 5146-R, NOV 82
Figure E-i.
A5^PHALT PAVEMENT INSPFCTION SHEET
Fof u«e O* thil forfn, stra TM 5-623. l'^* V" t w <r j





tx. _ >a/?E/l OF SAMPLE _£mlx5LS
Distress Types
*/0 LongSTrans Cracking







*fS JlRefiection Cracking 17. Slippage Cracking
^9 Lane/ShidrDropOff 18. Swell













CORRECTED DEDUCT VALUE (CDV)
X All Distresses Are Measured In Square Feet Except Distresses 4,7,8,9
and 10 Which Are Measured In Linear Ft', Distress 13 Is Measured in
Numt)er of Potholes.
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